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PREFACE 

Mass customization is one of the most important competitive strategies in 
the current economy. Its primary objective is to maximize customer satisfac- 
tion by providing tailor-made solutions with near mass production effi- 
ciency. Some researchers even postulated that mass customization is the sin- 
gle way to competitiveness in today's dynamic business environment. In ef- 
fect, mass customization has proved to be very successful in certain business 
fields. Companies that succeeded to reap the benefits of the strategy by 
joining mass production and make-to-order capabilities could secure a com- 
petitive advantage and outpace their competitors. However, the failure of 
some implementation projects made it obvious that mass customization is 
still challenging and requires further research support from academia and in- 
dustry. Especially, new scientific methods and tools are required to mitigate 
the difficulties encountered when putting the strategy into practice. 

The contributions in this book represent leading edge papers and recent 
advances in mass customization. The results reported in the chapters not 
only contribute to the support of a successful implementation of mass cus- 
tomization but also stimulate further research and scientific work in the field. 
Throughout the chapters, the broadness and complexity of the field is shown. 
It becomes very obvious that mass customization challenges can only be 
mitigated if a joint effort of various disciplines such as business administra- 
tion, computer science and engineering can be achieved. 

The origins of this book lie in the International Mass Customization 
Meeting 2005 (IMCM'O5) held by June 2005 at the University Klagenfurt, 
Austria where researchers from many scientific disciplines and practitioners 
acting in various industrial fields had the opportunity to present their re- 
searches and to discuss many issues related to mass customization. 
IMCM'O5 has provided a platform for original research in the area and for 
the exchange of ideas and problem solving approaches across various fields. 
From the 39 blind-reviewed papers accepted for presentation at the confer- 
ence, only 11 chapters have been selected for this book. The selection proc- 
ess of the best chapters was extremely difficult owing to the high quality of 
papers accepted for presentation. Furthermore, the authors of the selected 
papers were asked to revise and extend their papers so as to make the chap- 
ters accessible to a larger audience. Therefore, the book can be useful not 
only for researchers but also for practitioners and graduate students in op- 
erations management, management science, business administration and 
computer science. An additional chapter has been written in order to intro- 
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duce mass customization by providing a literature review and discussing the 
state-of-the-art of the concept. 
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Chapter 1 

MASS CUSTOMIZATION: STATE-OF-THE-ART 
AND CHALLENGES 

Thorsten Blecker and Nizar Abdelkafi 
Hamburg University of Technology, Department of Business Logistics and General 
Management 

Abstract: Mass customization refers to a business strategy that conciliates two different 
business practices, which are mass production and craft production. It aims to 
provide customers with individualized products at near mass production effi- 
ciency. In fact, there are many approaches in order to implement mass cus- 
tomization. In this context the customer order entry point plays an important 
role as an indicator for the degree of customer integration and customization 
level. Before embarking on a mass customization strategy, it is mandatory to 
examine if some critical success factors have already been satisfied. The most 
relevant factors are: customer demand for customized products, market turbu- 
lence, supply chain readiness and knowledge driven organization. However, 
the mere satisfaction of these factors need not necessarily lead mass customi- 
zation to success. In effect, the entire process, which in turn consists of many 
sub-processes, has to be coordinated and managed in a suitable manner. The 
main sub-processes in mass customization are: the development sub-process, 
interaction sub-process, purchasing sub-process, production sub-process, lo- 
gistics sub-process and information sub-process. However, state-of-the-art 
mass customization still has to face many challenges. We identify the external 
complexity and internal complexity as the main problems that may jeopardize 
the implementation of the strategy. External complexity can be referred to as 
the difficulties encountered by customers when they have to select adequate 
variants out of a large set of product alternatives. On the other hand, internal 
complexity is experienced inside operations and manufacturing-related tasks. 
It is toward solving these main problems that the researches reported in the 
different chapters of the book have been carried out. Finally, in the conclu- 
sions we provide an overview of each chapter, while pointing out its main 
contribution to research on mass customization. 

Key words: Mass customization, state-of-the-art, mass customization processes, internal 
complexity, external complexity 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The term mass customization (Pine, 1993; TsengIJiao, 2001) can be re- 
garded as an oxymoron that joins two concepts seeming to be opposite at a 
first glance. Mass customization aims to conciliate two business practices, 
which are mass and craft (single-piece) production. Mass production manu- 
factures low cost products by reaping the benefits of standardization and 
scale economies. On the other hand, craft production assumes a high level of 
individualization since the products are tailored to specific customer re- 
quirements. Researchers in strategic management have postulated for a long 
time the incompatibility of the manufacturing principles underlying both 
production concepts. The work of Porter (1998) on generic strategies is the 
best argument with regard to this issue. He postulates that companies simul- 
taneously pursuing differentiation and cost leadership are stuck in the middle 
and cannot achieve strategic success. However, the emergence of mass cus- 
tomization has broken this common belief. Mass customization is a business 
strategy that aims to provide customers with individualized products and ser- 
vices at near mass production efficiency. 

It is the incapability of mass production to prevail in some business 
fields, which has driven companies to seriously consider the alternative of 
customization at a mass scale. Mass customization enables companies to 
achieve an important competitive advantage by joining product differentia- 
tion and cost efficiency. In some business areas, customers are no longer 
looking for standardized goods and services but for products that are exactly 
corresponding to their requirements. 

The concept of mass customization increasingly attracts the interest of 
scientists and practitioners. It is a fascinating approach whose benefits have 
widely been discussed in the technical literature. Some examples from the 
practice corroborate the applicability of mass customization, thereby demon- 
strating that the strategy is not just an oxymoron with no reference to reality. 
Other examples which comment on the failure of some mass customization 
applications prove that the strategy can turn into a nightmare if some impor- 
tant issues are not taken into account. In fact, there is a lack of research and 
common framework concerning the effective implementation of the strategy 
in the practice. For instance, the critical success factors of mass customiza- 
tion still represent a research topic that is not sufficiently explored by aca- 
demia. In this chapter, we will deal with the state-of-the-art mass customiza- 
tion and main research areas relating to this topic. At the end of the paper, 
we notice the contributions of the different chapters of this book in filling the 
research gaps and bridging theory and practice. 
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2. MASS CUSTOMIZATION APPROACHES 

Mass customization is not a pure but a hybrid manufacturing concept, 
which joins the efficiency of operations and differentiation by providing 
highly value added products. The starting point toward mass customization 
may be mass production or one-of-a kind manufacturing. Mass production 
companies work on the basis of a fully anticipatory model by making stan- 
dard products to stock. Because of market pressures and customer demand 
for a broader product portfolio, mass producing companies may decide to 
shift to mass customization. On the other hand, one-of-a-kind manufacturers 
may choose to get into mass customization due to volume expansion and 
existing similarities between their end products. To examine the origin of 
mass customizing companies, Duray (2002) has carried out an empirical 
study, in which 126 companies from different industries participated. The 
study proves that the origin of mass customization companies is actually 
mass production or one-of-a-kind (custom) manufacturing. The research also 
shows that the financial performance strongly depends on the level to which 
the chosen mass customization approach matches the non-mass customized 
product line characteristics. In other words, firms starting out of a custom 
manufacturing are more successful if they involve their customers at very 
early stages when they pursue mass customization. Similarly, those with a 
mass production origin achieve a better financial performance if the integra- 
tion of customers occurs at later stages in the production cycle. 

In fact, firms may choose to provide their customers with different de- 
grees of customization. With this regard, there are many attempts to provide 
classifications and taxonomies of mass customization practices. These classi- 
fications generally draw the level of customer involvement as a main crite- 
rion. Basically, the further upstream customers are involved in the produc- 
tion process, the higher the level of customization. For instance, by using the 
level of customer involvement in the value chain, LampeVMintzberg (1996) 
develop a continuum of strategies. According to the authors, the simplified 
value chain comprises four main stages, which are: design, fabrication, as- 
sembly, and distribution. As the level of customization increases, the point 
of the value chain at which the customer order enters is moved upstream. 
The authors define five strategies, which are: pure standardization, seg- 
mented standardization, customized standardization, tailored customization, 
and pure customization. The lowest level of customization (pure standardiza- 
tion) occurs if all stages of the value chain are standardized. On the other 
hand, firms achieve the highest degree of customization (pure customization) 
if customers are enabled to have an impact on the design process. The other 
strategies are intermediate forms, which are situated between the extreme 
levels. It is important to note that pure standardization and pure customiza- 
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tion can be considered as mass customization strategies, only if certain con- 
ditions are fulfilled. Starting from the definition of mass customization, the 
entire process should involve both mass production and customization parts. 
A standard product that bears certain flexibility, so that it can be customized 
by the retail or customers themselves can be regarded as a mass customized 
product. For instance, car seats can be standardized. However, they may 
permit the driver to set the ideal seat position individually, so as to guarantee 
the maximum amount of comfort. In addition, providing a set of individual 
value added services around a standard product can also be regarded as a 
form of mass customization. On the other hand, pure customization can be 
seen as a form of mass customization, only if the process involves a mass 
production part, in which some components are standardized. For more clas- 
sifications and taxonomies, readers can refer to the following references: 
Pine (1993), PineIGilmore (1999), Duray et al. (2000), Da Silveira et al. 
(2001), MacCarthy et al. (2003), and Piller (2003). 

3. SELECTED CRITICAL FACTORS TO LEAD 
MASS CUSTOMIZATION TO SUCCESS 

The critical factors for leading mass customization to success refer to the 
necessary conditions that if satisfied, the implementation of the strategy has 
great chances to be beneficial for the company. Before shifting to mass cus- 
tomization, it is important to examine if these factors are fulfilled. This dis- 
cussion is driven by the fact that mass customization may not be suitable for 
each business environment or that the environment is not yet ready to facili- 
tate the application of the strategy. 

3.1 Customer Demand for Customized Products 

The main driver for the implementation of mass customization is the 
customer. It is obvious that if the customer does not look for individualized 
goods and services, the strategy will not achieve success. PineIGilmore 
(2000) note that customer satisfaction and "voice of the customer" surveys 
enable companies to understand the general needs of the customer's base. 
But they are not adequate to help companies make decisions concerning if 
they should mass customize or not. In this context, in order to evaluate if the 
customer actually needs customized products, Hart (1995) uses the concept 
of "customer customization sensitivity", which is based on two basic factors, 
namely: the uniqueness of customers' needs and level of customer sacrifice. 
The uniqueness of customers' needs to a great extent depends on the type of 
the product in question. In effect, for some products, the customer may be 
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indifferent to the broadness of the offered variety, and thus customization 
does not really make sense. On the other hand, the value of some other prod- 
ucts is tightly related to the level of individualization that is provided to the 
customer. For instance, it is obvious that a hair cut or investment counseling 
are products that should be tailored to the customer's specific needs. The 
second factor: customer sacrifice is defined by PineJGilmore (2000, p. 19) as 
"the gap between what a customer settles for and what he wants exactly." In 
this context, there is a difference between what the customer would accept 
and what he really needs. As the extents of customer sacrifice and needs' 
uniqueness increase, the customization sensitivity increases; in other words, 
customers are readier to accept customized products. In the attempt to de- 
velop a standard framework for the assessment of customers' susceptibility 
to preferring customized products, Guilabert/Donthu (2003) developed a 
scale consisting of six main dimensions. These dimensions represent state- 
ments which are derived and tested empirically. For instance, the second di- 
mension determined by the authors is as follows: "I wish there were more 
products/services that could be easily customized to my taste." 

3.2 Market Turbulence 

In addition to customer customization sensitivity, the market turbulence 
(Pine, 1993) is an important factor that the firm has to consider in order to 
determine the adequate point in time for the shift to mass customization. 
"The greater the market turbulence, the more likely that the industry is 
moving toward mass customization, and that the firm has to move in order to 
remain competitive" (Pine, 1993, pp. 54-55). It is important to note that the 
reasons of the success of mass production are mainly due to stable business 
environments, in which customers do not demand for differentiation. As 
market turbulence increases, these conditions are no longer satisfied, thereby 
triggering the failure of mass production to cope with the environmental 
changes. While Pine (1993) postulated that mass customization will com- 
pletely replace mass production, Kotha (1995, 1996) demonstrates by means 
of a case study that both strategies can be implemented successfully by the 
same company. There are even synergy effects that can arise if both systems 
can interact properly. 

3.3 Supply Chain Readiness 

Nowadays, it is well argued that competition takes place between supply 
chains rather than between single companies (Christopher, 2005). In effect, 
firms increasingly reduce the level of vertical integration by focusing on 
their core competencies. Therefore, the role of suppliers becomes more im- 
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portant than ever. The shift to mass customization not only affects the inter- 
nal operations but also the relationships between the company and its part- 
ners in the supply chain. For instance, in the event that strategic suppliers do 
not have the necessary capabilities and skills to support the mass customiza- 
tion process, the strategy will not be able to achieve its objectives. Further- 
more, mass customization calls for a dynamic network, which should be con- 
figured according to customers' requirements in order to ensure high respon- 
siveness. Thus, the alignment of the entire supply chain with the strategic 
objectives of mass customization is of high relevance. 

Basically, the company serving the end customer bears the largest re- 
sponsibility in leading mass customization to success or failure. In effect, it 
is the member in the supply chain that initiates such a strategic move. Fur- 
thermore, it is affected the most by the change since it has to devote large ef- 
forts to adapting and redesigning internal operations. Two main internal ca- 
pabilities are necessary in order to customize products at low costs. The first 
is to design products in such a manner that they can easily be customized. In 
this context, the product architecture to a great extent influences the cus- 
tomizability degree. The second capability refers to process flexibility (Zip- 
kin, 2001), which is required to manufacture individualized products on a 
mass scale. Especially, the manufacturing system should enable quick and 
smooth changeovers between products in order to minimize setup times and 
costs. Ahlstrom/Westbrook (1999, p. 263) point out that the offer of cus- 
tomized products for the mass market "...means not merely making opera- 
tional adjustments for specific orders but developing process which can sup- 
ply very numerous customer-chosen variations on every order with little lead 
time or cost penalty." 

3.4 Knowledge Driven Organization 

To accommodate mass customization, the organization should create an 
atmosphere, in which knowledge can be shared smoothly. Since the strategy 
aims to fulfill individual requirements, the input of customers should be 
managed effectively and translated into products and services. Thus, before 
shifting to mass customization, companies have to ascertain if they have the 
required capabilities ensuring that customer knowledge adequately flows in 
the organization. In addition, as described by Pine et al. (1993), processes in 
mass customization should be organized in loosely coupled modules. The 
only way to coordinate this highly flexible structure is an efficient communi- 
cation and exchange of knowledge. Another important point is that mass 
customized products are high value added products, which are intrinsically 
knowledge intensive. 
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4. THE MASS CUSTOMIZATION PROCESS 

The mass customization process can be defined as the set of interlinked 
activities that are necessary to capture individual requirements, to translate 
them into the physical product, which is then produced and delivered to the 
customer. The customization process can be divided into many sub-proc- 
esses including the main stages of the value chain. Blecker et al. (2005) has 
identified six sub-processes, which are: the development sub-process, inter- 
action sub-process, purchasing sub-process, production sub-process, logistics 
sub-process, and information sub-process. 

4.1 Development Sub-Process 

As mentioned earlier, the customizability of the product is an important 
issue in order to lead mass customization to success. If the product is not de- 
veloped in such a way that it can easily be adapted to the customer require- 
ments at low costs, mass customization would never be able to achieve its 
goals. Thus the role of the development sub-process is to translate different 
needs of diverse customers into generic product architecture from which a 
large number of product variants can be derived. In this way, each customer 
specific product can be considered as a particular instantiation of the generic 
design. 

A product architecture is "...the scheme by which the function of the 
product is allocated to physical components" (Ulrich, 2003, p. 118). It is 
widely argued that modular architectures to a great extent facilitate the cus- 
tomization of the product (e.g. Pine, 1993). Modularity ideally involves a 
one-to-one mapping from the elements of the function structure to product 
building blocks. In addition, the interfaces between modules are well-defined 
and de-coupled. The creation of product variety occurs by mixing and 
matching the modules into different configurations. The benefits and limita- 
tions of product modularity have already been discussed by many authors in 
the literature (e.g. Pine, 1993; Piller, 1998; BaldwinKlark, 2000; Ga- 
rudlKumaraswamy, 2003; Langlois/Robertson, 2003). Modularity enables 
companies to achieve the economies of scale, economies of scope, and 
economies of substitution. Furthermore, it considerably reduces development 
lead times. Some disadvantages of modularity may be the ease of imitation 
by competitors and costly development. 

Besides the modularity of products, other concepts such as commonality 
and platform strategies are of high relevance in order to increase reusability 
in mass customization. Commonality (e.g. Collier, 1982; Baker, 1985; 
WackerITreleven, 1986; EynanIRosenblatt, 1996) refers to the multiple use 
of components within the same product and between different products. It 
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aims to reduce the extent of special-purpose components which generally in- 
crease internal variety and costs. Design engineers usually find it easier to 
design a new component than to search in large databases for available com- 
ponents that can satisfy the particular design problem. Therefore, companies 
have to put policies so as to encourage design teams to use existing compo- 
nents in new product development. 

The combination of commonality and modularity leads to the product 
platform strategy (Nilles, 2002). We refer to a product platform as a com- 
mon module that can be implemented into a wide range of end variants of 
the product family. MeyerILehnerd (1997, p. xiii) define a product platform 
in the broader sense as "...a set of subsystems and integaces that form a 
common structure from which a stream of derivative products can be ejfi- 
ciently developed and produced." Platforms are generally cost-intensive and 
should be well-planned in order to gear up the development of future deriva- 
tive products. 

Thus in mass customization, product development is mainly carried out 
design engineers who define the degrees of freedom in product design 

(i.e. a set of module options) that customers can exploit in order to create in- 
dividualized product variants. However, a higher level of customer integra- 
tion can be achieved if the product development function itself is moved to 
the customer who becomes much more involved in product innovation. In 
other words, customers will be given the possibility to develop new product 
concepts by themselves or co-develop it with the innovating company. To- 
ward this aim, companies can provide their customers with toolkits for open 
innovation (von Hippel, 2001), which are software systems that help users 
overcome their limitations in realizing product ideas and visions. For in- 
stance, Piller et al. (2004) report about a toolkit, which makes it possible for 
customers without any software programming skills to create mobile phone 
games on a desktop computer. Therefore, toolkits can be considered as ade- 
quate means to exploit the latent customer energy (SonnenscheinAVeiss, 
2005) and customer's innovative abilities. 

4.2 Interaction Sub-Process 

The output of the development sub-process is the so-called solution space 
which consists of the set of product alternatives that can be produced by the 
mass customizer. In the attempt to increase the chance that each customer 
finds the product that exactly fulfills his requirements, the firm tends to de- 
velop a very extensive solution space with sometimes billions of product 
variants. Therefore, there is a need for a sub-process that matches the cus- 
tomer's expectations with physical products. In fact, this is done during the 
interaction sub-process which captures and identifies what the customers 
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need and assigns to their requirements the most appropriate end product. 
Zipkin (2001) refers to the interaction process as the elicitation process. He 
points out that there are four kinds of elicited information in mass customi- 
zation, which are: identification (e.g. name and address); customers' selec- 
tions from menus of alternatives; physical measurements; and reactions to 
prototypes. 

Basically, the interaction process between the customer and company can 
be supported by the retail or carried out directly over the Internet. For in- 
stance, to be able to sew an individualized garment in the clothing industry, 
the body measurements of the customer are required. The acquisition of such 
data may occur through optical body scanners that are located at the retail 
stores. In this case the retail plays an important role in the customization 
process since it captures the customer's requirements and communicates 
them to the producer. However, in order to buy a customized personal com- 
puter, customers may not have to go the store. They can log onto the website 
of a computer manufacturer such as Dell and then configure the product ac- 
cording to their needs. The interaction process completely runs via the elec- 
tronic medium. 

In mass customization, customers generally do not have a passive role as 
in mass production but they actively participate in the value adding process. 
Because of this input into the value chain, customers are often called "co- 
producers" or "prosumers" (Toffler, 1980; Piller, 2003). The extent of cus- 
tomer integration may vary from the simple selection out of predefined al- 
ternatives (in the event that the mass customizer pursues a customized stan- 
dardization) to the co-design of products (when the mass customizer follows 
a pure customization strategy). 

4.3 Purchasing Sub-Process 

Due to the decreasing level of vertical integration, suppliers can be con- 
sidered as a relevant source of competitive advantage and a potential lever- 
age for cost reduction. The coordination of the outsourcing process is allo- 
cated to the purchasing team which negotiates with suppliers, selects the best 
ones and may place long term contracts with them. Therefore, the purchasing 
department is of high importance in the value chain since it represents the 
interface which links the company with its upstream suppliers. Managers and 
researchers argue that the achievement of high profits lies in an effective and 
efficient component and material purchasing. Successful assemble-to-order 
companies such as Dell rely on advanced network of suppliers which deliver 
components that represent a large percentage of the total value added of the 
product. In a mass customization environment, the purchasing department 
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should ascertain that suppliers have the required responsiveness and flexibil- 
ity in providing variety. 

The design of products around modular architectures has led companies 
to rethink their outsourcing strategies. Modular sourcing has emerged to rec- 
oncile the conflicting objectives of decreasing the level of vertical integra- 
tion and reducing the suppliers' base. While the traditional view consists in 
delivering discrete components to the manufacturer, modular sourcing aims 
to outsource entire complex modules to the suppliers. The modular sourcing 
concept enables the mass customizer to reduce the complexity of the pur- 
chasing process. However, the approach calls for trust in the supply chain 
and a close partnership with module suppliers. According to SakoIMurray 
(1999) there are basically two approaches to apply modular sourcing. The 
mass customizer can be the integrator if it retains the module control or it 
can be the modularizer if the module control is completely transferred to the 
supplier that possesses the capabilities required to provide modular solu- 
tions. Doran (2003) investigates the implications of modularization on the 
supply chain in the automotive industry. He proposes a classification of first- 
tier suppliers that involves mature, developing, and fringe first-tier suppliers. 
Whereas mature and developing first-tier suppliers possess the capabilities 
required to produce complex modules, fringe first tier-suppliers did not de- 
velop the necessary skills and competencies and are likely to move down in 
the structure of the supply chain to become second-tier suppliers. From this, 
it follows that the purchasing function in mass customization has to assess 
carefully the capabilities of suppliers if they can develop and assemble com- 
plex modular solutions since not all suppliers are abele to achieve this task. 

4.4 Production Sub-Process 

Pine (1993) illustrates the importance of manufacturing flexibility for 
mass customization by showing that the economic order quantity (EOQ) 
takes up low values (in the extreme case equal to one) if the set up costs are 
considerably reduced (ideally to zero). Therefore, in order for mass custom- 
izing companies to produce variety in an efficient manner, changeover 
activities that are necessary to change parts, fixtures, tooling, equipment 
programming from one product to another (Anderson, 1997) must be mini- 
mized. In the technical literature, the feasibility of mass customization in 
practice is mainly ascribed to the advances realized in the fields of flexible 
manufacturing systems and modular product architectures (PillerIIhl, 2002). 
In this context, Duray et al. (2000) even postulate that product modularity is 
a main building block of manufacturing environments traditionally regarded 
to be flexible. 
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However, it is important to note that modularization may not be a neces- 
sary condition for customization. In effect, examples from the practice 
document on the possibility to customize products such as garments or 
shoes, which are intrinsically integral. For instance, the clothing industry 
uses computer-controlled machines for cutting fabrics according to individ- 
ual body measurements. Therefore, two types of production systems for 
mass customization can be distinguished according to the source of flexibil- 
ity. The first type relies on flexibility that is built into the product design 
through modularity, whereas the second type depends on flexibility that is 
built into the process. With this regard, it can be stated that product modu- 
larity facilitates the customized standardization approach where standard 
modules are assembled on the basis of customer requirements and process 
flexibility makes it possible to pursue a tailored customization strategy, in 
which the customer order enters at the fabrication stage. 

The entry point of the customer's order in the production process deter- 
mines the customization level that is offered by the firm. This point is typi- 
cally called the decoupling point or differentiation point. It is generally de- 
fined as the point in the production process at which the products assume 
their unique identities. Furthermore, it is situated at the boundary between 
the push and pull systems. In fact, the determination of the optimal place- 
ment of the decoupling point is not an easy decision. Many considerations 
should be taken into account. The mass customizer should ascertain the 
product variety that is required by customers and more importantly the costs 
incurred by this variety. In this context, delayed product differentiation and 
postponement are two important key terms. They are two related concepts, 
whereby the first means placing the decoupling point at later stages in the 
production process and the second describes that some production activities 
are not initiated until customer order arrives. 

4.5 Logistics Sub-Process 

This process involves the upstream logistics with suppliers and down- 
stream logistics with customers. The upstream logistics deals with the trans- 
portation, consolidation and warehousing of materials and components that 
are required for production. On the other hand, downstream logistics ensure 
the packaging and shipment of end products to customers. Both upstream 
and downstream logistics face enormous challenges in mass customization. 
The upstream logistics should ensure that components and modules are de- 
livered in time according to the mass customizer's schedule. The down- 
stream logistics has to deliver on a per item basis when customized products 
are directly shipped to the customer. This considerably increases logistics 
costs since each customer is served individually. Furthermore, poor delivery 
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reliability would make customers doubt about the benefits of mass customi- 
zation. RiemerITotz (2001) point out that the downstream logistics may 
carry out a part of the customization process if the customer is provided with 
the possibility to choose form different logistics options of packaging and 
transport. Customized packaging (e.g. gift wrapping) or individual delivery 
times are just few examples, which illustrate the involvement of logistics in 
the process of customization. 

Logistics generally calls for large investments in transportation and 
warehousing equipment. Especially, for mass customization the distribution 
of customized products can incur high costs, which considerably increases 
total product costs. Because of this, there is a growing tendency of compa- 
nies towards outsourcing their logistics operations to third-party logistics (3 
PL). Third party logistics are suppliers of logistics services that create value 
for their commercial clients. They have elaborated transportation networks 
and can achieve the economies of scale in logistics by consolidating orders 
from different industrial customers. The services offered go beyond trans- 
portation and storage to include value added services, e.g. customized pack- 
aging or even final assembly of products (e.g. Lee 2004, van Hoek 2000). 
Some authors, e.g. GunasekaradNgai (2005) mention the potential role of 
fourth party logistics (4PL)' providers in the context of product customiza- 
tion. 4PL refers to the integration of all companies involved along the supply 
chain. In fact, there is an endeavor of many logistic companies such as DHL, 
FedEx, and UPS to provide such services by linking and coordinating the 
members of the supply chain on the basis of their information and communi- 
cation systems. 

Most often, mass customization (except for pure standardization in the 
classification framework of LampelIMintzberg (1996)) does not trigger in- 
ventories at the end product level. Common components have steady de- 
mand due to the risk pooling effect, while less frequently demanded (special- 
purpose components) have an uneven demand. ChandraIGrabis (2004) men- 
tion that such components require different approaches to inventory man- 
agement. The authors suggest using MRP-based policies for the management 
of components with variable demand and reorder-based policies for manag- 
ing globally sourced components with variable demand. However, JIT poli- 
cies are suitable for the management of locally sourced components with 
even demand. In fact, inventories to a great extent indicate the degree to 
which logistics function smoothly. "Most things that go wrong in a logistics 
system cause inventory to increase" (Tesrine~Wacker, 2000, p. 1 14). 

The term "4PL" was actually coined by the consulting group Accenture, which also holds 
the trademark to this name. 
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4.6 Information Sub-Process 

The information sub-process interacts with all processes mentioned ear- 
lier. It aims to integrate the main activities required to customize products by 
ensuring a smooth information flow (BleckerIFriedrich, 2006). An effective 
integrated information system for mass customization should capture the 
customer needs, develop a list of product requirements, determine manufac- 
turing specifications with respect to routing, material processing, assembly, 
etc. Furthermore, it should offer the possibility to set up the manufacturing 
system, arrange for end product shipment, and enable the verification of the 
product's order status (Berman, 2002). 

In order for companies to practice an efficient customization, products 
have to be identified at the single product level. In this way, items can be 
controlled individually along the supply chain, e.g. in manufacturing and 
distribution (KLkkainen/Holmstrom, 2002). A promising technology that 
makes such identification possible is radio frequency identification (RFID), 
which not only enables the storage of product specific information but also 
real-time modification of this data during product processing. For instance, 
RFID is regarded as an important enabler of QSC Audio Products to move 
from make-to-stock to mass customization. With the aid of this technology, 
the assembly line receives the information required to control assembly work 
and routings from an RFID tag attached to the product itself (Feare, 2000). 
Although the benefits of RFID technology in streamlining information flow 
in mass customization supply chains are obvious, the costs of the technology 
are still high, thereby making companies reluctant to adopt it. 

Another useful approach for the coordination throughout the mass cus- 
tomization supply chain is vendor managed inventory (VMI). This concept is 
enabled by electronic data interchange (EDI) and considerably facilitates in- 
ventory replenishment because the supplier can retrieve real-time data about 
stock levels of modules and components. In addition, the integration of ERP 
(Enterprise Resource Planning) systems among the main members of the 
supply chain improves the agility and adaptability to unforeseen events. In 
this way, if unexpected changes arise, the suppliers can immediately react 
and adjust their activities. Mass customization would also profit from the 
advances in software engineering, e.g. service-oriented architectures (SOA) 
with the objective to couple information systems of different partners in a 
loose manner through the use of standardized interfaces and services. Mass 
customization also calls for internal information systems such as product 
data management systems which should be very sophisticated in order to 
cope with the extensive variety induced in these environments. 
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5. MASS CUSTOMIZATION CHALLENGES 

There is no doubt concerning the benefit of mass customization as a 
strategic concept, which enables companies to outpace competitors. How- 
ever, merely recognizing the benefit need not necessarily mean a successful 
implementation of the strategy. Many customers are still reluctant to buy 
customized products and companies are also skeptical about the feasibility of 
the strategy in practice. The difficulties in implementing a successful mass 
customization are mainly due to two main problems, which we call them 
external and internal complexity. External complexity refers to the uncer- 
tainty encountered by customers when they intend to customize their prod- 
ucts. On the other hand, internal complexity is experienced inside the com- 
pany's operations. It refers to the problems faced by the company because of 
the extensive product variety induced in mass customization. In the follow- 
ing, we will deeply analyze these problems and explain how they can jeop- 
ardize the success of mass customization. 

5.1 External Complexity 

Customers generally do not look for choice per se; they do only want the 
product alternatives that exactly fulfill their requirements. In large variety 
environments, customers generally feel frustrated, confused and incapable of 
meeting optimal decisions. They are overwhelmed by the product selection 
process and experience so-called external complexity. This external com- 
plexity arises because of three main factors, which are: (I)  the limited infor- 
mation processing capacity of humans, (2) lack of customer knowledge 
about the product, and (3) customer ignorance about his or her real individ- 
ual needs. The first complexity driver is inherent to human beings and can- 
not be influenced. In effect, the ability to perceive a large number of options 
and to compare between them requires processing capabilities that humans 
do not possess. For instance, Miller (1956) has ascertained that the capacity 
of humans to simultaneously receive, process, and remember data is limited 
to seven units (plus or minus two). The second complexity driver arises if 
customers lack knowledge and expertise about the product. As customers 
become more accustomed with the product; their capabilities of making ra- 
tional comparisons between options get better. Customers with good product 
knowledge can grasp the product functionalities and reduce the solution 
space to a manageable subset from which they make optimal choice. For in- 
stance, customers who already have used PCs or mobile phones would find it 
easier to choose the most suitable PC or mobile phone than those who never 
have used these products. The third complexity driver refers to the difficulty 
encountered by customers when they intend to estimate and describe their 
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needs. "Customers often have trouble deciding what they want and then 
communicating or acting on them. [. . .] There are situations in which cus- 
tomers clearly articulate their requirements. More commonly, however, 
customers are unsure" (Zipkin, 2001, p. 82). In this context, Blecker et al. 
(2005) develop a model which demonstrates that customers in a mass cus- 
tomization environment actually order products that are not fitting their re- 
quirements. This model distinguishes between two types of needs, which 
are: the subjective and objective customers' needs. The subjective needs are 
defined as the individually realized and articulated requirements whereas the 
objective needs refer to what customers really want. On the basis this model, 
the authors suggest that customers should be provided with a good support 
during the interaction process in order to help them identify their objective 
needs 

In the attempt to facilitate the product search task, companies provide 
their customers with online software tools called configuration systems. 
Given a set of customer requirements and a logical description of the product 
family, the role of the configuration system is to find valid and completely 
specified product instance along all of the alternatives that the generic 
structure describes (SabiNeigel ,  1998). A configuration system can also 
automate the order acquisition process by capturing customer requirements 
and transmitting them to production without involving intermediaries. The 
advantages of configuration systems are discussed by many researchers in 
the literature (e.g. see ForzaISalvador, 2002). However, these benefits seem 
to be more obvious in the Business-to-Business field. In the Business-to- 
Consumer field, configuration systems still need substantial improvements. 
Especially the way by which configuration systems present product options 
to customers should be more emphasized (Blecker et al., 2005). In effect, the 
satisfaction of customers with their final choices to a great extent depends on 
the manner by which product information is presented (HuffmanIKahn, 
1998). If customers are overwhelmed by the configuration task, they may 
abort the configuration process and logout of the website or make subopti- 
mal choice decisions (Piller, 2003). An empirical study carried out by 
(RogollIPiller, 2002) demonstrates that there is no configuration system that 
fulfills optimal requirements from company's and customer's perspectives. 
More importantly, configuration systems are not able to solve the external 
complexity problem (see e.g. Blecker et a]., 2004). Von Hippel (2001) men- 
tions that current configuration systems just enable customers to select prod- 
ucts out of alternatives but do not facilitate customer learning. Customer 
learning is to provide customers with suitable tools in order to ascertain be- 
fore placing customized orders that the product actually corresponds to their 
real requirements. The reduction of external complexity is a challenging is- 
sue in mass customization. If the customers do not order the right products, 
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their trust in mass customized solutions will decrease drastically. Well-de- 
signed configuration systems, however, enable companies to reduce the level 
of external complexity so as to implement mass customization more effec- 
tively. 

5.2 Internal Complexity 

In addition to the external complexity problem, mass customization in- 
duces so-called internal complexity. Internal complexity is maiqly due to the 
proliferation of product variety which negatively affects operations by in- 
creasing costs and slowing down the velocity of the supply chain. Anderson 
(1997, 2004) makes the distinction between external and internal variety. 
External variety is seen by customers, whereas internal variety is experi- 
enced inside manufacturing and distribution operations. The relationship 
between external and internal variety can be illustrated by means of Ashby's 
law of requisite variety. This law states that "variety can destroy variety" 
(Ashby, 1957, p. 207). From an operations' perspective, this means that the 
fulfillment system should have sufficient internal variety (processes, compo- 
nents, fixtures, tools, etc.) in order to represent and control the external vari- 
ety required by customers. It is not possible to serve customers with large 
variety without keeping a certain variety inside the system. 

An extensive product variety in mass customization cannot be manufac- 
tured without a certain loss of efficiency. For instance, an empirical study of 
Wildemann (1995) has shown that with the doubling of the number of prod- 
ucts in the production program, the unit costs would increase about 20-35% 
for firms with traditional manufacturing systems (Job shop systems). For 
segmented and flexible automated plants, the unit costs would increase about 
10-15%. Wildemann concluded that an increase of product variety is associ- 
ated with an inverted learning curve. 

YeMChu (1991) developed a theoretical framework in order to examine 
the effects of variety on performance. In their framework, they distinguish 
between the direct and indirect effects of variety. The direct effects include 
product flexibility, part and process variety, number of set ups, inventory 
volumes, material handling, and production scheduling. However, the indi- 
rect effects mainly relate to delivery reliability, quality and costs. The em- 
pirical test of the framework shows that product proliferation has a signifi- 
cant impact on cost and a moderate impact on service and delivery times. 
The significant impact of variety on the costs' position of companies is due 
to manufacturing complexity which mainly arises in the form of overheads. 

Rosenberg (1996) illustrates the rapid proliferation of product variety by 
means of a simple example from the automotive industry. He shows that the 
number of combinations of modules into car variants can reach astronomical 
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scales (billions of alternatives) by only using a few must-modules (modules 
that are required to fulfill the basic functionalities of cars) and relatively 
small number of can-modules (optional modules). It is worth noting that the 
example provided by Rosenberg is still conservative because variety prolif- 
eration as actually experienced in the practice can be even larger. Though 
modularity lowers product complexity and reduces the number of parts and 
subassemblies, the challenge in such mass customization environments 
mainly relates to the planning and scheduling of production. With increasing 
product variety, the complexity of the scheduling function increases because 
of additional product changeovers, more routing alternatives on the shop 
floor, larger volumes of work-in-process inventories, assembly line balanc- 
ing problems, increasing variability, etc. In this context, ByrneIChutima 
(1997) point out that the use of flexible production systems does not solve 
the entirety of the problem; it even may aggravate it. In effect, each added 
degree of freedom due to production flexibility increases the size and com- 
plexity of the scheduling function. 

With the proliferation of part variety, the complexity of purchasing in- 
creases. In purchasing, supplied parts and materials are not all handled the 
same way. Companies generally use specific criteria to classify purchased 
parts (e.g. generics, commodities, distinctives, criticals (Coyle et al., 2003)) 
and accordingly determine the type of the purchasing process and nature of 
relationships with suppliers. Hence as variety increases, the count as well as 
the type of purchasing processes to be planned, managed and controlled in- 
creases. In addition, the suppliers' base may get bigger, which would make 
the coordination of the entire supply chain more difficult. With this regard, 
suppliers' selection is a major issue because it not only determines the mode 
of collaboration in the future but also the structure of supply chain configu- 
ration and thus the network complexity. Although Just-in-time policies can 
alleviate the negative effects of the network complexity, it can be imple- 
mented only with local suppliers to manage the delivery of components with 
steady demand. If these conditions are not satisfied, inventory policies which 
involve safety stocks are used. Since variety negatively impacts the stability 
of components' demand, Just-In-Time policies are no longer applicable, 
thereby increasing the complexity of the network and thus the stock levels in 
the supply chain. Furthermore, variety in mass customization increases com- 
plexity not only at the supply side but also at the distribution side. Complex 
distribution networks are required to deliver individual products on a per 
item basis and more importantly to provide an effective and efficient an after 
sales service. The effects of variety-induced complexity on the performance 
and productivity of the firm are depicted in many contributions in the litera- 
ture (see e.g. Perkins, 1994; MacDuffie et al., 1996; FisherIIttner, 1999; 
Ramdas, 2003). 
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6. CONCLUSIONS AND CONTRIBUTION OF THE 
BOOK 

In this chapter, we have depicted the main approaches to implement mass 
customization. These approaches are generally classified according to the 
degree of customer involvement in the value chain. After that, we dealt with 
the critical factors that should be satisfied before a company shifts to mass 
customization. The discussion makes it obvious that managers should con- 
sider many important issues when they want to embark on the strategy. 
However, the fulfillment of these critical factors is a necessary but not a suf- 
ficient condition in order to lead mass customization to success. To deliver 
high value added products to the customer on mass scale, the mass customi- 
zation process must run adequately. This calls for a smooth interplay be- 
tween a set of sub-processes (development, interaction, purchasing, produc- 
tion, logistics, and information). We kept these sub-processes as generic as 
possible, so that they can fit many mass customization environments. The 
implementation of the strategy in the practice still faces many challenges in 
the practice. These are mainly due to the external and internal complexity 
problems. External complexity refers to the uncertainty and confusion en- 
countered by customers during the product selection process. Internal com- 
plexity is experienced inside operations because of the variety of products, 
parts, and processes that are induced by mass customization. The following 
chapters of this book address both challenges and describe several solution 
approaches in order to make mass customization work efficiently. 

In the following chaljter, Kreutler and Jannach address the external 
complexity challenge in mass customization. The authors argue that the typi- 
cal "one style-fits-all" approach for needs elicitation over the Internet is not 
adequate for customer-supplier interaction in a mass customization environ- 
ment. Instead, the elicitation process should be adapted to the customer not 
only at the content level but also at the interaction and presentation level. To 
achieve this goal, adequate techniques for an effective implementation of the 
necessary functionalities in online configuration are discussed. Furthermore, 
the required architectural aspects to build and maintain such highly adaptive 
applications are provided. Thus, the authors extend state-of-the-art configu- 
ration systems which lack adaptability and customer-oriented support. 

Configuration systems have been widely used to support mass customi- 
zation environments where the products are physical. In fact, when we think 
about customized goods, computers, cars, shoes or garments come usually 
first to mind. However, as it will be shown by Wolter, Hotz, and Krebs, the 
mass customization concept proves to be applicable for intangible products 
such as software or software-intensive systems consisting of both hardware 
and software. The authors develop a tool that enables an automatic deriva- 
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tion of the software artifacts required to fulfill certain features specified by 
the customer. The presented approach even supports the evolution of soft- 
ware product families in the course of time. In effect, by means of a depend- 
ency analysis, a method is provided to compute the impacts of the modifica- 
tion or addition of certain software components on others. A prototype im- 
plementation with industrial partners provides interesting and promising re- 
sults concerning applicability in practice. 

Configuration systems either for physical or for software products require 
a product model, which can be regarded as the core that contains information 
about the different (physical/software) components to be assembled as well 
as the constraints existing between them. Well designed product models 
avoid redundancies so that no data is stored more than once. Toward this 
aim, J@rgensen develops a model with multiple abstraction levels for the 
representation of product families. By means of this new approach, the au- 
thor shows that product configuration can be shifted toward identification 
and definition of attributes instead of modules and components. In this con- 
text, the functions that are required by customers are addressed at higher ab- 
straction levels. 

Enabling the customer to find the right product alternative that meets his 
or her requirements does not mean by far that mass customization can be 
implemented efficiently. In effect, mass customization calls for an optimal 
balancing between customer preferences and operational reality. The 
achievement of operations efficiency is highly dependent on product design 
and the extent of induced internal variety. In the attempt to reduce internal 
variety, Ismail, Reid, Poolton and Arokiam develop a methodology based on 
so-called similarity matrix and similarity coefficients. The implementation in 
the practice shows that the approach can be used for the redesign of existing 
product families, so as to increase feature reusability. The similarity coeffi- 
cients also help design engineers make rational decisions concerning the de- 
sign features to be used when developing new products. 

However, mass customization not only calls for the redesign of products 
to make them customizable on a mass scale. There are also process require- 
ments that should be satisfied by the production system, so as to be able to 
manufacture a large product mix while reducing setup activities on the shop 
floor. In this context, Reik, Mclntosh, Owen, Mileham and Culley propose a 
systematic method called "design for changeovers" that aims to analyze 
manufacturing equipment with respect to setup activities. The method en- 
ables the initiation of manufacturing process improvements whose positive 
impact on changeovers can be evaluated by means of a set of metrics. 

In the attempt to analyze the mutual impacts of platform products devel- 
opment and supply chain configuration, Zhang and Huang propose a com- 
prehensive research framework based on three main dimensions. The first 
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dimension refers to the integration levels or the coordination schemes of 
supply chain agents. The second dimension consists of the product platform 
development strategies such as commonality, modularity, postponement and 
scalability. The third dimension is about supply chain configuration deci- 
sions, which include e.g. supplier selection, inventory allocation, ordering 
policy, operation selection, service time, etc. Then, the authors investigate in 
detail a specific case, in which the agent relationship is non-interactive, 
commonality and modularity strategies are considered, and supply chain 
configuration decisions include supplier selection, inventory allocation, and 
ordering policy. The authors formulate a non-linear mathematical decision 
model for this problem and present a solution procedure. On the basis of a 
numerical example, it is shown that platform products strategies decrease 
total costs and lead manufacturers to choose module suppliers with a high 
level of specialization. 

In addition to their impacts on the supply chain configuration, product ar- 
chitectures necessarily affect the internal manufacturing system. In this con- 
text, Blecker and Abdelkafi examine the relationships between the modular- 
ity of products and delayed product differentiation on the shop floor. The 
main thesis of their work is that the principle of delaying product differen- 
tiation turns to be insufficient if products are modular. In other words, the 
mere application of this principle does not enable one to ascertain in a suit- 
able way how variety should increase within the assembly process. In order 
to determine the optimal proliferation of variety, the authors propose to ad- 
ditionally consider the variety-induced complexity. The weighted Shannon 
entropy is suggested as a measure for the evaluation of this complexity. 
Furthermore, the authors explore the complexity measure and its managerial 
implications in the case of a two-stage assembly process. 

Whereas Blecker and Abdelkafi concentrate on the optimal proliferation 
of variety in the assembly process, Bock focuses on assembly line balancing 
in the presence of large product variety, He develops a new balancing ap- 
proach based on a modular variant definition. The resulting model can deal 
with theoretical variant programs comprising several billions of end product 
variants. In addition to this, the author develops a randomized parallel Tabu 
search algorithm in order to determine appropriate line layouts in a system- 
atic way. 

Brabazon and MacCarthy take a broader view which goes beyond the as- 
sembly process on the shop floor to involve the entire fulfillment process. 
The authors review the literature dealing with the order fulfillment models 
for the catalog mode of mass customization. Catalog mass customization is 
defined as a concept in which customer orders are fulfilled from a pre-engi- 
neered set of potential product variants that can be produced with a fixed or- 
der fulfillment process. The literature review reveals that four main order 
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fulfillment structures have been developed thus far. The authors distinguish 
between fulfillment from stock, fulfillment from a single fixed decoupling 
point, fulfillment from one of several fixed decoupling points and fulfillment 
from several points, with floating decoupling points. Furthermore, they dis- 
cuss the main influences on the choice of fulfillment mechanism, namely: 
product variety, postponement, process flexibility, fulfillment logic, and 
customer factors. Thus, the contribution of the authors is a comprehensive 
framework, which consists of the possible concepts that can be used in order 
to put catalog mass customization into practice. 

Optimal order fulfillment in mass customization to a great extent depends 
on inventories and corresponding stock levels. In this context, Lu, Efstathiou 
and del Valle Lehne develop a lean inventory model for mass customization. 
By using combinatorial mathematics, the authors express the customer ser- 
vice level as a function of product variety and inventory capacity. In addi- 
tion, they show how to adjust product variety and inventory capacity in order 
to meet a targeted customer service level. The developed function enables 
managers to ascertain how much inventory capacity should be extended in 
the event that the number of product variants increases and service level 
should be kept constant. Similarly, given a certain number of product vari- 
ants, it is possible to derive the required increase in inventory capacity in or- 
der to improve the service level. 

The book chapters that are mentioned until now deal with issues that are 
related to organization and technology in the specific context of mass cus- 
tomization. A fundamental topic, which is as important as organization and 
technology for the industrial firm in general and mass customizing enterprise 
in particular, concerns the human resources. In spite of its high relevance, 
the issue of personnel in mass customization has been neglected in research. 
Therefore, in the attempt to fill this research gap, Forza and Salvador have 
conducted a qualitative study based on experts' interviews with the objective 
to explore the individual competences supporting the organization capability 
for mass customization. The research framework developed by the authors 
assumes that mass customization capability depends on competence, which 
is in turn a construct that is made of three classes of individual characteris- 
tics, namely abilities, knowledge and attitudes. Within this research frame- 
work, the authors explore what roles are mostly affected by mass customiza- 
tion within the company and what fundamental requirements mass customi- 
zation poses on the manufacturing firm in terms of individual competences. 

Recapitulating, the contributions provided in this book handle many is- 
sues that are necessary for making mass customization work efficiently. 
Throughout the chapters, the authors provide theoretical concepts, tools, and 
practical methods in order to streamline the mass customization process, 
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while mitigating the negative effects triggered by the internal and external 
complexity. 
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Chapter 2 

PERSONALIZED NEEDS ELICITATION IN 
WEB-BASED CONFIGURATION SYSTEMS 

Gerold Kreutler and Dietmar Jannach 
University of Klagenfurt,Institute for Business Informatics and Application Systems 

Abstract: The high product variety of a mass customization strategy induces a high level 
of complexity both from the mass-customizer's perspective as well as from the 
customers' viewpoint. In particular, a high number of different product vari- 
ants and configurable features can be challenging for the end-user who is often 
overwhelmed during the configuration and buying process. As customers are 
generally not technical engineers, but rather less-experienced, they are often 
confused and unable to choose the product that best fits their needs. As a con- 
sequence, customers can be dissatisfied with their buying decision later on, 
which finally leads to frustration and a decrease of customer loyalty. Web- 
based product configuration systems are nowadays well-established in com- 
mercial environments and enable users to specify desired product variants 
typically on a technical level. Thus, they efficiently support product experts in 
configuring their desired product variant. However, most current systems do 
not take into account the fact that online configuration systems should be us- 
able and helpful for quite heterogeneous user groups. Online customers typi- 
cally have a different background in terms of experience or skills or are simply 
different in the way they prefer to (are able to) express their needs and re- 
quirements. Thus, we argue that the typical "one-style-fits-all" approach for 
needs elicitation is not adequate for customer-supplier-interaction in mass 
customization. As users are different, it is necessary to adapt the interaction to 
the customer, i.e. to take the user's background or his capabilities into account 
and tailor the interaction accordingly. Within this paper, we comprehensively 
discuss personalization and adaptation possibilities for interactive needs elici- 
tation in online configuration by categorizing the different levels and dimen- 
sions in a conceptual framework. Throughout, we describe adequate tech- 
niques for effectively implementing such functionality and give examples for 
personalization opportunities for the different levels. Finally, we discuss ar- 
chitectural aspects when building and maintaining such highly-adaptive web 
applications.Our work extends already existing work on personalization for 
product configuration systems. However, while most existing approaches base 
their adaptation features on long-term user models, we focus on (knowledge- 
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based) techniques that allow us to personalize the interaction style also for 
first-time users, for which there is nearly no support in most existing systems. 

Key words: Personalization, Web-based Configuration Systems, Needs Elicitation 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Today, the competitive situation of companies is characterized by a 
strong orientation towards product individualization. The market's demand 
for customer-individual, configurable products has been constantly increas- 
ing. As a consequence, the mass-customization paradigm, which aims at 
satisfying individual customer needs with a near mass production efficiency 
(Pine, 1993)' has been applied in different industrial sectors. 

The high product variety of the mass customization strategy induces a 
high level of complexity both from the mass customizer's perspective as 
well as from the customer's view-point. Internal complexity induces addi- 
tional (hidden) costs at the manufacturers' level, external complexity can 
lead to confusion during the customers' decision making process. In par- 
ticular, the high number of different product variants and configurable fea- 
tures can be challenging for the end-user who is often overwhelmed during 
the configuration and buying process (Scheer et al., 2003). As customers are 
generally not technical engineers, but rather less-experienced, they are often 
unable to choose the product that best fits their needs. As a consequence, 
they can be dissatisfied with their buying decision later on, which finally 
leads to frustration and to a decrease of customer loyalty. 

Web-based product configuration systems are important enablers of the 
mass customization paradigm and nowadays are well-established in com- 
mercial environments. They enable users to specify desired product variants 
- typically on a technical level, because in practice the technological per- 
spective dominates the user perspective (Blecker et al., 2005). Thus, they ef- 
ficiently support product experts in configuring their desired product variant. 
However, most current systems do not take into account the fact that online 
configuration systems should be usable and helpful for heterogeneous user 
groups. Online customers typically have a different background in terms of 
experience or skills or are simply different in the way they prefer to or are 
able to express their needs and requirements (Felfernig et al., 2002). Thus, 
we argue that the typical "one-style-fits-all" approach for needs elicitation, 
e.g. based on static HTML fill-out forms, is not adequate for customer-sup- 
plier-interaction in mass customization environments. As users are different, 
it is necessary to adapt the interaction process to the customer, i.e. to take the 
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user's background or his capabilities into account and tailor the interaction 
accordingly. For example, if we think of a system for configuring personal 
computers, there will be users who want to specify technical details of the 
desired model, whereas others will only be able to express for what purposes 
they intend use the computer; others again only want to compare preconfig- 
ured models and decide by themselves. 

In particular, the quality of the results, i.e. the accuracy of the acquired 
customers' real needs and consequently the proposed product configurations 
that best fit these needs, can be significantly improved when the system in- 
teracts with the user in a personalized way. Extensive personalization of the 
interaction between the user and the configuration system can bring us one 
step closer to real-world face-to-face communication where the communica- 
tion partners adapt their communication style to their vis-8-vis. Thus, users 
are enabled to express their requirements in a natural way and their confi- 
dence in the system's results increases when they have the feeling that their 
requirements are taken adequately into account. 

Within this paper, we comprehensively discuss personalization and ad- 
aptation possibilities for interactive needs elicitation in online configuration 
by categorizing the different levels and dimensions in a conceptual frame- 
work. Throughout, we describe adequate techniques for effectively imple- 
menting such functionality and give examples for personalization opportuni- 
ties on different levels. Our work extends already existing work on person- 
alization for web-based product configuration systems, e.g. Ardissono et al. 
(2003), introducing new personalization concepts that are already applied in 
web-based guided selling systems (see, e.g. Jannach (2004), Jannach and 
Kreutler (2004)). Whereas most existing approaches base their adaptation 
features on long-term user models, we focus on techniques for the personal- 
ization of the interaction also for first-time-users, for which there is nearly 
no support in existing systems up to now. Finally, we discuss architectural 
aspects for building and maintaining such highly-adaptive web applications. 

2. PERSONALIZATION AND ADAPTATION IN THE 
CONFIGURATION PROCESS 

Personalization can be considered as a means to help individuals satisfy a 
goal that efficiently and knowledgeably addresses their need in a given con- 
text by understanding their preferences (Ricken, 2000). In web-based e- 
commerce settings, personalization consists of activities that tailor the user's 
web experience to his or her particular needs, e.g. by adapting online appli- 
cations to individual user's characteristics or usage behavior on several lev- 
els. In order to find a general classification scheme for the different person- 
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alization possibilities in the web-based configuration process, we follow the 
basic structure of Kobsa et al. (2001) who identified three basic categories of 
personalization opportunities for general hypermedia applications: Content 
level, interaction level, and presentation level. Note that a strict separation of 
these levels is not always possible, which may lead to overlaps in the catego- 
rization. 

In contrast to existing work in this context, like for instance Ardissono et 
al. (2003), we do not primarily focus on the acquisition of a long-term user 
model, but rather on short-term personalization possibilities that can be im- 
mediately applied during an interaction, e.g. in the case of new users. Thus, 
it is possible to cope with the new-user-problem (Rashid et al., 2002). How- 
ever, it is also possible to improve the presented concepts by the application 
of long-term user models that provide further information about the user. 

2.1 Personalization on the Content Level 

Configuration Steps and Configuration Dialog. A product configura- 
tion dialog typically consists of a set of subsequent questions about desired 
product features, i.e. the user is repeatedly asked to select or enter one or 
more values for a certain feature or option. The configuration engine uses 
these inputs to refine the current user's configuration, i.e. the product vari- 
ant. This process is repeated until all required product features are selected. 
In non-adaptive approaches, every user is asked the same set of questions in 
the same order. However, this is problematic because it can lead to a con- 
figuration result that only poorly corresponds to the user's needs and prefer- 
ences. The typical problems are, e.g., 

- the user does not understand a configuration step because of missing 
background knowledge. Thus, the user is unable to select some product fea- 
tures and the default value or even a wrong value is chosen. 

- the user is annoyed by too many steps in the configuration process that 
are already irrelevant in the current situation due to previously given an- 
swers. 

- the user is frustrated by a non-natural interaction style in which the sys- 
tem statically poses questions about product features without reacting 
situatively on the user's current answers. 

Such situations do not only cause poor configurations that do not match 
the customers' requirements, they also reduce the user's confidence in the 
system's results, in particular if he has the feeling that he was not able to 
clearly express his needs. 
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In our approach, we aim at mitigating these problems by the application 
of personalization techniques during the configuration process on different 
levels. On the one hand, the presentation of the questions and the selectable 
features can be personalized, as well as the dialog flow between the user and 
the configuration system itself in order to achieve a more natural conversa- 
tional interaction style (cf. Bridge (2002), Carenini et al. (2003)). Figure 2-1 
depicts an overview of the personalization possibilities on a configuration 
page on the content level. The individual contents of the page can be dy- 
namically constructed on the basis of a declarative knowledge base that 
contain the required text fragments as well as the personalization rules that 
determine the page content based on the current user's characteristics (Jan- 
nach, 2004). 

Personal avc I itar, progress feedback Personalized question 

.. 7 7 - - i" ' 7- -* 'T S* , -P ,%'~  p ? " , p ? P ? j " n -  content and language 
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Figure 2-1. Personalized configuration page 

In this context, the personalization capabilities comprise, for instance, the 
following items: 

- The selection of a certain language or jargon that different user groups 
might be used to or feel most comfortable with, e.g. a formal or an enter- 
taining language. 
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- The dynamic construction of the set of configuration features that can 
be selected by the user. This means that depending on the current state of the 
configuration, i.e. the user's previous inputs, some alternatives can be added 
or removed. Thus, irrelevant options (in the current situation) or too complex 
ones (for certain user groups) are removed. 

- The automatic selection of appropriate situation-dependent defaults 
(system proposals) in order to minimize the number of required clicks, 
which is particularly important in longer dialogs. 

- The amount of optional detailed information for a configuration step or 
options, depending on the user's estimated domain expertise. 

On the level of the dialog itself, we propose a knowledge-based approach 
to design personalized user dialogs. Therefore, the web-based conversation 
can be modeled in terms of a sequence of configuration pages. These pages 
typically contain one or more questions where the user can set a product 
feature in his most convenient style. This comprises on the one hand the 
presentation, e.g. a product feature's graphical representation, on the other 
hand the content of the question. For instance, whereas product experts pre- 
fer to select product features directly, novice users are more familiar with 
customer-oriented questions about their needs where the configuration sys- 
tem then internally infers suitable product features. 

In a knowledge-based approach, all the personalization rules, i.e. the se- 
lection of a configuration page and their contents in a certain situation, as 
well as the selection of a suitable presentation style or language, can be 
modeled as declarative conditions over the current user's characteristics. At 
run-time, the configuration system can automatically evaluate these condi- 
tions and choose appropriate configuration pages with a suitable presentation 
style. Note that the user characteristics to be evaluated can stem from already 
given answers of the user; in addition, also models of known users can be 
exploited. 

Phases are a further means of personalization that structure the dialog. 
They can be used to provide the user some feedback on the dialog's progress 
and to vary the degrees of freedom with respect to navigation, i.e. whether a 
user is allowed to freely navigate between configuration steps. 

Hints. The provision of optional opportunistic hints is another possibility 
of personalizing general hypermedia applications identified by Kobsa et al. 
(2001). Particularly in online product configuration, such hints are a major 
means to enrich the otherwise mostly system-driven dialogs because they 
give an immediate and personalized feedback on the user's inputs. Conse- 
quently, users get the feeling that the system actively monitors their inputs 
and participates in the dialog. Hints are applicable on different levels and can 
be again modeled as conditions over the current user's characteristics. 
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The major benefit of hints is to provide additional information about 
certain configuration options, i.e. product features that can be set by the user. 
Thus, it is possible to provide non-expert users with detailed technical in- 
formation or to display additional information for cross-selling or up-selling 
purposes. Additionally, hints can be used to actively interrupt the dialog, in 
particular in cases where the user has to be informed about possible incon- 
sistencies in his requirements that lead to an empty configuration result. Fi- 
nally, they allow for the personalization of the result page, i.e. the last dialog 
step presenting the configured product proposals. There, it is possible to pro- 
vide supplementary information on the displayed configurations. Further- 
more, it is possible to explain additional inferences on the user requirements 
in cases when the system applied internal reasoning rules to infer user pref- 
erences that cannot be directly acquired. 

Explanations and Reasoning. The results of the product configuration 
process are valid product configurations that correspond to the customer's 
real needs and preferences. In order to increase the user's confidence into the 
system's output, the system has to provide understandable explanations. We 
argue that these explanations also have to be personalized to be understand- 
able and useful for different kind end-users. Depending on the current user's 
capabilities and interests, several points can be varied, such as: 

- The language used in the explanations (e.g. technical or non-technical 
terms). 

- The level of details of the underlying reasoning process that are pre- 
sented, i.e. information provided by the configuration engine. 

A specific form of personalization of the reasoning process is to enable 
the user to override the outcome of the reasoning process to some extent 
(Jannach and Kreutler, 2005). In online configuration systems, a typical ex- 
ample are indirectly acquired (derived) customer characteristics where the 
system infers some estimate of customer properties that cannot be acquired 
directly, e.g. the risk class of a customer in an investment scenario. The fur- 
ther reasoning process is then based on the outcome of that classification 
which should also be part of the explanation the system provides. Moreover, 
enabling the (advanced) user to override these estimates can also lead to a 
more accurate elicitation of the user's personal needs and better configura- 
tion results. 

Finally, the personalization of the configuration system's reasoning be- 
havior can also influence the treatment of unsolvable user requirements. This 
means that the configuration system is not able to find a valid product con- 
figuration that corresponds to the preferences and requirements of the user, 
i.e. to hislher inputs. In these situations, the system has to remove some user 
constraints in order to find a valid product that fulfills as many requirements 
as possible (see, for instance, Freuder and Wallace (1992)). Therefore, the 
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user has to state priorities for his requirements, which consequently increases 
the accuracy of the estimate of hidher interests. In the explanation phase, the 
system can then use the lists with all requirements that were fulfilled as well 
as the requirements that were dropped. 

Result Presentation. Even in the phase when the suitable product con- 
figurations are presented, there are some personalization opportunities to en- 
able the user to refine his requirements. 

One possible option is the presentation of alternative products, both rela- 
tively similar ones as well as reference products from other classes of prod- 
ucts. Thus, the application of different similarity measures and the provision 
of adequate explanations, e.g. how a product fits the user's stated require- 
ments or not, lead to a more accurate user model. 

In general, the result presentation phase can be used to monitor the qual- 
ity of the configuration process over time. This can be done for instance by 
letting the users submit ratings whether he found the proposal useful or not, 
or by monitoring the click-behavior of the user (e.g. for clicking on a link for 
viewing detailed product information). 

2.2 Personalization on the Interaction and Presentation 
Level 

On the interaction level, two aspects of personalization can be consid- 
ered: the interaction style and degrees of freedom in navigation. Regarding 
the interaction style, in online configuration systems one basic form is com- 
mon - a system driven dialog with fill-out forms (which can be extended by 
extensive personalization through a dynamically adapted front-end). Most 
importantly, online users are well-acquainted with this interaction style; they 
also often feel comfortable when the system actively guides them through 
the configuration process. Nonetheless, depending on the current user and on 
the application domain, other forms of interaction can be more intuitive for 
the user and finally lead to better results in the elicitation process. 

Natural Language Interaction. In this context, the most important per- 
sonalization aspect is the decision how "user driven" a dialog should be de- 
signed, i.e. whether the user should be enabled to actively steer the dialog, 
e.g. by directly posing questions. In theory, the ultimate solution for this 
would be a full natural-language interface based on an intelligent agent that 
has both the knowledge in the application domain as well as the required 
knowledge to carry out a conversation, i.e. how to steer the dialog or react to 
specific situations. First natural-language style approaches are already appli- 
cable in e-commerce settings (see, e.g., Thiel et al. (2002), Thompson et al. 
(2004)), but there are still open problems. Particularly the requirement of 
massive knowledge acquisition and modeling efforts to reach an acceptable 
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dialog quality is a restraint for the implementation of such a system. Most 
importantly, it is difficult to cope with general user utterances beside from 
domain knowledge. This could be interpreted as a "poor" dialog quality by 
the user, which consequently leads to a frustration because users attribute 
more intelligence to the system than there actually is. Furthermore, in many 
application domains the dialog cannot be fully user-driven because the user's 
background knowledge is too limited (i.e. he cannot properly articulate 
questions). 

Degrees of Freedom in Navigation. Another way to vary the interaction 
style according to the current user's needs and capabilities is the variation of 
the "degrees of freedom" with respect to navigation. This refers to the guid- 
ance of the users in the dialog. whereas some users might prefer a strong 
guidance, i.e. a strict order of configuration steps, others feel more comfort- 
able when they can steer the dialog on their own. This comprises the possi- 
bility of selecting the order of questions they answer, moving forth and back 
in the dialog, revising answers, or trying different alternatives for product 
features. Additionally, the amount of visible navigation functionality for the 
user can be personalized, such that experts do not feel restricted in their pos- 
sibilities, while beginners are not overwhelmed or frustrated by the com- 
plexity of the application. 

Domain-specific Interaction Styles. In state-of-the-art product configu- 
ration applications, users have to specify the details of the desired configu- 
ration by going through a guided dialog where they have to answer several 
questions about desired product features and/or their preferences. In real life, 
however, customers are not tied to one single style in human-human-interac- 
tion. They prefer different communication styles with their vis-a-vis, de- 
pending on the current situation and the domain they are in. For instance, in 
the financial domain, clients are used to be presented a product proposal 
from their sales person after an intensive requirement elicitation dialog, 
whereas in domains of consumer goods, e.g. digital cameras, expert custom- 
ers could expect support from the sales person in comparing several prod- 
ucts. 

Therefore, in the online channel customers also must not be constrained 
to one single interaction style. Depending on the current user's situation, 
personalized online configuration systems also should offer several interac- 
tion styles. Besides the described standard dialog that leads to product con- 
figurations, some users could prefer to start with a basic, pre-configured 
model and adapt one or the other part; others again only want to specify 
some key components and functionality and let the system decide on the rest. 
The selection of the appropriate interaction style can be done either explic- 
itly by the user at the beginning of the configuration process, or implicitly by 
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the system, e.g. by asking the user a few questions to determine the most 
suitable interaction form. 

Domain-specific interaction styles enable users to express their require- 
ment in several ways. Therefore, we argue that the overall quality of the re- 
sults of the online configuration process also increases. 

Presentation Style. Kobsa et al. (2001) identified the presentation level 
as the third level of personalization. In our context, this level is strongly re- 
lated with the interaction and content levels. In general, all "standard" per- 
sonalization possibilities as described by Kobsa et al. (2001) can be applied. 
This comprises, e.g., support for different end-devices or handicapped users 
by different font-sizes or adaptable contrast. In the special context of online 
product configuration, personalized presentation variants could be provided 
with respect to the following dimensions. 

First, the configuration dialog can be executed in an own window that fo- 
cuses the user on a small area of interest, or integrated in a surrounding web- 
site or portal. There, additional information like, e.g. glossaries, further links 
or frequently asked questions), can be easily incorporated, which is advanta- 
geous for users that actively search for more information during the configu- 
ration process. 

Another form of personalization of the presentation can be an appropriate 
interface layout that is coordinated with the language style used in the con- 
figuration process. For instance, a less formal or entertaining language can 
be supported by an animated "avatar" that serves as virtual conversation 
partner. This livens up a guided dialog and increases the user's online ex- 
perience. 

3. ARCHITECTURAL REQUIREMENTS 

There are some major challenges involved in the development of exten- 
sively personalized web applications: Personalization is known to be a 
knowledge-intensive task (Kobsa et al., 2001). Such systems therefore have 
to feature adequate means for acquiring, representing, and - in particular - 
maintaining the required personalization knowledge. In addition, personal- 
ized user interfaces have to be extremely flexible, because both the content 
as well as the navigation options have to be dynamically determined and 
displayed based on the underlying personalization rules. Typically, there are 
also strong interdependencies between user interface, reasoning, and the 
knowledge base, which are challenging from an engineering perspective, be- 
cause a clear separation between the application components in the sense of 
the Model-View-Controller approach (Krasner and Pope, 1988) can be diffi- 
cult. 
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In Figure 2-2 we give an overview of a possible architecture for a per- 
sonalized configuration service (compare, e.g., Jannach and Kreutler 
(2005)). One of the major features of this architecture is that we propose 
having as much as possible of the required knowledge in a shared repository. 
In particular we argue that the knowledge representation mechanism needed 
for expressing e.g., configuration and personalization knowledge should be 
based on a shared conceptualization and on compatible problem solving 
techniques as much as possible. Note that a different approach was taken 
e.g., in the CAWICOMS (Ardissono et al., 2003) project, where the core 
configuration task was based in Constraint Satisfaction, whereas personal- 
ization was based in rules and dynamic evaluation of user preferences. 

In addition, also the required the knowledge acquisition and maintenance 
tools have to be integrated in a way that the knowledge engineer can edit the 
different pieces of knowledge in a consistent way, e.g., by using the same 
sort of "constraint language" for expressing configuration and personaliza- 
tion rules. 

Configuration session 

Figure 2-2. Possible architecture for a personalized configuration service 

In many applications, the hardest part can be the integration of the devel- 
opment of the dynamic web pages: First, we have to deal with the limitations 
and shortcomings of dynamic HTML. In addition, we also have to take into 
account that - although most of the personalized content has to be generated 
dynamically - the pages have to be maintainable by Web developers that 
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e.g., adapt the layout according to a company's web site. A possible solution 
for the domain of personalized, content-based product recommendation was 
presented by Jannach (2004), where the dynamic web pages are constructed 
from modular page fragments and JSP "Custom Tags" where used to hide 
the complexity from the Web developer. 

At run-time, our architecture proposes two modules, a configuration en- 
gine and a personalization agent that manages the interaction with the end 
user. Of course, both engines can make use of the same underlying problem 
reasoner, e.g., a constraint solver. 

A final part of the architecture is "trackingllearning". Depending on the 
used personalization mechanisms it can be possible that the system fine- 
tunes itself over time (e.g., when using a sort of Multi-Attribute-Utility 
mechanism, or that a knowledge-engineer can do offline analyses and manu- 
ally adaptslcorrects the personalization rules, which is needed in many per- 
sonalized systems after the initial setup. 

4. SELECTED EXAMPLES FOR SUCCESSFUL 
PERSONALIZATION TECHNIQUES 

Up to now, personalized needs acquisition has not been an important re- 
search issue in the field of configuration systems. Instead, personalizing the 
preference elicitation process was primarily addressed in the context of re- 
commender systems. In this chapter, we describe some deliberately selected 
approaches that describe already established personalization techniques in 
the field of recommender and configuration systems. 

McGinty and Smyth (2002a) propose an approach for recommender sys- 
tems that is based on a more casual conversation. This means that there 
should be several degrees of feedback that an online user can provide during 
the dialog. For instance, leading users through deep dialogs that replicate 
customer buying models from real world is not appropriate in most online 
recommender settings. In such dialogs, users are asked direct questions 
about important product features, as real-world sales assistants would do in 
some cases. However, online users are less tolerant of being asked detailed 
questions, which prevents them from entering such dialogs. 

Therefore, the authors argue that there should also be a low-cost form of 
feedback for users and propose a comparison-based recommendation ap- 
proach, in which the user is asked to choose a recommended item as a (posi- 
tive or negative) preference. The further product recommendation is based 
on the difference of the preferred products and the remaining alternatives. 

In further work, McGinty and Smith (2002b) give an overview on differ- 
ent techniques for user feedback, e.g. value elicitation, tweaking, ratings- 
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based, and preference-based. In their paper, they focus on a low-cost prefer- 
ence-based feedback model which is evaluated in a recommendation frame- 
work. 

The proposed feedback techniques for recommender systems can also be 
applied in the context of configuration systems. For instance, in the result 
presentation phase comparison-based approaches can be applied. In the 
sense of our work, different feedback techniques are a suitable means for the 
personalization on the interaction level and are comparable to domain-spe- 
cific interaction styles. 

Shimazu (2001) proposes the agent system ExpertClerk that imitates a 
human salesclerk that supports customers in finding the suitable product in 
online stores. The system supports two basic techniques: Navigation by ask- 
ing and navigation by proposing. First, the system carries out a natural-lan- 
guage conversation with the customer in order to find a set of suitable prod- 
ucts. Then, after a pre-defined threshold of questions, the three most-con- 
trasting products among the remaining products are compared. Both steps 
are repeated until an appropriate product is found. 

When compared with our work, the proposed system applies techniques 
on the interaction layer. It is noteworthy that ExpertClerk alternately takes 
use of different interaction styles during one dialog with the user, which en- 
ables the system to situatively react on the current state of the interaction. 
The system also depicts the current state of the dialog, i.e. it is show how 
many products are left for recommendation. Thus, the user can not get lost 
during the elicitation process. 

The ClixSmart Navigator architecture (Smyth and Cotter, 2002) intro- 
duces personalization capabilities for mobile portals on the interaction level. 
It supports users navigating to the content of their interests in WAP portals. 
The authors identify that excessive navigation times, e.g. for navigating 
through a series of menu, frustrate users and are jointly responsible for the 
little success of WAP portals. Therefore, the ClixSmart Navigator adapts the 
structure of a mobile portal to the personal needs of users by storing hit ta- 
bles which track an individual user's navigation behavior. Based on these ta- 
bles, the menu is adapted (i.e. the position of menu items is reordered) to 
minimize the navigation distance for the most probable navigation options 
for a user. 

Although the field of the proposed architecture is quite different from the 
product configuration domain, the main idea can also be applied for configu- 
ration systems: It is essential that the dialog with the end-user is carried out 
in a personalized way. This means that the user must not be annoyed with 
configuration steps that are not useful in the current situation of the dialog. 
Thus, it should be possible to shorten the dialog by dynamically selecting 
only relevant configuration steps. 
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In the domain of configuration systems, Pu et al. (2003) consider prefer- 
ence elicitation as a fundamental problem. Stemming from experiences in 
building decision support systems in various domains, they identify some 
principles for designing of the interactive procedure of finding a solution, i.e. 
a suitable configuration in the solution space. 

In a survey of 10 commercial online flight reservation systems, they find 
out that a personalized order elicitation improves the preference elicitation 
process for the end-user. Thus, users should be able to state values for those 
options that correspond to their main objectives, which leads more quickly to 
a more accurate preference model. Furthermore, example critiquing in a 
minimal context, i.e. making critiques on a personalized (minimized) set of 
attributes, is also identified as adequate means. 

The authors also consider the visualization of the result set with the pos- 
sibility of revising previously stated preferences during the elicitation proc- 
ess as crucial because users can immediately see the consequences of their 
stated preferences and possible changes. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

Nowadays, web-based configuration systems are well-established in in- 
dustrial environments and essential for the success of the mass customization 
paradigm. However, state-of-the-art configuration systems are mainly prod- 
uct-oriented and do not optimally support heterogeneous groups of end-users 
in the configuration process, which often overwhelms customers and leads to 
frustration. In this paper, we have argued that personalization is a key factor 
to hide the external complexity and elicit the customer's real needs to lead 
him successfully to a suitable product configuration. Therefore, we have 
given an overview on personalization in this context and made a conceptu- 
alization of the personalization possibilities. Throughout, we focused on 
techniques that are also applicable for first-time users where no long-term 
user model exists. Finally, we have presented some architectural aspects for 
the development and maintenance of such extensively personalized web ap- 
plications. 
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Chapter 3 

MODEL-BASED CONFIGURATION SUPPORT 
FOR SOFTWARE PRODUCT FAMILIES 
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Abstract: In this paper, we present main aspects of the ConIPF methodology which can 
be used to derive customer-specific software products. The methodology is 
based on software product families and model-based configuration. First re- 
sults from using the methodology in an industrial context are presented. 

Key words: Product Derivation; Software Product Families; Application Engineering; 
Model-based Configuration; Software Configuration. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

One approach used for software mass customization are software product 
families. They provide a highly successful approach for strategic reuse of 
product components (Parnas 1976). However, one major problem within 
family-based software engineering is the lack of methodological support for 
application engineering. The large number of decisions and dependencies 
between these decisions make the task complex and error-prone. Impacts of 
decisions are not known or overseen during application engineering. Func- 
tionality is implemented anew where reuse would have been possible be- 
cause the large number of artifacts is hardly manageable. The methodology 
described in this paper combines the well known research areas of software 
product families and model-based configuration in order to fill this gap. 

The methodology is based on a configuration model that represents 
functionality and variability provided by the product family. Basically, the 
configuration model provides two layers of configurable assets, i.e. a feature 
layer and an artifact layer. The artifact layer reflects the (variable) structure 
of the product family artifacts and the feature layer is the customer view on 
the functionality in the artifact layer. A mapping between the feature layer 
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and the artifact layer allows for automatically inferring the needed software 
artifacts for a given selection of features. We call the resulting process of 
application engineering enhanced with automated inferences model-based 
product derivation. 

In an ideal product derivation process the features required by the cus- 
tomer are selected and the configuration tool automatically infers all artifacts 
needed to provide these features. However, requirements may not be ac- 
counted for in the shared product family artifacts and can only be accommo- 
dated by adaptation or even new development. This involves adapting the 
product (family) architecture and / or adapting or creating component im- 
plementations. Since the software artifacts are represented in the configura- 
tion model, these modifications have to be aligned in a synchronized fashion. 
To support this, we developed a dependency analysis that can be performed 
on the configuration model. 

Introducing the methodology in selected industrial environments deal- 
ing with software product families shows that it is applicable and can be tai- 
lored to the specific needs of particular organizations. The first results are 
promising and are presented later in the paper. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, we ex- 
plain the relation between mass customization and model-based configura- 
tion. Subsequently, we introduce the approaches our methodology is based 
on (Section 3). Furthermore, we present the configuration tools KONWERK 
and EngCon, which we used to implement the methodology at our industrial 
partners. One of these application domains is described in Section 4. This 
domain is used as a guiding example. Section 5 introduces the methodology 
in detail by describing the configuration model, the product derivation proc- 
ess, and aspects of adapting existing and developing new components. In 
Section 6, we present experiments performed to validate the methodology 
and our experiences so far. In Section 7, we discuss related work and give a 
conclusion in Section 8. 

2. MASS CUSTOMIZATION VS. CONFIGURATION 

The topics of model-based configuration from the area of artificial intel- 
ligence and mass customization have a lot in common. To analyze their rela- 
tion more closely, definitions for the two terms are needed. Model-based 
configuration supports the composition of (technical) products from individ- 
ual parameterizable objects to a configuration that fulfill a certain task (or 
purpose) (Giinter 1995). Model-based configuration will be introduced in 
more detail in Section 3.2. For the term mass customization several different 
definitions are used as Piller (2003) states. Davis refers to mass customiza- 
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tion when "the same large number of customers can be reached as in mass 
markets of the industrial economy, and simultaneously they can be treated 
individually as in the customized markets of pre-industrial economies" 
(1987, p. 169). The commonality between the two research areas is the cus- 
tomer-specific product. Model-based configuration support can be used to 
derive such customized products. However, the method is not restricted to 
mass market products. It is also applied successfully for complex capital 
goods (aircraft, drive systems, etc.). 

According to Gunter (2002) three different sales scenarios can be distin- 
guished (first published in German in Gunter (2001)): 

Click & Buy: Only non-customizable products are offered and thus no 
configuration support is needed in order to ensure the consistency of 
products. 
Customize & Buy: Products can be customized but the number of valid 
combinations of components is still restricted. Thus, complexity and con- 
sistency problems still play a minor role. 
Configure & Buy: A vast number of possible combinations of compo- 
nents and complex restrictions lead to a serious complexity problem. In 
this scenario it is not possible to list all possible products in a catalog. 
Model-based configuration support is needed for assembling valid prod- 
ucts. 
Similar categories are described by 0 (2002). 
The methodology described in this paper does not fit to one of the above- 

introduced scenarios. Even in the last scenario a product can only be assem- 
bled from the components modeled so far. It is not possible to meet customer 
requirements, which have not been taken into account during developing the 
product family. In order to meet "new" customer requirements it might be 
necessary to adapt existing or develop new components - i.e. leaving the 
area of traditional routine configuration. Our methodology integrates these 
developing steps and the traditional product configuration process more 
closely. To complete the above described set of scenarios we add the fol- 
lowing: 

Configure, Develop & Buy: This allows for assembling a product from 
components in the asset store and may also include components not yet 
developed. The main benefit is that it is possible to meet customer re- 
quirements that have not been taken into account yet. In addition to the 
complexity problem described for Configure & Buy, in this scenario it is 
necessary to integrate the new components and their relations into the 
existing configuration model. The facilities of routine configuration tech- 
niques are not sufficient to fulfill this task. 
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With this scenario, we move a step towards truly customized products. 
However, since the newly developed components are integrated into the 
product family they can be efficiently reused for all future customers. 

The first three scenarios mentioned above are mainly applied to hardware 
products. However, customization is an important topic not only for hard- 
ware products but also for software products or software-intensive systems 
consisting of both hardware and software. On the one hand, software sys- 
tems (must) become larger and of a higher quality because of increasing 
customer requirements and more complex system functionality. On the other 
hand, there is a need for reducing costs and shortening time-to-market in or- 
der to stay competitive. Offering more and more functionality inevitably 
leads to the Configure & Buy scenario. Selling functionality not yet imple- 
mented (e.g. because of new customer requirements) leads to Configure, De- 
velop & Buy. The methodology described in this paper supports this last 
scenario. 

BASIC TECHNOLOGIES 

In this section, we briefly introduce the approaches our methodology is 
based on: i.e. software product families (Section 3.1) and model-based 
configuration (Section 3.2). Additionally, in Section 3.3 we present model- 
based configuration tools used to implement and validate the methodology 
described in this paper. 

3.1 Software Product Families 

In software product families, the development of a product line and the 
development of products can be distinguished. These engineering tasks are 
identified as domain engineering and application engineering (compare 
Bosch et al. 2001): 

In domain engineering, architectures and reusable software components 
are developed. Exploiting commonality and managing variability is 
necessary and can be achieved by using feature models (Kang et al. 
2002). Features are 'prominent or distinctive user-visible aspects of a 
system' (Kang et al. 1990) and can be modeled in partonomies with 
mandatory, optional and alternative properties. 
In application engineering existing artifacts are used to assemble specific 
products by analyzing requested features, selecting architecture and 
adapting components. 
Domain engineering and application engineering do not describe 

chronological tasks, but the distinction between developing a product line 
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and developing products using the product line. Application engineering is 
currently realized by communication facilities between developers and with 
standardized documents. These documents are used to capture customer re- 
quirements, to define system specifications and to realize change manage- 
ment. However, a general methodology for realizing or supporting applica- 
tion engineering does not exist (Hein et al. 2003). Therefore, it is common to 
use previously developed products or platforms by a "copy and modify ap- 
proach" to suit current customer needs. This is rather error-prone in the sense 
that functionality is implemented anew where reuse would have been possi- 
ble or incompatibilities between code fragments may not be detected leading 
to incorrect solutions. 

3.2 Model-based Configuration 

Configuration is a well known approach to support the composition of 
products from several parts. The configuration of technical systems is one of 
the most successful application areas of knowledge-based systems (Gunter 
and Kiihn 1999). In model-based configuration, basic modeling facilities en- 
able the differentiation between three kinds of knowledge: 

Conceptual knowledge includes concepts, taxonomic and compositional 
relations as well as restrictions between arbitrary concepts (constraints). 
Procedural knowledge declaratively describes the configuration process. 
A task specification defines properties and constraints known from the 
customer that the product must fulfill. 
The configuration process itself is performed in an incremental approach, 

where each step represents a configuration decision and possibly includes 
testing, simulating or checking with constraint techniques (Gunter 1995, 
Hotz et al. 2003). However, applying configuration methods to software 
systems is in an early stage. First approaches are e.g. described in Soininen 
et al. (1998). 

3.3 Tools 

Two configuration tools have been used to implement, validate and im- 
prove the methodology: KONWERK and EngCon. KONWERK is a con- 
figuration tool developed partly at the University of Hamburg. EngCon is a 
scalable and flexible configuration platform from encoway GmbH1. EngCon 
was used in the project ConIPF to implement and validate the product deri- 
vation methodology at both industrial partners (see also Section 6). It was 
also extended with new functionality that has been discovered as necessary 
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for deriving software products. KONWERK was used to identify and per- 
petuate further research topics. Both tools are briefly introduced in the fol- 
lowing: 

KONWERK is a kernel system for configuration tasks (Giinter and Hotz 
1999). KONWERK is a modular system intended to make different areas 
of knowledge-based configuration accessible (like optimization, spatial 
configuration, cased-based configuration and support for vague model- 
ing). Thus, KONWERK provides a general architecture of knowledge- 
based systems for configuration and construction of technical systems. 
The implementation was mainly done by using Common Lisp, Common 
Lisp Object Systems (CLOS) and its meta-object protocol (see Kiczales 
et al., 1991). The user interface was implemented with the Common Lisp 
Interface Manager (CLIM). Thus, it is portable and runs under Windows 
and SunOS. 
EngCon is methodologically based on KONWERK. But in detail there 
are various differences and extensions, as e.g. further described in Holl- 
mann et al. (2000). EngCon has a flexible component architecture based 
on Java technology. Encoway provides a web-based modeling environ- 
ment (called K-Build), a powerful graphical GUI builder (K-Design) and 
development and connectivity tools (e.g. for SAP and other ERP, PDM 
and CRM systems) for the flexible customization of a configuration ap- 
plication. The configuration platform EngCon can be used in offline and 
online configuration scenarios. The user can configure either user-con- 
trolled or by using a configuration wizard (Ranze et al. 2002). 

APPLICATION DOMAIN 

In this section we introduce the application domain used as a guiding ex- 
ample throughout the following sections of this paper. We implemented and 
tested the methodology at Robert Bosch GmbH2 in the research unit 
Automotive Electronics which develops Car Periphery Supervision systems. 

Car Periphery Supervision (CPS) systems monitor the local environment 
of a car. CPS systems are automotive systems based on sensors installed on a 
vehicle. The recording and evaluation of sensor data enable different kinds 
of high-level applications that can be grouped into safety-related and com- 
fort-related applications (see Thiel et al., 2001). 

Two examples are given in the following: 
Pre-Crash Detection (PCD): Based on sensor data it is possible to esti- 
mate the time, area and direction of an impact before the crash happens. 
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This enables adjusting trigger points of specific airbags (Pre Set) in dif- 
ferent locations in the car and firing a (seat) belt tensioner (Pre Fire) ap- 
propriately for the estimated crash situation. 
Parking Assistance (PA) supports the driver in avoiding moving the vehi- 
cle against people or stationary objects while driving slowly backward or 
forward. This is especially useful for vehicles that are difficult to look 
over. 

5. THE METHODOLOGY 

After introducing the basic approaches our methodology is based on and 
the application domain of one of our industrial partners, in this section, we 
describe the main parts of our product derivation methodology. The method- 
ology as a whole is described in (Hotz et al. 2005). 

The methodology is based on a configuration model where configurable 
assets of different types and their relations are formalized. This configuration 
model is introduced in Section 5.1. The model-based product derivation 
process is explained in Section 5.2. In Section 5.3 we address how necessary 
modifications for existing assets and new development can be combined 
with product derivation. All aspects are presented in general and with an il- 
lustrating example using the configuration tool EngCon. 

5.1 Configuration Model 

Model-based configuration provides means for modeling configurable 
assets and reasoning with them. Traditionally these are hardware artifacts. 
When considering software product families and software-intensive systems, 
also software artifacts and features need to be modeled. Additionally, we 
identified that the context in which the software-intensive system will be 
used is of particular importance for software-intensive systems. The context 
can influence the set of possible solutions although it is not part of the sys- 
tem itself. In the CPS domain, for example, some systems cannot be used in 
Europe or Northern America because of legal regulations or weather condi- 
tions of some areas restrict the choice of hardware artifacts. 

Since these four asset types (features, context, hardware and software ar- 
tifacts) are common to most application domains of software-intensive sys- 
tems we defined them and their relations in a Commonly Applicable Model 
(CAM). A product, i.e. the result of the product derivation, contains software 
and hardware artifacts as parts and these together realize certain features. 
The Common Applicable Model has been further developed in the final ver- 
sion of the ConIPF methodology. A language called Asset Modeling for 
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Product Lines (AMPL) has been defined for which a metamodel (AMPL-M) 
similar to the CAM exists. For more details on this extension see (Hotz et al. 
2005). 

To implement the methodology in a specific domain the CAM is ex- 
tended with domain-specific knowledge about hardware and software arti- 
facts, the existing features and so on. An example from the CPS domain in- 
troduced in Section 4 is given in Figure 3-1. Please note, that the example 
only illustrates a part of the CAM and the domain-specific knowledge. 

Figure 3-1. Example for the definition of domain-specific knowledge based on the CAM. The 
CAM asset types (feature, hardware and sof tware artifacts) are emphasized in dark 
boxes while the domain-specific entities are distinguished by light-colored boxes 

The CAM and the domain specific assets are defined in the configuration 
model as concepts. A clear separation of potential features and artifacts of 
the product family on the one side and features and artifacts that are used for 
a specific product derivation on the other side is needed. In model-based 
configuration tools this is realized by distinguishing between concepts for 
describing features and artifacts in general and concept instances for de- 
scribing features and artifacts chosen for a specific product. 

In the following we give a description of how concepts are defined in the 
model-based configuration approach: 

Each concept has a name which represents a uniquely identifiable charac- 
ter string. An example from the CPS domain is the concept called Park- 
ing Assistance. 

Concepts are related to other concepts in the taxonomic relation. A con- 
cept has exactly one superconcept and possibly several subconcepts. The 
concept Parking Assistance has the superconcept Feature which is 
part of the CAM. 
Attributes of concepts can be represented through parameters. A parame- 
ter is a tuple consisting of a name and a value descriptor. Diverse types of 
domains are predefined for value descriptors - e.g. integers, floats, 
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strings, sets and ranges. The concept Parking Assistance has one pa- 
rameter called symmetry with two possible values: Passenger Side or 
Passenger and Driver Side. 

Partonomies are generated by modeling compositional relations. Such a 
relation definition contains a list of parts (i.e. other concept definitions) 
that are identified by their names. Each of these parts is assigned with a 
minimum and a maximum cardinality that together specify how many in- 
stances of these concepts can be instantiated as parts of the aggregate. 
The CAM defines different compositional relations, e.g. has Features, 
has Hardware, has so£ tware to emphasize on the difference between 
artifacts and features. 
Both, the taxonomic relation and the compositional relation define a hier- 

archical structure between concepts. In addition to these relations, further 
relations can be used that do not define such a hierarchical structure. Exam- 
ples are the requires relation and the excludes relation which can be used 
between arbitrary concepts. A further example is the realizes relation (is re- 
alized by). This relation is defined between features and artifacts only and 
expresses that features are realized by artifacts in an n-to-m mapping: one 
feature can be realized by one or more artifacts and the other way round. 

A part of a configuration model is given in Figure 3-2. 
- <modelconcept name:-"Software" superconcept="Artifact" /> - <modelconcept name="Comrnon" superconcept="Software" /> 
- <modelconcept name="MainW superconcept="Software" /> 
- <modelconcept name-="ApplicationModule" superconcept="Software" i> 
- <modelconcept name:="PreFireModuleU superconcept="ApplicationModule"~ 
- <parameter name="Enable0 value="(TRUE; FALSE)"> 
- <parameter name- "realizes" value-"PreFire"> 
~/modelConcept> 

- <modelconcept name="PreSetModule" superconcept="ApplicationModule"~ 
- <parameter name- "Distance-Activate-mm" value="[0;20000]"~ - <relation name-"realizes" value-:"PreSet"> 

- <modelconcept narne="ApplIcation" superconcept="Feature" /> 
- <parameter name-" ActivationDistanceW value="[0;20000]"> 

- <modelconcept name="PreSetN superconcept="Application"> - <parameter name=:"ActivationDistance" value="[0;20000]"> 
- cmodelconcept name="PreFireU superconcept="Application"> - cmodelConcept name="ParkingAssistanceV superconcept="Application"> - <parameter name.: " Symmetry" value=z"(Passenger Side; Passenger and Driver Side)"> 

</modeiConcept> 

Figure 3-2. Part of a configuration model for the CPS domain 

In the XML notation (see Figure 3-2) the concept definitions, their 
names, superconcepts, and parameters and relations are clearly identifiable. 
The symmetry parameter from the example above and some realize rela- 
tions between the features and software artifacts are given. 
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5.2 Product Derivation Process 

In this section, we explain how software-intensive systems are derived 
using our methodology. One important difference between the configuration 
of hardware systems and software-intensive systems is that with software 
one can realize the product within the derivation process (i.e. compile source 
code, calibrate the product, etc.). For "traditional" domains, the result of a 
configuration process is an abstract description of a hardware product. This 
description is used in manufacturing in order to realize the product. Our 
model-based product derivation process addresses the entire software devel- 
opment process. Thus, selecting features, architecture and hardware and 
software artifacts are part of the derivation process just like the realization of 
the software itself. Therefore two types of activities are involved in model- 
based product derivation: configuration and realization. 

Configuration activities consist of making decisions about the desired 
product based on the customer requirements (see Section 5.2.1). A 
configuration tool is used to ensure a consistent, complete and correct solu- 
tion. Realization activities produce the software product and other results 
like a specification document. This is done by selecting artifacts from the as- 
set store, generating new artifacts, compiling new artifacts and compiling the 
product (see Section 5.2.2). 

Configuration and realization do not describe chronological activities. In 
a typical product derivation process they will rather alternate. For example, 
once all the features have been selected, which is a configuration activity, 
the first realization step can take place, i.e. the generation of a specification 
document. 

5.2.1 Configuration 

A configuration tool is used to support the configuration of software-in- 
tensive systems. One major benefit of the configuration system is that it 
keeps track of the necessary decisions and computes the currently possible 
values for these decisions. A further benefit is the computation of values for 
decisions based on the configuration model. Typically, the user starts by se- 
lecting features that represent the functionality of the desired product. In a 
feature-oriented approach, decisions can be made on a more abstract level 
and by using customer-understandable terms. As soon as the user has made 
the first decision, the configuration system starts to compute the impacts of 
these user decisions. Based on the is realized by relation between fea- 
tures and software 1 hardware artifacts the configuration tool infers the 
needed artifacts. Thus, in the model-based product derivation process the 
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user makes some decisions and others are inferred by the configuration sys- 
tem. 

To illustrate the product derivation process, two screenshots of the 
ConIPF prototype application are given in Figure 3-3 and Figure 3-4. Usu- 
ally, a configuration tool is extended with a domain-specific user interface 
when integrated in an industrial context. For our purposes the tool vendor 
encoway customized a user interface that suits our methodology. Domain- 
specific aspects have not been taken into account. 
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Figure 3-3. Selection of Features (Parking Assistance and PreFire) for a CPS System 

On the left side (see Figure 3-3), a tree shows the product derived so far. 
This tree is structured according to the relations defined in the CAM, e.g. 
has  Fea tu re ,  has  Context and so on. On the right side possible decisions 
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are given. The corresponding part of the solution is highlighted in the tree. 
The relations defined in the CAM are used to structure the decisions. In this 
example, three optional features are displayed (parking Assistance, Pre 
Set and Pre  ire). 
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Figure 3-4. Software Artifacts (Parking Module and Pre-Fire Module) inferred by the 
Configuration Tool 

An example scenario from the CPS domain is: the user starts by selecting 
the features Parking Assistance and Pre Fire and decides not to include 
Pre Set (see Figure 3-3). Figure 3-4 shows that the values for the selected 
features have been set and the configuration tool has inferred the corre- 
sponding software modules Parking Module (indicated by ID 15) and Pre 
Fire Module (ID 20) and the feature Man Machine Interface (ID 11) to 
be part of the CPS system. 
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5.2.2 Realization 

The output of configuration activities is a product description containing 
all information needed for realizing the product. Because of using the CAM 
all types of all parts of the product can be identified. For example, the con- 
figuration tool EngCon produces exportable XML output that contains a de- 
scription of the configuration solution. This file contains all information 
about all assets that have been configured: context, features, and hard- and 
software artifacts. In Figure 3-5 we show a sample output of the software ar- 
tifacts that have been configured. The Product is the aggregate. It references 
its parts via the has Software relation. Every asset instance has an ID and 
cardinalities. The Pre Fire Module e.g. was not selected and therefore has 
the cardinality 0 here. 

- <modelInstance concept-"Produd" creationConcept="Product" id.=:"O"> = <decompositionRelationInstance name-"has Software" definitionName=:"SoPtware"~ 
2 ~decompositionElementInstance min-"1" max-"1" conceptName-"Main3 

Figure 3-5. (Part of a) XML configuration output. 

The hard- and software artifacts are the assets that have to be assembled 
to generate the product. To automatically filter the relevant information from 
the XML structures, a XSL script can be defined which uses the concepts 
and relations specified by the CAM. Output of that XSL transformation is a 
list of software artifacts extracted from the configuration result. The source 
files and their version numbers are extracted from a configuration manage- 
ment system. After compiling the source code the CPS system can be run on 
the target platform. 

In our experiments at Robert Bosch GmbH we used a demonstrator 
playing sample data that was recorded in a test car. Different asset combina- 
tions and different parameter values for selected assets can be tested and 
compared directly. More detail about the results of our experiments is pro- 
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vided in Section 6. For more details about the product derivation process see 
(Wolter et al. 2004). 

5.3 Adaptation of Artifacts 

Although the configuration process always leads to a consistent solution 
during the process there can be inconsistent partial solutions called conflicts. 
This can happen when e.g. the user selects certain features or components 
that cannot be combined. A conflict also occurs when an incompatibility is 
recognized, e.g. when the compilation cannot be executed successfully. 
Backtracking mechanisms can be applied to take back decisions and their in- 
ferences and then try different input for those configuration decisions that 
led to the conflict. However, it is possible that a conflict cannot be resolved 
- i.e. no correct solution can be generated for the customer requirements and 
the given configuration model. In such situations existing assets (and their 
corresponding description in the configuration model) have to be modified 
during the derivation process. 

In contrast to technical application domains, for configuring software 
products, even when existing software artifacts are reused, often modifica- 
tions of those artifacts are needed. The configuration model describes all 
members of a product family that can be derived using knowledge-based 
configuration techniques. Thus, the configuration model describes admissi- 
ble configurations. This can be extended by anticipating future evolution to a 
certain extent e.g. by modeling planned features (Hein et al. 2001). But 
eventually there exist unpredicted requirements (like bug fixes) or other 
situations where evolution planning is not practical. 

Evolution during domain engineering is the task of extending the product 
family, i.e. modeling new variants and versions of components or modifying 
existing ones. Methods of knowledge acquisition are sufficient for this task. 
During application engineering, the model is usually fixed for model-based 
configuration techniques. This means, techniques for dynamically modifying 
the configuration model have to be taken into account to cope with new 
functionality during product derivation. Generating solutions that lie outside 
the modeled solution space is addressed in innovative configuration (Giinter 
1995). 

The configuration model can be used for supporting evolution (Krebs et 
al. 2004a). It reflects all existing components and their dependencies. Thus, 
the impacts of a component modification or an addition of a component of a 
specific type can be computed by examining the configuration model (Hotz 
et al. 2004). A dependency analysis has been implemented to compute a 
graph showing the impacts a modification has. This graph can be used to set 
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up a to-do list containing those assets that have to be modified in order to 
come to a consistent set of modifications to fulfill the evolution task. 

6. EXPERIMENTS AND EXPERIENCES 

Both industrial partners, Robert Bosch GmbH and Thales Naval Neder- 
land, have chosen a business unit to apply and validate the methodology. 
Robert Bosch GmbH has applied the methodology in the area of the CPS 
domain (that was introduced in Section 4) to develop manufacturable proto- 
types. Thales Naval Nederland uses the new generation of Combat Manage- 
ment System with the aim of efficiently managing the complexity of the 
large number of interdependent subsystems. Both partners instantiated the 
methodology described in this paper, set up configuration models using the 
modeling facilities defined in Section 5.1 and completed diverse product 
derivations that led to concrete software products and could be tested on 
demonstration platforms. 

During these experiments, we made the following experiences: the 
Commonly Applicable Model can be used to model product families for 
software-intensive systems. The asset types we identified are sufficient to 
model all aspects needed for automated product derivation support. 

During the project subsystems have been identified as helpful for mod- 
eling product families. A subsystem can comprise multiple hard- or software 
assets that are used together leading to a more efficient reuse of frequently 
used asset compositions (see also Krebs et. al. 2004b). 

The methodology can be introduced in different business units and is 
tailorable for their specific needs. This means it is possible to only use parts 
of the defined modules (e.g. leave out the evolution of assets) or exchange 
tools, depending on what kinds of tools or representations are used in that 
business unit. 

The methodology is scalable: while at Bosch we modeled a rather small 
but complex domain containing about 75 assets and 35 constraints, at Thales 
the configuration model contains about 700 assets and 250 constraints. 

Two major aspects have been observed concerning modeling the product 
line: 
1. Different alternatives to model the same aspect (e.g. modeling a requires 

relation as a compositional relation or as a constraint) make modeling a 
non-trivial task. Maintainability is complicated by the fact that the same 
aspect can be modeled in different ways; e.g. by different persons. For 
this reason in the final ConIPF methodology concrete modeling guide- 
lines are included (Hotz et al. 2005). 
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2. It is reasonable to have one domain expert and one modeling expert 
working together in order to define the configuration model. In our ex- 
perience this "pair modeling" leads to better modeling results and is more 
efficient than one of these experts modeling alone. 
The model-based product derivation process consisting of configuration 

and realization activities shows that software products can be reliably as- 
sembled. Both industrial partners built multiple products with different fea- 
ture and artifact selections that could be built and run on demonstration plat- 
forms. 

A stable product family existing beforehand makes it easier to instantiate 
our methodology. Setting up a product family, modeling all configurable as- 
sets and their interdependencies are time-consuming tasks that need a lot of 
effort. The dependency analysis we introduced can help in improving the 
overview of necessary modifications to components in the asset store and the 
configuration model. This means, its use is not restricted to application engi- 
neering but can also be applied for extending the asset store during domain 
engineering. 

RELATED WORK 

Well-known approaches for family-based software development are 
PuLSE (Bayer et al. 1999), KobrA (Atkinson et al. 2000) both developed at 
the Fraunhofer IESE and FAST (Weiss et al. 1999). The Software Product 
Line Practice Framework (see SEI) developed at the Software Engineering 
Institute at the Carnegie Mellon University (SEI) provides a collection of 
successful approaches rather than a particular methodology. 

KobrA: In contrast to our methodology KobrA dose not provide a map- 
ping between features and artifacts. Thus, the knowledge about how to 
map a specific requirement to software and hardware artifacts is not for- 
malized in this methodology. 
PuLSE: PuLSE is a methodology for product family engineering. It sup- 
ports domain engineering as well as application engineering. Like the 
ConIPF methodology PuLSE formalizes the mapping between features 
and artifacts. However, no tool support is given for automatically deriv- 
ing the needed artifacts for selected features (Bayer et al. 2000). Thus, 
the ConIPF methodology requires less effort and expert involvement 
during application engineering than PuLSE does. 
Besides the configuration tools EngCon and KONWERK used in the 

ConIPF project (see Section 3.3) further tools can be used for software prod- 
uct derivation: 
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GEARS: GEARS is a configuration tool that is specialized on software 
mass customization (Kmeger 2001). It is developed by BigLever Soft- 
ware3. The main advantage of the configuration tools used in the ConIPF 
project over GEARS is that they allow for more complex relations and 
dependencies between features, context, software artifacts and hardware 
artifacts. 
Pure:variants: Another configuration tool especially for family-based 
software development is pure:variants provided by pure-systems4 (Pure- 
Systems 2003). In contrast to EngCon and KONWERK this tool is re- 
stricted to pure software systems, i.e. hardware artifacts and aspects like 
the context of products cannot be handled. 

8. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we have presented a model-based product derivation meth- 
odology for application in software-intensive domains. We have introduced 
the approaches our methodology is based on (i.e. software product families 
and model-based configuration) and have discussed similarities between 
model-based configuration and mass customization. We have further shown 
how product derivation can benefit from a combination of these approaches. 
The most important aspect of our methodology and also a novelty in this re- 
search field is the combination of tool-supported configuration and realiza- 
tion into one process for deriving software products. We also presented first 
experiences gained from the experiments carried out at our industrial part- 
ners from the ConIPF project. 
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Chapter 4 

PRODUCT MODELING ON MULTIPLE 
ABSTRACTION LEVELS 

Kaj A. Jorgensen 
Aalborg University, Department of Production 

Abstract: Typically, Mass Customization (MC) is most often described in relationship 
with mass production companies. However, in more and more cases, it is 
shown what MC means for manufacturing-to-order companies and even for 
engineer-to-order companies. This paper is initiated by some of the challenges 
associated with modeling of products and product families in such companies. 
For some of them, the situation is made extreme by market conditions, which 
imply long order horizons and many changes of the orders both before and af- 
ter order acceptance. 

With focus on these challenges, an approach is described about modeling of 
product families on multiple abstraction levels in a way where customer driven 
product configuration is concentrated on decisions, which are relatively invari- 
ant throughout order processing. The approach, which is used here, is based on 
the theory of general systems and outlined in combination with the abstraction 
mechanisms classification and composition together with object-oriented 
analysis and design. A generic model component is presented for enabling rep- 
resentation of models as data models. 

Extending a model with more and more details is very typically and is the tra- 
ditional view derived from the predominant type of modeling tools, e.g. CAD 
software, where the primary focus is on geometry. It is, however, very impor- 
tant to state that modeling must also be performed on different levels of ab- 
straction. First, the abstraction levels must be identified and, subsequently, 
each abstraction level must be specified in greater detail. 

The modeling approach includes guidelines about how the individual levels 
can be identified and defined. It is argued that the abstraction levels can be 
utilized in connection with both analytic and synthetic modeling. Hence, they 
can be applied to both requirement definition and design by modeling. By this 
approach, it is also shown how the focus of product configuration must be 
shifted to identification and definition of attributes instead of modules and 
components and considerations about the ability to perform the functions, 
which are required by the customer, are very primary and should be addressed 
at higher abstraction levels. 



Key words: Mass customization, product configuration, product model, product family 
model, abstraction level, information modeling, classification, composition, 
object-oriented analysis and design, module types. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

More than one decade ago, Mass Customization (MC) was initiated as a 
research topic with Davis' publication "From Future Perfect: Mass Customi- 
zation" (Davis, 1989), presenting how products and services could be real- 
ized as a one-of-a-kind manufacture on a large scale. Davis also presented 
the idea that the customization could be done at various points in the supply 
chain. In 1993, Pine published a major contribution to the mass customiza- 
tion literature: "Mass Customization: The new Frontier in Business Compe- 
tition" (Pine, 1993), (Pine et al., 1993), which was an extensive study of how 
American enterprises during the seventies and eighties had been overrun by 
the efficient Japanese manufacturers, which could produce at lower costs and 
higher quality. Since its introduction, MC has called for a change of para- 
digm in manufacturing and several companies have recognized the need for 
mass customization. Much effort has been put into identifying, which suc- 
cess factors are critical for an MC implementation and how different types of 
companies may benefit from it (LampelJMintzberg, 1996; GilmoreIPine, 
1997; SabinfWeigel, 1998; Da Silveira et al., 2001; Berman, 2002). 

2, THE FOUNDATION FOR PRODUCT 
CONFIGURATION IS PRODUCT MODELING 

In order to implement a configuration system, a model describing the 
product must be defined and implemented, usually in a product configurator. 
The fact that products must be easily customizable in order to achieve MC 
has been described comprehensively in the literature. Berman (2002) and 
Pine (1993) proposed that the use of modular product design combined with 
postponement of product differentiation would be an enabler to a successful 
MC implementation. This issue of course also relates to the question of 
readiness of the value chain. 

An often used approach is to describe a series of products building a 
product family, which is described in one single model. Traditionally, a 
product family can be viewed as the set end products, which can be formed 
by combining a predefined set of modules (FaltingsIFreuder, 1998; J@rgen- 
sen, 2003). The product family model describes which modules are parts of 
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the product family model and how they can be combined. When a product 
family model is implemented in a configurator, users are allowed to select 
modules to configure products, and even in some cases the user can select 
the desired properties of the end product and the configurator selects the cor- 
responding modules (Jorgensen, 2003). Several different methods for defin- 
ing product models have been constructed during the latest years, each with 
their own advantages. 

A "Procedure for building product models" is described in Hvam (1999) 
based on Hvam (1994). It is a very practical approach with a seven step pro- 
cedure, describing how to build a configuration system from process and 
product analysis to implementation and maintenance. For the product mod- 
eling purpose it uses the Product variant master method followed by object- 
oriented modeling to describe both classification and composition in a prod- 
uct family. The object-oriented approach is also applied by Felfernig et al., 
(2001), who use the Unified Modeling Language (UML) to describe a prod- 
uct family. This is done by using a UML meta model architecture, which can 
be automatically translated into an executable logical architecture. In con- 
trast to Hvam (1999) this method focuses more on formulating the object- 
oriented product structure, rules and constraints most efficiently. The method 
also focuses on how the customers' functional requirements can be trans- 
lated into a selection of specific modules in the product family. 

Mapping of functional requirements to specific modules is considered in 
Jiao et al. (1998) and Du et al. (2000), where it is proposed to use a triple- 
view representation scheme to describe a product family. The three views 
are the functional, the technical and structural view. The functional view is 
used to describe, typically the customers, functional requirements and the 
technical view is used to describe the design parameters in the physical do- 
main, The structural view is used for performing the mapping between the 
functional and technical view as well as describing the rules of how a prod- 
uct may be configured. The description of this modeling approach is how- 
ever rather conceptual, and does not easily implement in common configu- 
ration tools. 

Most of the methods, which exist for modeling configurable products, fo- 
cus on modeling the solution space of a configuration process. This means 
that they describe the possible attributes of the products and the product 
structure as described above. Hence they do typically not focus on informa- 
tion which is not directly used to perform the configuration itself. This in- 
formation which could include e.g. customer, logistics and manufacturing in- 
formation are according to Reichwald et al. (2000) similarly important, since 
a successful implementation of MC must integrate all information flows in 
the so called "Information Cycle of Mass Customization", which is also pre- 
sented in Reichwald et al. (2000). Here, the emphasis is put on the impor- 



tance of managing these flows efficiently, which is most likely to be done by 
building an integrated information flow. In order to do this, the information 
must be structured in an appropriate way, which can be done by constructing 
an information model. 

There are of course different strategies on how to construct the most ap- 
propriate information models, and they naturally also varies between differ- 
ent companies, markets and products. But even though there is not a single 
generic strategy from which the optimal information model can be con- 
structed, the importance of this issue must be emphasized because of its im- 
portance. Since most of the methods, which are developed for product mod- 
eling for MC, have been developed for mass producing companies, these 
methods are not always easy applicable to other production set-ups. For in- 
stance, there is a big difference in what engineer-to-order companies need 
compared to mass producing companies. 

One issue for these companies is the need to concentrate on specification 
of relatively invariant requirements in the sales process and postpone e.g. the 
selection of specific components and suppliers as long as possible. This 
would give the freedom to select the most appropriate components regarding 
e.g. price as well as make it easier to handle changes late in the process. 

MODELS AND MODELLING 

Modeling is a very important approach in many design projects where the 
designed artifact is very complex. Modeling has become even more impor- 
tant because of the fact that computer-based modeling tools have been de- 
veloped to be more useful and with an increasing number of functionalities. 
Often, the modeling tools dictate certain modeling methodologies with a 
number of limitations. However, modeling can be performed in many ways 
and can have different meanings to designers. The emphasis can be put on 
many subjects, decisions can be sequenced in many ways and resources can 
be allocated variously. 

Methodologies for system development are often based on concepts de- 
rived from General Systems Theory. According to this theory, a system 
model is an intentionally simplified description of a system, fulfilling a cer- 
tain purpose. Hence, the simplifications imply that some choices are made in 
order to select the most important properties, components and relationships. 
Thus, a system model can e.g. be suitable for communication between de- 
signers, because with the model, it will be possible to concentrate on the 
most important aspects of the system. 

Models are viewed either as analytic models, i.e. models of something 
existing, often physical or synthetic models, i.e. models created as a founda- 
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tion for construction of something new, which will become physical - an ar- 
tifact (Jprrgensen, 2002). Hence, synthetic models are built purely from ideas, 
thoughts and imaginations and obtained in some kind of representation. De- 
sign by modeling is a development approach, where a synthetic model is de- 
signed as an intermediate result and the final result is an implementation of 
the model in the real world. 

One of the most important reasons for synthetic modeling is to be able to 
manipulate and test the model before the actual physical artifact is built. 
Modeling makes it possible to ensure that the design is correct and by vari- 
ous presentations of the model at different stages, it is possible to see the 
consequences of decisions and to reach a good impression of the final result. 
When synthetic modeling is performed, it is often important to view the 
model from many different aspects and to represent the model on many dif- 
ferent abstraction levels. This is especially necessary at the beginning of the 
modeling process. 

When synthetic modeling is performed, it is often important to view the 
model from many different aspects and to represent the model on multiple 
abstraction levels. Abstraction can be used to manage the complexity of 
modeling. This is especially necessary at the beginning of the modeling 
process before decisions are made about various details. One way of ab- 
straction is to focus on multiple systems instead of individual systems. 
Analysis, synthesis and modeling can be performed on individual systems as 
well as a set of systems as a whole. 

4. PRODUCT FAMILY MODELS 

A generic model of a product family is termed product family model, see 
figure 4-1 (Jprrgensen, 2003). Such a model has a set of open specifications, 
which have to be decided to determine or configure an individual product in 
the family. The product family model serves as a foundation for the configu- 
ration process and, in order to secure that only legal configurations are se- 
lected, the family model should contain restrictions about what is feasible 
and not feasible. Hence, the product family is the set of possible products, 
which satisfy the specifications of the product family model. The result of 
each configuration will be a model of the configured product, configured 
product model. From this model, the physical product can be produced, see 
figure 4-1. A product configurator can be defined as a tool, computer soft- 
ware, which is built on the basis of a product family model and which can 
support users in the configuration process (FaltingsIFreuder, 1998). 
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Family 

Configured 
Product 

Figure 4-1. The product family model as the foundation for product configuration. 

4.1 Product structure - Interfaces 

Product configuration in the simplest form is a matter of combining a set 
of modules so that the product model contains information about what mod- 
ules and components are to be assembled. This compositional view declares 
that a product consists of a number of components, which subsequently can 
consist of other components, etc. Modules are identified on a level above 
components from a configuration point of view whereas components usually 
are identified from a manufacturing point of view. Most often, the number of 
modules is smaller than the number of related components. Thus, in the 
structural model for configurable products, products consist of modules and 
modules consist of components. This decomposition into three levels is 
shown in figure 4-2. 
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Product Level 

Module Level 

Component Level 

Figure 4-2. Model of the structure with the three levels. 

In connection with identification of modules, it is important to analyze 
how modules interface with each other. Therefore, it is important also to 
look at the modules functional characteristics and secure that the modular 
structure is harmonized with the functional division of the product (An- 
dreasen, 2003). 

4.2 Properties and attributes 

Besides structure, products have properties. It is essential for both the 
customer and the producer to focus on properties of the resulting product. 
For each configured product, the resulting properties are dependent of the 
selected components and structure of the product. In the product configura- 
tion process, algorithms must be available to estimate the resulting product 
properties. Some properties are simply the properties of the components, e.g. 
the color of a car is normally defined as the color of the car body. Other 
properties are computed from properties of the components. For example, 
the weight is simply the sum of the component's weight. However, not all re- 
sulting properties are so easy to determine. For instance, the resulting per- 
formance of a pump is a non-linear function of certain component properties. 
Much more complicated examples could be mentioned (Mannisto et al., 
2001). 

In the following, the term attribute will be used in the models corre- 
sponding to properties of physical products. Consequently, when a configu- 
ration is performed, the desired properties of the resulting product must be 
determined by defining values of attributes in the product family model. All 
relevant attributes of both the resulting product and the available modules 
must be specified and their optional values to be selected during configura- 
tion tasks must also be defined. In relation to this, it is important to notice 
that the selectable modules and components are sometimes substituted by 



one or more attributes. For instance, a door can be lockable (attribute) or it 
can be equipped with a lock (module/component). Therefore, the configura- 
tion process can be considered as a mixture of attribute specification and se- 
lection of modules, which together can satisfy the required attribute values. 

5. FUNDAMENTAL ISSUES OF INFORMATION 
MODELING 

An important fundamental issue of information modeling is abstraction 
mechanisms, which provide the means for identification and design of in- 
variant components and structures (SmitWSmith, 1977a; SmitWSmith, 
1977b; Rosch, 1978; Sowa, 1984). Two abstraction mechanisms are defined 
here: composition and classijication (Jgrgensen, 1998). In essence, composi- 
tion focuses on the components while classification focuses on attributes. 
Together, they cover modeling of component types as the basis for compo- 
nent instances of the information model and they provide the means to set 
particular focus on the most invariant decisions. A classification process re- 
sults in a basic hierarchy of types and a composition process results in a ba- 
sic hierarchy of components. Further, each of the abstraction mechanisms is 
complemented by two underlying mechanisms: in classification: generaliza- 
tion versus specialization and in composition: aggregation versus separa- 
tion. 

Another important issue of information modeling is the object-oriented 
paradigm, which can be adopted in harmony with the abstraction mecha- 
nisms. In this paradigm, each model component is regarded as a living or- 
ganism, which acts and interacts with other components. Thus, object-ori- 
ented components are equipped with behavioral attributes, which enable 
them to respond to requests and, consequently, even if a real world compo- 
nent is non-living, the corresponding model is created as an active compo- 
nent. 

Both abstraction mechanisms are used in design tasks, but, as indicated in 
figure 4-3, classification is used first and composition afterwards. Classifi- 
cation primarily supports the identification of model components and the ba- 
sic structure at the type level. Based on this, the structural considerations are 
identified by use of composition. 
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Classification Composition 

Figure 4-3. Classification and composition hierarchies 

6. A GENERIC INFORMATION MODEL 
COMPONENT 

Computer-based models are fundamentally stored in computers as data 
objects and data structures, which can be manipulated by applications. 
Therefore, development of tools for modeling includes both development of 
a data model and a number of applications with relationships to the data 
model (Jazayeri et al., 2000). One of the most important requirements for the 
data model is that it is non-redundant so that no data value is stored more 
than once. In order to ensure that this requirement is fulfilled, the model rep- 
resentation has to be considered very carefully based on the meaning of data, 
the semantics. Therefore, the foundation for a data model is an information 
model (HarnmerlMcLeod, 1978), created in combination with semantics 
from the domain, which the design model is addressing. 

In order to be able to create all sorts of models and to perform many dif- 
ferent modeling processes, a conception of a generic model component is 
introduced. This component is inspired from general systems theory and 
from object-oriented modeling and can be regarded as a component that can 
be used for system models in general and for information modeling. Based 
on this model component, a number of fundamental modeling aspects are 
described in the following. 



res of sub-components 

+ Box: Behavioural attribute 

+ Circle: Factual attribute 

Figure 4-4. Generic model component. 

The generic component consists of a set of attributes and a structure of 
sub-components (see figure 4-4). Attributes are divided into factual attrib- 
utes, defining the state of the component, and behavioral attributes, defining 
the operations, which the component can carry out. An alternative division 
of attributes defines some attributes as visible attributes, which can be in- 
voked from other components, and some are defined as hidden attributes. 
The structure establishes the relationships between the component itself and 
the sub-components. All sub-components are regarded the same way, recur- 
sively. With this generic component, it is possible to address the following 
important issues of top-down system modeling: purpose, function (visible 
behavioral attributes), form (visible factual attributes), internal (hidden) at- 
tributes and internal structure. 

All structures can be represented by two kinds of relationships in the in- 
formation model: references and collections. A reference is a special attrib- 
ute of which the value holds a direct link to another component. References 
are very simple and easily understood instruments for solving this because 
the need for having multiple copies of data values in different components 
can be eliminated. A collection is also defined as a directed relationship be- 
tween components. The component, which holds the collection, is the an- 
chor component and the components included in the collection are the mem- 
ber components. Generally, each collection can consist of zero, one or more 
member components but, for individual collections, specific constrains can 
exist. From each anchor component, the members of the body can be ac- 
cessed as a whole, or individually. Hence, each collection defines an access 
path from the anchor component to the body components and, to make such 
access paths as efficient as possible, information structures can be defined. 

When a synthetic information model is considered, a foundation for the 
components must be established by creating types of components. Compo- 
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nent types are the primary content of information models and it is important 
to distinguish between modeling on the object level and modeling on the 
type level. Therefore, a generic component type is also introduced and used 
in the following. The generic component type is illustrated in figure 4-5 as a 
box with rounded corners. 

+ Behavicural attribute 

+ Factual attribute 

1 Relation 

Figure 4-5. Generic component type. 

Each component type includes a specification of a set of attributes with 
name and data type. The classification abstraction mechanism is primary be- 
cause, based on attributes, the component types can be classified and organ- 
ized in a hierarchy, the taxonomy. Identification and specification of struc- 
tures can also be included in the component types by creating the relations, 
which formulate the constraints regarding attributes and combinations of 
sub-components (see figure 4-5). Simple relations specify references and 
collections. The main purpose of references is to create structures, which 
avoid redundancy. When further specifications are added to relations, special 
component types may be added to the information model. The specifications 
include semantics like uniqueness, integrity, cardinality, etc. 

The component type is a kind of template and, from each type, an indefi- 
nite number of components, instances, can be generated (see figure 4-6). The 
quality of these component types is the key basis to achieve an invariant in- 
formation model foundation. 



Figure 4-6. Component type is the basis for generating components (instances). 

7. FORMULATION OF PRODUCT FAMILY 
MODELS 

As stated above, product family models must be able to construct indi- 
vidual products through a configuration task. Each product model must have 
sufficient data about attributes and structure in order to manufacture the 
physical product. Consequently, the basic elements of product family models 
are the total set of attributes of the possible product models and the set of 
identified modules, each with their internal attributes and data structures. 

The basic units of a product family model are module types. A module 
type is a model of the set of modules, which are interchangeable, perhaps 
with some restrictions. During configuration, individual modules of each 
type are selected. The attributes of the module types are selected on the basis 
of what is important and relevant. 

In the following, the contents of product family models are illustrated by 
use of simple elements of a synthetic language. Furthermore, fractions of a 
simple example of a computers product family model are added to the illus- 
tration. The model content follows the generic model component, which is 
introduced in the previous section. 

Each attribute in a module type is defined by a name and usually a data 
type (Boolean, Integer, Float, String, Currency, etc.). 



This declarative statement shows the syntax for description of a module 
type: 

name {. . .} 

Example: 
HardDisk {...) 

A list of attributes of the module type is described this way: 
Attributes 

name : data type; 
name : data type; 
. . . 

Example: 
HardDisk 
{ 

Attributes 
Name : String(50); 
Storagecapacity : Integer; 
AccessTime : Float; 
Price : Currency; 

1 

The available instances of a module type can be listed by a table with a 
column for each attribute and a row for each module. 

Name StorageCa- AccessTime Price 
pacify 

Maxtor IOK-3 36,7 Gb 4 3  ms 1.375 DICK 
Maxtor 10K-4 146,9 Gb 4,4 ms 4.055 DKK 
Maxtor 10K-5 300,O Gb 4,4 ms 8.975 DKK 

Alternatively, module data can be extracted from a database. This is also 
the case for components, which possibly can be modeled by only one mod- 
ule type. 

Example: 
Component 
I 

Attributes 
IdNumber : Integer; 
Name : String(50); 
CostPrice : Currency; 

1 



Some modules can be configured by selecting attribute values. In this 
case, each attribute is not defined by a data type but instead by a domain 
with the possible values. A domain is most often a set of discrete values, an 
interval of integer values or a list of named values. 

The syntax of an attribute declaration with domain and a possible default 
value is: 

name : {domain) [Default value]; 

Example: 
HardDisk 
I 

Attributes 
..... 
Preset : {Master, Slave} Default Master; 
Operatingsystem : {Non, WinXP, Win2000, WinMe} 

Default WinXP; 

When module data is specified in form of a table as shown above, the 
selection of domain values can be added as columns to the table. 

Attributes of a module can be derived from other attributes in the same 
module or in other modules. This can be modeled by an expression with 
standard functions or special functions as a special algorithm. If the name of 
a module type is included in such an expression, it means "number of in- 
stances of the type". 

The syntax of an attribute declaration with domain and a possible default 
value is: 

name : expression [Default value]; 

Examples: 
Computer 
{ 

Attributes 
Colour = Case.Colour; 
HardDisks = HardDisk Default 1; 
DiskMemory = Sum(HardDisk.StorageCapacity); 
Weight = Sumweight : Double 

{ ... Specific algorithm ... } 
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Typically for module types, it is possible to add relations, which formu- 
late the constraints regarding attributes and combinations of sub-modules. In 
general, there are four different kinds of relations (see figure 4-7). 

Module type 1 Module type 2 

Attribute x Attribute x , ~ttr ibute y 4 r t  Attribute y 
Attribute z 

Explanation: 

' Constraints between module types 

2 Constraints between module types og attributes 

3 Constraints between attributes in different module types 

4 Internal constraints between attributes in the same modu e type 

Figure 4-7.Four kinds of relations. 

Among other things, relations of category 1 are used to specify product 
structures. Here, it is described that a product/module (instance of a module 
type) consists of modules (instances of other module types), which eventu- 
ally also consist of modules etc. until the component level is reached. In a 
module type, such a relation expresses the module types for possible sub- 
modules. Furthermore, a multiplicity is specified in order to form a basic ex- 
pression about the number of instances that can be included. 

Two kinds of multiplicities are available (see figure 4-8). 

Figure 4-8. Domain constraints for attributes that describe if and how the values in the 
domain shall be chosen. 

Multiplicity 
OneOf 

In addition to the multiplicity, it can be expressed if a sub-module is op- 
tional. The syntax for relations describing contents is: 

Contents = { [Optional] multiplicity module type, ... ); 

Description 
One and only one instance can be included 

AnvOf One or more instance can be included 



Example: 
CPU 
1: 

..... 
Contents = 

{OneOf CpuBoard, AnyOf Processor, AnyOf MemoryUnit}; 

Case 
I 

..... 
Contents = 

{ OneOf Powersupply, Optional OneOf Powercable ); 

All other kinds of relations are formulated by arithmetic expressions. 
Here, the ordinary arithmetic operators like addition, subtraction, multiplica- 
tion and division can be used together with standard functions. The follow- 
ing arithmetic relation operators =, >=, <=, >, < and o can also be used 
along with the logical operators AND, OR, XOR, NOT, implication (3) and 
bi-implication (H). If the name of a module type is included in a logical ex- 
pression, it means "instance of the type". 

Examples of relations with arithmetic and logical operators are: 
CPU 
I 

..... 
Constraints 

GraphicBoard + IoBoard + TvTunerBoard 
<= CpuBoard.Nb0fBusSlots; 

Processor <= ProcessorSlots; 

Computer 
{ 

..... 
Constraints 

Monitor <= 2; 
HardDisk + CdDrive + DvdDrive <= Diskcable * 2; 
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Operatingsystem 3 HardDisk.0peratingSystem o Non; 
CdDrive not a DvdDrive; 

It must be emphasised that classification and inheritance of attributes can 
also be included in the development of product family models, especially 
when many different types of modules are identified. 

8. PRODUCT FAMILY MODELING ON MULTIPLE 
ABSTRACTION LEVELS 

When a product or a product family is described, it is often important to 
see it in a wider context, in relationship with the system (target system) (Jor- 
gensen, 1998), where the product is fulfilling a purpose and performing 
some desired functions. Hence, this part of a description includes elements 
from the surrounding environment. Looking solely at a product, a descrip- 
tion covers both structure and properties as explained in the previous sec- 
tions. 

To illustrate how multiple higher degrees of abstraction can be identified, 
a complete description of a product is considered as an analytic model. The 
generic model component in figure 4-4 can illustrate such a description. 
Simplification in an analytic modeling approach can be performed along two 
dimensions: reduction of structure and reduction of properties. Reduction of 
structure means identification of upper level systems, which aggregate lover 
level systems. Ultimately, the internal structure of the system is disregarded 
completely. Reduction of properties means disregarding subsets of the prop- 
erties. First internal properties can be ignored so that only the form of the 
system is considered. Subsequently, a further degree of abstraction would be 
to focus on the behavioral properties and ignore the factual properties. Such 
a description is solely aimed at the operations, which can provide transfor- 
mation of input to output. Hence, at the top level of abstraction, the emphasis 
should be put on what primarily represents the abilities to perform functions 
(see figure 4-9). 

Figure 4-9. Analytic description on top level of abstraction - behavioral attributes. 



Applied to synthetic modeling of product families, identification of mul- 
tiple abstraction levels should be performed by following this general ap- 
proach in reverse order. In general terms, this will contain considerations ac- 
cording to the following top-down approach: purpose, function, form (be- 
havioral as well as factual attributes) and content (internal components and 
structure). 

Creation of model components is performed by selection among the 
component types, which must be available in taxonomies. Which type to se- 
lect depends on what attributes are required. 

Modeling of properties on top level comprises the system's ability to per- 
form functions. This means that the resulting system must be equipped with 
behavioral properties. Similarly the system model can have corresponding 
behavioral attributes if, for instance, simulation of the system's behavior is 
required (see figure 4- 10). 

Figure 4-10. Synthetic description on top level of abstraction - behavioral attributes. 

In synthetic modeling, however, the functional behavior of the system 
must be transformed to factual attributes. Hence, each function is character- 
ized and represented by a set of factual attributes, which can be used in con- 
nection with specification and test of requirements. In the synthetic model, a 
component must be created in order to represent the system and the neces- 
sary attributes (see figure 4-1 1). 

Figure 4-1 1. Synthetic model on top level of abstraction - behavioral attributes transformed 
to factual attributes. 

With reference to the product family model of computers described in the 
previous section, a visible attribute 'Wattage' of the module type 'Computer' 
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could represent the function that computers consume electric power. Another 
visible attribute 'ReadyForUse' could be added to represent that the com- 
puter is operable at delivery. 

In the next step, internallhidden attributes and data structures are identi- 
fied and, finally, the relations of different kinds must be modeled. 

Figure 4-12. Synthetic description of product family model including attributes and relations. 

In the computer example, some of the attributes could be defined as hid- 
den attributes if they are only for internal calculations. The constraints are 
examples of relations. Some of the constraints are only relating attributes to 
each other and for instance hidden attributes can be related to visible attrib- 
utes by such constraints. Description of contents is another example of rela- 
tions and the multiplicity is an example of a further specification of the rela- 
tion. The remaining constraints either relate attributes to module types or 
specify relationships between module types. 

Figure 4-13 gives an overview of how underlying modules/components 
of an end-product in a product family can be determined on the basis of de- 
cisions regarding attributes. 



Figure 4-13. Specification of modules directly or indirectly through functionalities. 

Attribute 1 corresponds to one module whereas attribute 2 determines 
two modules. The figure also shows that module 4 is determined by two at- 
tributes. 

If this idea should be applied to the computer example, all choices about 
internal modules of the computer must be transformed to attributes. For in- 
stance, instead of selecting hard disks directly as sub-modules, at set of at- 
tributes must be identified and defined to provide the same possibilities. The 
attribute 'DiskMemory' is already defined in the 'Computer' module type 
and through an arithmetic expression it is related to the total storage capacity 
of the contained disks. With.the attribute 'HardDisks' and the table of avail- 
able disks, it is possible to calculate the obtainable memory values for one 
disk, two disks, etc. If a value is selected from such a list, the corresponding 
hard disks are automatically selected and both attributes are updated. 

Alternatively, two other attributes could be defined in order to regulate 
the configuration: 

MinDiskMemory : Integer; 
LowestDiskPrice : Boolean default true; 

This approach of modeling multiple abstraction levels is essential in or- 
der to address the challenges, which are identified for engineer-to-order 
companies and described in section 2. If product configurators are built with 
greater emphasis put on attributes instead of modules and components, there 
may be an increased possibility of postponing the decisions about product 
structure, i.e. specific selection of modules/components. This is particularly 
important, when the order handling is performed over a long period. 
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9. CONCLUSION 

Implementation of Mass Customization and product configuration in en- 
gineer-to-order companies is significantly different compared to mass pro- 
ducing companies. A number of characteristics can be identified. Especially 
conditions like long order horizons and many changes of order specifications 
are difficult to manage. In order to develop possible solutions to these prob- 
lems, a number of theoretical topics about system modeling, product mod- 
eling, modeling of product families, information modeling and data model- 
ing must be considered. 

From this basis, it is proposed how to perform modeling of product fami- 
lies in a way that multiple levels of abstraction as well as detail can be iden- 
tified. The result is a synthetic top-down modeling approach with identifica- 
tion and definition of purpose, function, form, content and structure. The aim 
is to use such models as a foundation for development of product configu- 
rator software, which can support long lasting order handling. 

As a basis for development of detailed information models, a generic 
model component is presented. Likewise, a generic component type is intro- 
duced as the basis for creation of information models. According to this 
type, the basic content of product family models is proposed in form of a 
module type and the use of this module type is illustrated by a number of ex- 
amples. Additionally by use of the generic component type, some guidelines 
for identification of multiple abstraction levels of product family models are 
presented. These guidelines represent possible solutions to the challenges 
that some engineer-to-order companies are confronted with. 
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Chapter 5 

MASS CUSTOMIZATION: BALANCING 
CUSTOMER DESIRES WITH OPERATIONAL 
REALITY 
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University of Liverpool, Agility Centre, University of Liverpool Management School (ULMS) 

Abstract: Driven by complex social, political, geographic and technological factors, the 
past decade has seen dramatic changes in the global market environments. 
Manufacturing companies have been under pressure to meet conflicting goals 
of efficiency and consumer choice. On one hand customers demand that orders 
are met faster and at lower cost. On the other hand, they are demanding highly 
customized products with a wide variety of options. This has led a growing 
number of economists and scholars to declare that the paradigm of mass pro- 
duction is no longer able to satisfy such demands. As a result new paradigms 
of agility, responsiveness and mass customization have emerged. Mass cus- 
tomization is the "application of technology and new management methods to 
provide product variety and customization through flexibility and quick re- 
sponsiveness at prices comparable to mass-produced products". Mass cus- 
tomization, in itself introduces new demands on firms. These include im- 
proved product development processes, flexible manufacturing planning and 
control systems, and closer supply chain management. Whilst larger organiza- 
tions by their nature can afford the risk of making mistakes, small to medium 
enterprises (SME's) are typically more vulnerable, and hence need a structured 
low risk approach. The second of these shifts is the more relevant to mass 
customization and often SME's are not able to effectively balance the market 
needs on one hand and operational efficiencies on the other. In this paper, a 
method for feature-based mass customization is proposed that translates the 
voice of the customer into viable integrated product functional requirements, 
design features, component selection and reuse, and product design modules 
that are able to provide a better balance between customer requirements and 
company capabilities at an early stage of product design. The paper demon- 
strates, via a case study, how the principles of feature-based customization 
have been adopted by an SME within the context of agility. The paper ex- 
plores a method for prioritizing the VOC in terms of similarity of functional 
requirements/features within product families. These consider the factors of 
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design features, modular structures and product component in terms of cost 
and volume. The 'feature-component matrix' is introduced to represent prod- 
uct families and calculate these similarity coefficients. The goal is to present 
design and manufacturing engineers with insights into product similarity and 
feature-based customization. The paper demonstrates, via a case study, how 
the principles of balancing customer requirements using feature-based cus- 
tomization and how it has been adopted by an SME within the context of 
manufacturing agility. 

Keywords: Voice of the Customer, Product Proliferation, Feature Similarity, New Product 
Development, Agility 

1. BACKGROUND 

1.1 Agility and the Management of Product Portfolios 

To remain competitive, manufacturing companies are under tremendous 
pressures to improve manufacturing efficiency and to provide their cus- 
tomer's with a greater variety of product choice. On one hand customers are 
demanding that their orders be processed quicker and at lower cost and on 
the other hand they are demanding highly customized products and variety, 
therefore, organizations must design products and services that meet or ex- 
ceed customer expectations. A key question is how manufactures can pro- 
vide NPD practices within existing product portfolios? This has led a grow- 
ing number of economists and scholars to declare that the paradigm of mass 
production is no longer able to satisfy such demands. New paradigms such 
as portfolio management, mass customization, and agile manufacturing have 
emerged. This paper presents a review of existing methodologies for assist- 
ing in the design of product portfolios and introduces an approach for opti- 
mizing the design features prior to the NPD process that can be configured to 
the needs of manufacturers. The literature and current practice indicate that 
there have been significant changes made in terms of the manufacturing 
paradigm shift from traditional manufacturing to a world of agile manufac- 
turing, which is able to respond quickly to customers' demands [ l  and 23. In 
general, a long product design cycle diminishes the competitiveness of prod- 
ucts due to the relatively shortened product lifecycles in the global market- 
place. However, the impact on small to medium enterprises (SME's) is not 
always clear as the resources required to implement such a strategy in an 
SME often falls beyond what is considered to be acceptable risk. 
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1.2 Agility and Mass Customization 

The ever increasing competition many industries is facing heightened 
levels of customer desires that demands flexibility, delivery speed and inno- 
vation. Agile manufacturing embraces the ability to respond effectively to 
current market demands, as well as being proactive enough in penetrating 
new markets. By definition [3, 41 agility is highly dependent on a wide range 
of operations management capabilities. A large number of publications have 
emerged in this area. In some it has been introduced as a total integration of 
the business activities [4] as well as the flexibility of product, people, proc- 
ess and organization. In others it is expressed as agility drivers, capabilities 
and providers 1.51. Agility therefore is a multi-dimensional approach and dif- 
ferent subsystems or segments of business may possess different degrees of 
agility. 

Environment 

Figure 5-1. Agility Strategic Frarncwork 
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In view of this the authors have, developed and applied an Agility Strate- 
gic Framework (AFS) that integrates the most important aspects of agile 
manufacturing under one umbrella rather than as individual entities [6]. The 
approach can be represented as an extended QFD model for agility (see Fig- 
ure 5-1) in which drivers are the business environmental requirements. Out- 
puts are the tools and strategies that are most suitable for addressing the 
business environment critical factors. The basic aims of the framework are to 
provide an approach and a comprehensive set of tools and techniques to sup- 
port the transitional stages to agility. The driver of the approach is similar to 
that of TOWS matrix proposed by [7] .  The framework's drive towards agility 
is based on an impact measurement across five business factors these are: 
product, people, process, operation and organization. It is a generic frame- 
work that can be applied to any manufacture company and has been a key 
tool in implementing a regional agility awareness and implementation pro- 
gram for SME's. The ASF guides the organization through three iterative 
stages as a route of achieving agility, the three major phases consist of the 
following: 

Robustness: To be able to identify the internal operational 
vulnerabilities such that risks that have an impact on the business 
process are reduced 
Responsiveness: The ability to convert from a fire-fighting ap- 
proach enabling the company to respond effectively to customer 
needs at short notice. 
Pro-activeness: Built on freeing up the resources that allows the 
company to actively seek out new opportunities in existing or 
new markets. 
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Agility 
Capability 
Indicator W 

Organisation 

ASF Cross Impact Analysis 

Figure 5-2. Agility Capability Indicators and Product Flexibility 

Within the context of the agility strategic framework, mass customization 
can be viewed as a set of tools for achieving robustness and responsiveness 
through examining existing product structures and platforms to assess how a 
degree of modularization and rationalization could be introduced. The aim 
would be to balance the customer desires and operational reliability. Simi- 
larly, it can be used at the proactive stage in the Voice of the Customer in the 
design of new products and aligning these with current product platforms 
and company capabilities. Figure 5-2 shows a subset of the agility capability 
indicators hierarchy. Mass customization impacts on a number off these 
factors however the focus of this paper will be to describe how product 
flexibility measures were applied to one SME's as means to assist in the 
Voice of the Retailer. This leads to the emergence of tools assess the product 
portfolios of terms of design similarity of product features in terms and 
component reuse. 

2. THE VOICE OF THE CUSTOMER 

Approaches to defining product specifications by capturing, analyzing, 
understanding, and translating the customer requirements, sometimes called 
the Voice of the Customer (VoC), have received a significant amount of in- 
terests in recent years [8]. In order to understand the VoC, Quality Function 
Deployment (QFD) is one such tool used by engineers, technical develop- 
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ment personnel, and quality experts as the ideal tool for capturing the VoC. 
QFD (see Figure 5-3) is the customer requirements frame to aid the de- 
signer's view in defining product specifications. QFD has been heralded as 
an important part of the product development process. QFD is an investment 
in people and information. It uses cross-functional teams to determine cus- 
tomer requirements and to translate them into product designs and specifica- 
tions through highly-structured and well-documented methods. 

Figure 5-3. The QFD House of Quality 

HOWs 

MUCHes 

Products designed with QFD may have lower production cost, shorter 
development time, and higher quality than products developed without QFD. 
Since its first use, QFD has been widely accepted by a large number of or- 
ganizations world-wide [14]. Some of its benefits of using QFD include in- 
creased efficiency, reduction of cost, shorter lead time, reduction in pre- 
launch time and after-launch modification and better customer satisfaction 
[lo, 11 and 121. In spite of the significant number of documented successes 
with the use with the house of quality (HoQ), there are a number of compa- 
nies have failed in the process; others have reported mixed experiences [13]. 

HOWs vs. 

HOWs 

MUCHes 
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Brown [14] also argued that QFD brings superior product design and the 
potential for breakthrough innovation. QFD also helps companies discover 
that innovation, manufacturing and quality can fit comfortably together 
(Anderson, 1993). While QFD excels in converting customer information to 
design requirements, it is limited as a means of actually discovering VoC 
[IS]. The VoC in developing product portfolios is investigated in this paper. 

2.1 Product Portfolios 

Portfolio management is a dynamic decision process, whereby a business 
will list of active NPD projects and R&D activities are constantly updated 
and revised. In general, product portfolio planning consists of two stages 
[ l a .  

1.Product Portfolio Identification: is to capture and understand cus- 
tomer needs effectively and accordingly to transform them into specifica- 
tions of product offerings (e.g. functional features). 

2.Product Portfolio Evaluation and Selection: is to determine an opti- 
mal setup or configuration of these planned offerings (e.g. the golkill deci- 
sion of an offering) with the objective of achieving best profit performance. 

Current researchers and industrial practitioners in this field involve them- 
selves mostly in the economic justification of product portfolio. (e.g. product 
line design), viz. the latter stage of product portfolio planning. They usually 
imply the specification of offerings in a product portfolio is given. However, 
the first issue-how to identify customer needs and generate product portfo- 
lio specifications-has received only limited attention. During this phase, 
many factors are to be considered including any combination of customer 
needs, corporate objectives, product ideas and related technological capa- 
bilities, etc. Usually, product offerings are represented as a list of functional 
features and target values. 

2.1.1 The Product Portfolio Assessment 

In order to solve the above problems, the existing product portfolio needs 
to identity which products within the existing product portfolio are 'Order 
Qualifiers, Winners and Delighters'. By using the extended Ansoff matrix as 
a point reference (figure 5-4) there are three main shifts a company carry out 
to sustain growth: 

Companies traditionally move from sector 1 to sectors 2 and 3 
through cost and operational efficiencies and where possible align 
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their existing internal resources and supply chain to meet this new 
shift. 

A shift from sector 1 to sectors 4, 5 and 6 involves a redesign or 
modularization of the product to capitalize on new opportunities 
through customization and product families. A redesign of the prod- 
uct and the supply chain is often required with a shift from cost to 
flexibility. 

A shift from sector 1 to sectors 7, 8 and 9 are the most risky but of- 
fers the company the opportunity to fundamentally redesign both 
product and supply chain to meet the new product needs. 

Figure 5-4. Extended Ansoff Matrix 

The second of these shifts is the more relevant to mass customization and 
often SME's are not able to effectively balance the market needs on one 
hand and operational efficiencies on the other. In this paper, a method for 
feature-based mass customization is proposed that translates the voice of the 
customer into viable integrated product functional requirements, design fea- 
tures, component selection and reuse, and product design modules that are 
able to provide a better balance between customer requirements and com- 
pany capabilities at an early stage of product design. The paper demon- 
strates, via a case study, how the principles of feature-based customization 
have been adopted by an SME within the context of agility. 

Most of the above approaches assume that product development starts 
from a clean sheet of paper, but in practice, most new products evolve from 
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existing products, i.e, so-called variant design. Historical data and customer 
data from current products are often considered only implicitly, if not ig- 
nored. As a result, product design seldom has the opportunity to take advan- 
tage of the wealth of customer requirement information accumulated in ex- 
isting products. In addition, these methods do not explicitly differentiate the 
customer preference from the designer's preference of requirement informa- 
tion [17], nor exist in any approach to handling effectively the mapping from 
the customer domain to the functional domain. Furthermore, new product 
development in mass customization is facing the challenge of maintaining 
the continuity of manufacturing and service operations. Therefore, product 
definition should effectively preserve the strength of product families to ob- 
tain significant cost savings in tooling, learning curves, inventory, mainte- 
nance, and so on. This demands a structured approach to product definition 
and to the capturing core information from previous designs as well as ex- 
isting product and process platforms. 

Within the context of a product portfolio, product design and process de- 
sign are embodied in the respective product and process platforms. Product 
definition is characterized by the product portfolio representing the target of 
mass customization (i.e. the 'right' product offerings), which in turn be- 
comes the input to the downstream design activities and is propagated to 
product and process platforms in a coherent fashion. In this sense, a product 
portfolio represents the functional specification of product families, i.e. the 
functional view of product and process platforms [IS]. Suh [19] presented a 
holistic view on product portfolio along the entire spectrum of product de- 
velopment according to the domain framework in axiomatic design which is 
modified presentation in the case study below. In practice however, many 
SME's do not have the resources required to employ such formal techniques. 
Therefore it is more likely that less formal approaches based on subjective 
intuition and market knowledge will be used. 

3. A METHODOLOGY TO SCHIEVE MASS 
CUSTOMIZATION 

3.1 Feature-based Analysis and Reuse 

To minimize internal variety and the associated costs, whilst retaining the 
external variety that will meet the demands of the customer, modular product 
structures are developed [20]. The essences of feature-based structures are 
modules and components that can be selected and combined in order to con- 
figure different customized products within a product family. Economies of 
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scale are achieved through the reuse of internal modules and components, 
rather than finished products of the mass production paradigm. The potential 
benefits to manufacturing [21] include: 

- simplified production planning and scheduling 
- lower setup and holding costs 
- lower safety stock 
- reduction of vendor lead time uncertainty 
- order quantity economies 

Modular product structures also enable the task of differentiating a prod- 
uct for a specific customer to be postponed until the latest possible point in 
the supply chain [4]. The postponement of product variety results in risk 
pooling and consequently reduces overall manufacturing, distribution, and 
inventory costs [23]. 

FEATURE SIMILARITY 

The ability to identify the most economic functional requirements and 
maximize their reusability and application within the product portfolio can 
be achieved through feature similarity. To successfully develop feature- 
based structures, companies need to measure the similarity between features 
and the 'reusability' of components in a product family. The measurements 
should assess the degree of flexibility of a product family, and set boundaries 
within which new or customized designs will have to function. The meas- 
urements should also be used to optimize the use of common components 
within the product family . One measure that is commonly used is the 'De- 
gree of Commonality Index (DCI)'. This is based on the average number of 
parent items per distinct component, for a particular product structure [22]. 
The DCI is defined as: 

where: d = the total number of distinct features; 
j = (1, ...,dl 
@ = the number of immediate parents component j has over 

a set of end items or product structure level(s) 
However, the DCI does not measure the similarity between different 

functional structures such as different processes and technologies (e.g. elec- 
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trical circuit and mechanical linkage) structures. Therefore, where a product 
family contains customizable products with differing functional structures, 
the DCI cannot be used. The relative commonalities are incomparable. 

4.1 The Need for a Measurement of Similarity 

To enable companies to develop flexible product features whilst opti- 
mizing the reuse of common components and modules, a measurement of 
the similarity between customizable products within a product family is 
needed. The objective of reuse is to minimize the total number of parts 
needed to build the maximum number of customized features. However, this 
can lead to a conflict. The increasing demands by the customer for greater 
customization can lead to an increase in the variety of the same product fea- 
ture (often of low-reuse) used within a product family. This conflict cannot 
always be resolved. Often a product will contain low-reuse components to 
differentiate it from other products within the family, or to differentiate it 
from competitors' products in the market (i.e. external variety). In this situa- 
tion a compromise should be made. Companies should ensure that low-reuse 
components are necessary, and can be justified by adding to a product's dif- 
ferentiating attributes. The measurement of similarity between features can- 
not be based on the reusability of components alone. This is too simplistic 
and does not account for low-reuse components that add value to a product 
in terms of differentiation amongst other factors. A more accurate measure- 
ment of similarity should also consider factors, such as the cost of the com- 
ponents used to make the product feature, the sales volume of each feature 
within the family and the to external factors such as suppliers and raw mate- 
rials. 

4.2 Similarity of Product Structures 

The 'similarity coefficient' indicate that there have been significant 
changes made in terms of the manufacturing paradigm shift from traditional 
manufacturing to a world of agile manufacturing, which is able to respond 
quickly to customers' demands [ l  and 21 This 'similarity coefficient' is 
based on the product feature structures and reusability of key components 
and considers the following factors: 

the number of key components in the component group (i.e. the 
number of components needed to build every feature in the product 
family) excluding low cost fasteners and standard outsourced com- 
ponents 
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the number of distinct components used to build a particular product 
feature 

the number of other features in the product family using the same 
components 

A similarity coefficient is calculated for each feature with respect to 
every other feature in the family. The coefficient indicates those products 
with high-similarity and low-similarity to other features in the product fam- 
ily. Likewise, a feature reuse coefficient is calculated for each component in 
the group. This should indicate those components with high-reuse and low- 
reuse. 

Figure 5-5. Example Product Feature Structures 

In the example features of a product family shown in Figure 5-5 above, 
product A1 (made from components B 1 and B3) is considered to have a high 
similarity value. All of the components used to make A1 are common to at 
least three features in the family (i.e. component B I is common to features 
A l ,  A3 and A5). In contrast, feature A4 (made from components B3 and B4) 
is considered to have a lower similarity value. This is because component B4 
is not common to any other feature. In the example above, it can be seen that 
component B3 has maximum reuse value (i.e. it is common to every feature 
in the family). In addition to a similarity coefficient that considers product 
features it is possible to derive similarity coefficients that are based on non- 
design considerations such as cost and sales volumes as follows: 
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a. Cost: In practice most product features contain a number of compo- 
nents that are more expensive than others. It is undesirable to have a product 
features that contain expensive components with a low reuse value unless it 
is a clear differentiating feature. The effect of component cost can be seen in 
the example above. Feature A4 (made from components B3 and B4) is con- 
sidered to have a low similarity value. As already discussed, this is because 
component B4 is not common to any other feature. In addition, component 
B4 is the most expensive component in the group. 

b. Volume: The sales volume of each feature in a product family also has 
an impact on similarity. Most product families will contain some features 
that have low similarity values. This may be for a number of reasons that 
might include the completeness of a product family, and customer demand. 
Therefore the cost similarity value of feature A4 is reduced. The effect in 
terms of sales volume can be also seen in the example above. Feature A2 is 
made from components B2, B3, B5 and B6. The similarity value of feature 
A2 is lowered by component B6 (because B6 is not common to any other 
feature). However, feature A2 has the highest sales volume in the product 
family. Therefore, the similarity value should reflect this high sales volume, 
and negate the effects of low similarity based on component reuse. 

The 'similarity analysis' can be performed on other non design activities 
[24] and a number of levels in the product structure and. At the lowest level, 
this would be for every component in the group. However, for most product 
families this analysis would be over complex. Therefore it is often necessary 
to rationalize the component group. Typically, this would usually limit the 
analysis to those components that collectively contribute to over eighty per- 
cent of the product family costs. A 'pareto' analysis can be used for this type 
of rationalization. At a higher level, an analysis can be performed on any 
sub-set of the component group. Alternatively, the reuse of particular mod- 
ule or component type can be analyzed. 

4.3 The Similarity Matrix 

A product family is defined with N distinct components (B1 to Bi) 
needed to build M finished features (A1 to Aj) within the product family. 

N: number of distinct components needed to build the product family 
Bi: component (i = 1 + N) 
M: number of features in the product family 
Aj: product (j = 1 + M) 
n,: the number of distinct components used to build the particular product 
mi: the number of other products in the family, using the same compo- 

nents 
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The product-component matrix Uij used to represent the product family 
structure is defined as follows: 

The number of unique components used to build product Aj is defined as: 

The number of products using component Bi is defined as: 

a. Feature Similarity Coefficient (R,): 
The 'product structure similarity coefJicientl R, identifies the similarity 

of a product with respect to the other products within the product family (i.e. 
reuse of components). It is only based on the components used in the product 
structure and defined as follows: 

It is not possible to specify what the minimum level of similarity or 
variation of similarity within a product family should optimally be. This is 
dependent on the properties of the product family and the component group 
analyzed in addition to the minimum requirements for differentiation. The 
above is also useful in identifying or specifying the core product within a 
family from which derivatives are generated. Furthermore, the equation only 
considers distinct components and ignores the quantity of each distinct com- 
ponent in the product. It can be argued that this omission is not critical at this 
level of analysis as the purpose of the measure is to reduce the number of 
distinct components. Where the quantity of each component is important is 
at the rationalization stages where decisions on which components to keep 
will be influenced by the degree of redesign required. 
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b. Feature Cost Similarity Coefficient (R,): 
The 'product cost similarity coefficient' R, identifies the similarity of a 

product with respect to the other products within the family, based on the 
costs of the components used in the product structures. Where: 

ci is the cost of component Bi 
c,,,,, is the maximum cost of all components used in the product family 

The 'weighted' cost of component Bi and 'product cost similarity coeffi- 
cient' R,, are defined as: 

The 'product cost similarity coefficient' R, is an improved measurement of 
similarity because it introduces the factor of cost. The coefficient highlights 
the effect of costly components that are not reused widely with the product 
family. 

c. Feature Volume Similarity Coefficient (R,) 
The 'feature volume similarity coefficient' R, identifies the similarity of a 

feature with respect to the other features within the family, based on the 
'sales volumes' of the features used in the product structures. Where: 

V, is the volume of sales for product Aj 

The 'weighted' volume for product Aj and the 'weighted' volume of 
component Bi are defined as: 
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The 'product volume similarity coefficient' R, for a product A, is defined 
to be: 

The tfeature volume similarity coefficient' R, introduces the factor of 
volume to the measure of similarity. Components that are used in products 
that have a high volume carry more weight. However, as the sales volume 
increases, R, has a tendency to distort the measure of similarity. It is possible 
to achieve high R, values for products, with a low product structure similar- 
ity (i.e. the product is built from 'low-reuse' components). Therefore, R, 
should not be used in isolation. 

d. Aggregate Feature Similarity Coefficient (R) 
The 'aggregate feature similarity coefficient' R combines of the four 

similarity coefficients: R,, R,, Rv and R,. Each coefficient can be assigned a 
'weight' that corresponds to the influence it has on the measure of similarity. 
Where 

w, is the weight assigned to the 'feature similarity coefficient' R, 
w, is the weight assigned to the 'feature cost similarity coefficient' R, 
w,, is the weight assigned to the 'product volume similarity coefficient' 

R" 

The 'product contribution similarity coefficient' R for a product A, is de- 
fined to be: 

R,, w, + R, w,,. + R,, w, 
R .  = 

J 
(12) 

W,, + W, + W, 

The weights that are applied to the similarity coefficients R,, R,, R, and 
R,. (i.e. w,,, w,, w, and w,,) are not fixed and are dependent on the properties 
of the product family, component types, sales pattern, profit margins etc. It is 
likely that they will also be unique to each product family. For initial meas- 
urements of similarity the 'weights' have been set to unity (i.e. w, = wr, = 
w, = 1). The above similarity coefficients are an example of the type of co- 
efficients that can be generated to assess the product family cohesiveness. 
The measures can be extended to optimize the product family operationally 
around a group of machines and operations, externally in the selection of 
suppliers and raw materials, and in optimizing customer requirements in dif- 
ferent market segments. 

The above similarity coefficients are an example of the type of coeffi- 
cients that can be generated to assess the product family cohesiveness. Fur- 
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thermore, the equation only considers distinct components and ignores the 
quantity of each distinct component in the product. It can be argued that this 
omission is not critical at this level of analysis as the purpose of the measure 
is to reduce the number of distinct components. Where the quantity of each 
component is important is at the rationalization stages where decisions on 
which components to keep will be influenced by the degree of redesign re- 
quired. The measures can be extended to optimize the product family opera- 
tionally around a group of machines and operations, externally in the selec- 
tion of suppliers and raw materials, and in optimizing customer requirements 
in different market segments. 

CASE STUDY 

The following section provides an overview of the implementation of the 
above measures of feature similarity and flexibility to an SME manufacturer. 
This SME is in the process of implementing agility and mass customization. 
The company is an OEM and hence directly affected by consumer and re- 
tailer demand. The company sells through a small number of powerful re- 
tailers who dictate market trends and demand a high level of service. Like 
many other SME's in a similar situation, this company is driven to be more 
competitive through the continual introduction of new products and variants 
on existing products with little planning, resulting in a proliferation of prod- 
uct families and components. 
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Figure 5-6. Company X's Distribution Channel 
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5.1 Company Background 

Company X is an outdoor toy manufacture that designed and manufac- 
tured swings, slides and a variety of play centers. The company trades in a 
seasonal and highly competitive environment with tight margins and sudden 
fluctuating customer demands. Over 85% of their sales are generated from 
only 5 customers who are national retail chains. Each of the customers has a 
specific design requirement in terms of the type of play activities incorpo- 
rated in each play centre in addition to a unique color scheme. 

Each year, designs are approved individually for each retail customer and 
a provisional agreement on order quantities is reached. These quantities 
however can change dramatically with little notice due to uncontrollable 
factors such as the weather and end-customer purchasing behavior. These 
retailers have additional requirements such as call off rate and more impor- 
tant cubage. Cubage refers to the dimensional packaging requirements. De- 
mand in the high season outstrips production by a factor of 4. The company 
has therefore to commit production at an early stage building sufficient 
stocks to cope with the high season. Consequently, there is a high degree of 
uncertainty in terms of identifying anticipated sales within each customer 
product range. 
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Figure 5-7. Voice of the Retailer's impact on the Product Portfolio 
(Modified Model N.P Suh ref 18) 

The company has a core production team and a flexible seasonal work- 
force who are engaged in low skilled activities such as assembly and pack- 
ing. The company in effect is in a highly vulnerable position with little lev- 
erage on suppliers who have specified minimum order quantities and infre- 
quent delivery schedules. This proved to be one of the key problems that 
limited the company's ability to respond quickly to changes on product. 
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Early attempts at improvements have resulted in some rationalization of 
designs and introducing the principle of pack-to-order. However, any bene- 
fits from these where overshadowed by inefficiencies resulting from the 
proliferation of components as new designs are approved with limited refer- 
ence to existing product ranges. It should be noted once again that the com- 
pany did not employ a formal technique to establish the optimum modular 
product structures. 

5.2 Similarity Analysis 

The analysis below was carried out on the 'Compact' a play centre range 
that was based on a subset structures from both the swing and slide product 
families. The purpose was to provide the R&D department with an example 
of how to analyze product features and to provide them with a means of as- 
sessing designs specifically in terms of the supply of raw material. This ex- 
ercise was particularly aimed at the metal tube components which where 
proving to be a problem with suppliers as it required a relatively long lead- 
time for delivery. These where ordered in pre-cut lengths set by the planning 
department. 

Only three of the similarity coefficients were applied (Rn, Rv R) for this 
analysis. The cost and contribution where excluded as the purpose of the 
analysis was to rationalize on the supply of raw materials. 

Existing Product Family: This product family consists of 11 core design 
features shown in Table 5-1 The total number of distinct design features in 
the family, discarding color variations, is 101. These include pre-packed 
small plastic components and low cost fasteners which for simplicity are 
treated as single items. 

Table 5-1. Feature Contribution of the "Compact" Family product range 

Features 

Table 5-2 shows the similarity coefficients across the design features for 
product structure Rn, sales volume Rv and aggregate R. These results show 
that feature 6, which has the highest volume and achieves a good rating for 
across the coefficients. This is due to the fact that the feature has fewer com- 
ponents and these are predominantly shared across the family. At the other 
end of the scale feature 8 and 9 feature the second highest selling compo- 
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nents but have much lower similarity coefficient values with fewer shared 
components. 

Table 5-2. Feature similarity ratings for existing product range 

Features 
F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 F6 F7 F8 F9 F10 F11 

n 20 15 16 1 1  3 8 4 11 4 2 7 
Rn 6.50 9.33 10.0 5.45 3.33 3.75 0.00 0.91 0.00 10.0 0.00 
Rv 5.59 7.08 6.41 3.97 36.1 11.1 23.5 17.9 0.56 3.02 0.54 
Ra 6.05 8.21 8.21 4.71 19.8 7.43 11.8 9.42 0.28 6.51 0.27 

The picture looks far worse for features 1 and 2 if we exclude all non- 
tube components as shown in table 5-3 where the values of Rn fall to 6.00 
and 9.33 respectively representing a very low level of component reuse. 

Removal of design features which are process of material characteristics 
which are different 

Table 5-3. Feature similarity ratings for existing product range 

Features 
F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 F6 F7 F8 F9 F10 F11 

n 20 15 16 12 1 8 4 11 4 2 7 

The main reason for this is largely due to the fact that this family range 
uses 56 different tube sizes (diameters, wall thicknesses and cut lengths) and 
material types as shown in Table 5-4. 

Table 5-4. Steel Variations 

Variations Variations of Wall 
Material Type 

of Outside Diameters Thicknesses 

Redesigned product features: Further analysis was carried out on the 
compact product range to identify the effect of two possible changes to the 
tube components. The first, shown in table 5-5, is where tube cut lengths are 
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ignored and the tube components are grouped by material, diameter and wall 
thickness. This would represent a case where the company orders tubes in 
fixed lengths which it cuts to size in house. The total number of tubes in this 
case would drop from 56 to 30. 

Table 5-5. Feature similarity ratings by eliminating pre-cut lengths in both galvanized and 
non-galvanized tubing 

Features 

The second case is where tube of same diameters and materials are stan- 
dardized utilizing the nearest wall thickness, shown in table 5-6 which re- 
duces the number of tubes further to 23. 

Table 5-6. Feature similarity ratings by standardizing tube wall thicknesses 

Features 
FI F2 F3 F4 F5 F6 F7 F8 F9 FIO 

n 5 5 8 6 5 1 4 2 1 3 

The relatively high similarity values for features 5, 6 and 7 are due to the 
fact that 2 of their components are common to 6 out of the 8 products and 2 
others are common to 4 out of the 8 components. 

5.3 Results of the Analysis 

The analysis above has highlighted the problem that the company faces 
in terms of the unnecessarily high number of raw material tubes they use. 
The problem originates from the wide range of sizes and materials used and 
this is compounded by the fact that they order these components in pre-cut 
lengths. With an uncertain demand and long lead-time for delivery the com- 
pany is exposed to a higher risk of stock out or over stocking. As a result of 
the similarity analysis the company set up a feasibility study to redesigned 
internal variety and focus on the following activities: 
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Reduced variations of material grades, geometric sizes of outside 
diameter and wall thickness 
Ordering set lengths, rather than pre-cut lengths 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

It is argued that the successful implementation of mass customization 
starts with the product features that offer customer's choice through opti- 
mizing the use of components. With a lack of skill and understanding of how 
this is carried out SME's often embark on strategy of offering customers 
more choice without a considered attention to the impact of this on their op- 
erations. The monitoring of the implementation process would seem to be 
critical, SME are unlikely to possess the resources and capacity to achieve 
everything on their own. The case studies emphasize the importance of ex- 
ternal influences on the product change even when people in the company 
perceive them otherwise. 

To  cope with customer variety, companies need to balance those cus- 
tomer desires with operational reliability in a flexible manner. At present, 
SME's often embark on strategy of offering customers more choice without 
a considered attention to the impact of this on their operations. The above 
case studies are typical of a few that the authors have observed as part of 
their involvement with introducing agile practices in SME's. These results 
are understandable as it is often difficult for SME's, with conflicting meas- 
ures of performance and a proliferation of tools and techniques, to clearly 
identify how to proceed. As a simple example, the aim of design for assem- 
bly is to optimize product design through simplifying assembly and 
minimizing the number of components [25]. This is carried out through as- 
sessing each component by asking three questions; does the part need to 
move relative to the rest of the assembly, must the part be made of a differl 
ent material from the rest of the assembly for fundamental physical reasons, 
and does the part have to be separated from the assembly for assembly ac- 
cess replacement or repair. If the answer is 'no' to all three then the part is a 
candidate for removal or integration with adjacent parts. The approach, how- 
ever, neglects to take into account the possibility that the component is pre- 
sent to provide a differentiation from other products in the family or to ex- 
tend a core product into a family of products. In effect, mass customized 
products could individually have more components each but have fewer 
components collectively within the product family. 

A further critical factor that SME's face when embarking on a mass cus- 
tomization program is the number of supplier imposed constraints (e.g. 
stocking requirements and packing requirements) muffle the true VoC and in 
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supplier to cooperate, as quite often they are competing with larger compa- 
nies for the supplier's attention. The temptation is therefore to bring proc- 
essing the outsourced component in-house with the added risk and increased 
costs it entails. However, a careful assessment of product structures with re- 
spect to suppliers can result in identifying those key components that are 
vulnerable to supplier constraints and increasing their reuse thus providing 
an incentive for suppliers to cooperate as well as reducing the spread of 
stock keeping units. 

The agility strategic framework was found to be a useful platform for the 
implementation of mass customization. Through a structured approach, it is 
possible to identify the critical internal and external factors that inhibit the 
company's ability to proceed. The classification of those areas affected un- 
der product, process, people, operations and organization enables the com- 
pany to focus on how to mange the implementation process and assess the 
implication of changes made in any specific areas on other parts of the com- 
pany. Furthermore the use of the agility capability indicators (ACI) to iden- 
tify the critical measures of performance avoids the pitfalls of using generic 
measure of performance that could be misleading. 

Furthermore, company X costing structures enable them to clearly quan- 
tify the benefits of product feature rationalization or mass customization. For 
example, the original number of tubing varieties that Company X was ma- 
nipulating was fifty six. By reducing the variations of material grades, geo- 
metric sizes of outside diameter and wall thickness and by ordering set 
lengths, rather than pre-cut lengths from their suppliers. This was predomi- 
nantly based on a 'Voice of the Retailer' influence for product differentiation 
which in this case was high due to the retailers buying power. The consider- 
able benefits of reducing the operational and indirect costs were not recog- 
nized. 

The paper examines how the reuse of common features in product fami- 
lies can reduce internal variety. Three coefficients that measure the similarity 
of products within a family are presented. These consider the factors of 
product structure, cost and volume. The 'product-feature matrix' is intro- 
duced to represent product features and calculate the similarity coefficients. 
The authors have found that these measures are a useful starting point as 
they set a reasonable baseline for selecting design features when developing 
new products to existing ones and improvements in similarity coefficients 
values have a direct affect on product flexibility. In effect the measures were 
applied to a range of companies including non engineering companies where 
they were utilized to identify superfluous components and those candidate 
for integration with others. 
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Chapter 6 

DESIGN FOR CHANGEOVER (DFC) 
Enabling the design of highly flexible, highly responsive 
manufacturing processes 

Michael P. Reik, Richard I. McIntosh, Geraint W. Owen, A.R. Mileham and 
Steve J. Culley 
University of Bath, Innovative Manufacturing Research Centre (IMRC) 

Abstract: A rapid changeover capability is central for today's thinking concerning 
responsive, small batch manufacturing. The customer-driven mass customiza- 
tion paradigm places emphasis on satisfying market demands, particularly in 
terms of product individualization and ready delivery. Changeover capability 
is prominent ih such a time-based manufacturing environment, where success- 
ful companies have to be able to adapt swiftly to market turbulence and at the 
same time avoid the traditionally high unit costs associated with custom made 
or small volume products. 

Existing tools to improve changeover performance primarily address retro- 
spective improvement, which can be achieved with an emphasis either on re- 
fining the activity of those conducting the changeover or changing the hard- 
ware that is worked upon. Although there is a choice as to where emphasis 
might be directed it has been found that retrospective programs are in practice 
very often led with a strong emphasis on low expenditure and organizational 
change. Equipment modification opportunities can be significantly underval- 
ued. 

Beyond retrospective improvement an excellent changeover capability can 
also be provided at the outset as an element of overall process equipment ca- 
pability. The OEM's challenge to build and market changeover-capable 
equipment is potentially greatly assisted by the availability of a coherent de- 
sign for changeover (DFC) methodology. Drawing lessons from the develop- 
ment of various DFX methodologies, including design for assembly and de- 
sign for variety, this chapter discusses the early development of a design for 
changeover methodology to assist OEMs and other groups responsible for the 
design and adaptation of process hardware. 

Key words: Design for Changeover (DFC), Design for X (DFX), Equipment Design, 
Responsiveness, Flexibility, Set-up Reduction 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Changeover improvement - completing changeover between the 
manufacture of different products more quickly and to a higher standard - 
features strongly as a component of modern manufacturing philosophy 
(Spencer et al. 1995; Tu et al. 2004). Also referred to as setup reduction or 
setup reengineering, it is isolated as a core practice when undertaking time- 
based manufacturing (Koufteros et al. 1998). Whereas for traditional mass 
manufacturing it was sought to minimize production losses by reducing the 
frequency at which changeovers occurred (Coates 1974), today's more 
responsive, more flexible models demand that changeover frequency re- 
mains high. In turn, if multi-lot production is to be profitable, the duration of 
the changeover necessarily has to be short. 

The rewards of rapid, high quality changeovers are widely described 
(Schonberger et al. 1997). They are advocated as a key instrument to en- 
hance competitiveness, assisting both responsiveness to external market de- 
mands (Bicheno 2003) and internal control of factory operations (Suzaki 
1987). In either case advantage is primarily gained by making viable the eco- 
nomic manufacture of much smaller batches, ultimately down to lots of just 
one unit. 

Historically changeover performance has been prominent in just-in-time, 
lean and agile manufacturing models. A rapid changeover capability remains 
critical in more response-driven mass customization environments, where 
manufacturers seek to address highly volatile customer demands across a 
range of customer-tailored products (Pine 1993). In an environment where 
customers demand niche segmentation crippling disruption to the manufac- 
turing function is likely if downtime attributable to product changeover is 
not minimized (Abegglen et al. 1985). 

The authors have determined that the application of design is commonly 
under-exploited when seeking enhanced changeover performance (McIntosh 
et al. 2001). The rationale of a greater focus on design is elaborated upon 
within the current chapter, describing as well the important issue of run-up 
as a component of an overall changeover and the issue of sustaining im- 
proved performance. With particular reference to DFMA and other selected 
DFR methodologies the chapter then goes on to describe the early develop- 
ment of a DFC tool to assist OEM designers. This tool may also be adaptable 
for retrospective modification of existing process hardware. 
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2. MANUFACTURING FLEXIBILITY DEMANDED 
BY MASS CUSTOMIZATION 

Mass customization is a strategy which seeks to exploit market trends for 
greater product variety and individualization (McCarthy 2004). It is a re- 
sponse to the micro-segmentation of markets and requires that changed 
practices are introduced throughout, across the whole of the supply chain, 
manufacturing and marketing processes (Coronado et al. 2004). New think- 
ing is needed to the way that businesses are configured so that the necessary 
responsiveness to market needs can be achieved. For example changed man- 
agement of market information might be instigated, with far greater trans- 
parency, immediacy and customer involvement. Altered information deliv- 
ery and management systems may require to be installed. Similar considera- 
tions apply across all aspects of a successful mass customization operation. 

Whereas the need for significant change to the organization is generally 
recognized, it is also acknowledged that no single good-for-all global model 
exists. Although certain common elements and 'prescribed formats' are ap- 
parent, commonality in implementing a successful mass customization en- 
terprise is lacking (Greenwood et al. 1996). Mass customization can be 
thought of as a still evolving paradigm and yet it is already widely under- 
stood that flexibility remains a core requirement - as indeed it is for any re- 
sponsive multi-product manufacturing environment (Urbani et al. 2003). 
Flexibility is needed across all areas of manufacturing and control, where 
typically to date there has been an emphasis on personnel and system deter- 
minants: continued rigid staff practice and rigid environments imply likely 
failed implementation, with correspondingly poor response to market de- 
mands (Urbani et al. 2003). 

Although many writers discuss the revised working practices necessary 
of staff within an organization, it is prudent as well to recognize that en- 
hanced flexibility is a function of the hardware the organization employs. A 
likely need for better market information management was touched upon 
above, with possible scope for example for internet utilization by customers, 
alongside other possible internal use of new electronic systems (McCarthy 
2004). This is but one possibility. In the context of flexibility and 
responsiveness the process hardware itself - the manufacturing equipment 
used to add value to the product - can be designed to have inherent flexibil- 
ity. A primary enabler of manufacturing flexibility and responsiveness is 
manufacturing system changeover. 

Together therefore, as elaborated upon below, the performance measured 
when changing from one product to the next on a given manufacturing line is 
dependent upon on how people work and how amenable the hardware is to 
being changed over. 
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2.1 Clarifying organization-led and design-led 
changeover improvement 

Across all facets of manufacturing activity, changeover improvement op- 
portunities can be distinguished between opportunities which are design-led 
and opportunities which are organization-led (McIntosh et al. 1996). Organi- 
zation-led improvement occurs, for example, when people complete tasks in 
a more disciplined manner, or when more appropriate tools are used. Or- 
ganizational improvement can also predominate when the sequence in which 
tasks are conducted is altered, including arranging for parallel working to 
occur, or arranging for tasks to be completed in external time. By contrast 
design-led improvement occurs when there is an emphasis on physically al- 
tering manufacturing equipment, thereby, typically, necessarily altering the 
changeover tasks which previously had to be completed (Rawlinson et al. 
1996). An amended changeover procedure will necessarily ensue. In some 
cases, also representing a design change, the product itself can beneficially 
be altered (Kobe 1992). 

2.2 Better changeover capability by original equipment 
design or by retrospective improvement activity 

Discussed above, changeover improvement techniques within industry 
range from hardware modification through to the control of information and 
the management, training and motivation of people. The former can be un- 
dertaken by original equipment manufacturers (OEMs) or by end users of 
that equipment. The latter options largely relate to work practices and are 
often cited as soft or managerial issues. They are issues which OEMs are 
likely to have little or no impact upon. 

Other potential restrictions to attaining an enhanced changeover capabil- 
ity should also be considered. No matter whether OEMs, end users or other 
agents (for example specialist consultants) are active in seeking improve- 
ment there will inevitably be differences in the aptitudes of personnel se- 
lected to this task. Tools that personnel might employ to structure or other- 
wise assist their activity may be deficient. Equally, restrictions may be im- 
posed as to who may participate. Thus for retrospective improvement a busi- 
ness may for example restrict formally trained engineers, or perhaps plan- 
ning function staff, from becoming involved. Such restrictions have proved 
to be commonplace during the authors' industrial research and can arise for a 
variety of often complex reasons (McIntosh et al., 2001). Notably, conven- 
tional wisdom dictates that retrospective improvement should be undertaken 
by empowered workplace teams comprising operators and other direct shop 
floor personnel whereby continuous, incremental kaizen refinement is sought 
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(Claunch 1996). Additional pressure to adopt organization-biased opportuni- 
ties can arise when management consultants, training organizations or others 
leading improvement are under pressure to minimize expenditure (McIntosh 
et al. 2001). Whereas OEMs can only realistically seek to engage design re- 
finement, the uptake of design within conventionally structured SMED pro- 
grams can be low. 

2.3 Shingo's SMED methodology: the primary 
retrospective changeover improvement tool 

The seminal publication on changeover improvement is Shingo's ' A  
revolution in manufacturing: the SMED system' (Shingo 1985). The book 
presents a body of work which forms the basis of innumerable changeover 
improvement programs in industry, to the extent that the word SMED (Sin- 
gle Minute Exchange of Die) is now commonly encountered, and one which 
is in itself often taken to mean 'changeover improvement' (Oliver 1989). 
Wide ranging trade articles, international training agencies and academic at- 
tention all indicate that Shingo's staged SMED methodology is far and away 
the foremost retrospective changeover improvement tool (Herrmann et al. 
2004). 

In spite of its very considerable uptake Shingo's work is not without its 
critics (McIntosh et al. 2000). Design is featured by Shingo as part of the 
methodology, but this is often communicated as relatively simplistic (al- 
though often still valuable) opportunities, such as adding a keyhole slot or 
substituting a quick release fastener. Further, these opportunities often reside 
in the methodology's final 'streamlining' phase, and the conceptual purpose 
of undertaking such changes is not always readily apparent (McIntosh et al. 
2000). 

2.4 Tools available to the OEM 

Whereas stronger design guidance might be made available to retrospec- 
tive improvement practitioners, the need to instruct design for changeover is 
possibly even more apparent in an OEM context. Although retrospective im- 
provement can be undertaken with either an organizational or a design bias, 
this option is unavailable to the OEM: original equipment designers can only 
influence changeover capability by their work prior to equipment installation 
and commissioning. Their opportunity is that of designing processes with a 
superior changeover capability. They may possibly also exert influence in 
some circumstances over product design for changeover. 
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Many manufacturers have come to appreciate that manufacturing flexi- 
bility, via the medium of a competitive changeover capability, is a highly 
saleable attribute of their equipment. To this end changeover capability is 
seen to feature in the advertisements of selected OEMs (McIntosh et al. 
2001). Even with growing recognition of changeover's importance, however, 
no generic Design for Changeover (DFC) methodology is known. This is an 
unexpected outcome given both its likely impact and the innumerable other 
DFX tools which have already been developed. A few companies have made 
some progress towards a full DFC methodology by refining their own in- 
house design rules, and some provisional academic work on design rules has 
also been completed (Van Goubergen et al. 2002). Even so, these rules are 
seen to be considerably lacking in both comprehensiveness and structure in 
comparison to commercially developed DFX tools. 

2.5 A summary perspective 

It is clear from the foregoing discussion that generic opportunities for 
changeover improvement might be classified under the '4Ps' of People, 
Practice, Process and Products, as shown by figure 6-1 (Reik et al. 2005b). 
These attributes all influence measured changeover performance and are all 
available to be amended. Thus the motivation of people might be addressed, 
or better training provided. Or the procedures which are adopted might be 
revised, for example changing the sequence in which tasks are completed. 
These are organizationally-biased opportunities, and represent better 
changeover activity taking place within the confines of largely unchanged 
hardware. The authors contend the greatest current focus for improvement 
resides under the categories of People and Practice. 

Continuing with this '4P' classification, the products themselves might 
be revised to enable better changeovers. Equally, physical revision to proc- 
ess hardware is possible. These latter categories are in the realm of design- 
led improvement. 

If the assertion that retrospective programs are organizationally biased is 
accepted, whereby greater attention is given to attributes of people and prac- 
tices, then it is reasonable to argue that retrospective improvement agencies 
and practitioners might be advantaged by a greater awareness of design-fo- 
cused possibilities. These possibilities could be better structured and com- 
municated than is apparent within today's typical retrospective improvement 
programs (McIntosh et al. 2005). 
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a 
Process 

Figure 6-1. The attributes which influence changeover performance 

For retrospective changeover improvement all opportunities are poten- 
tially available. For the OEM direct opportunities under categorizations of 
People and Practice are unattainable. Further, within the realm of design-led 
improvement, minimal guidance is currently available to the OEM. 

3. DFC: A REVIEW OF RELATED RESEARCH 

The authors' research on Design for Changeover has been informed by 
the success of other DFX methodologies like Design for Assembly and De- 
sign for Manufacture, within which many functional similarities potentially 
exist. The current section commences by describing a few of these related 
methodologies and identifying features which might be employed in a 
changeover context. 

Faster and higher quality changeovers will positively impact upon an or- 
ganization's manufacturing flexibility. Manufacturing flexibility is a highly 
complex topic (Sethi et al. 1990) and includes issues of product updating or 
replacement (respectively: revised or completely new products). Changeover 
is usually thought of as a tool to respond faster across an existing and de- 
fined product family. Process adaptability to new product families is also in- 
vestigated, with the intention that the University of Bath DFC work should 
embody this facility. Thus, following from the work of Slack (Slack 1988), it 
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is sought to have a enhanced changeover capability both in terms of response 
(changing manufacture between existing products) and range (accommodat- 
ing the manufacture of new products). Other determinants such as volume 
flexibility (McIntosh et al. 2001) are similarly considered. 

Another area of related research is also appraised, extending beyond a re- 
view of existing DFX methodologies and manufacturing flexibility. Who can 
undertake specific types of improvement and what tools are available for 
their use has already been discussed. The role of design has been investi- 
gated, and in doing so the rationale for a DFC methodology established. This 
rationale is reinforced in the current section where other important issues as- 
sociated with design are additionally briefly investigated. 

3.1 Related design for X Methodologies 

The need for 'design for' methodologies was identified as engineers be- 
came increasingly aware of a lack of appropriate detailed knowledge in im- 
portant product life-cycle processes. Design for X methodologies can be 
seen as tools to analyze designs for their suitability for identified aspects of a 
product's life cycle. Of these manufacturability and assemblability were 
among the first to have been considered, since both were highly apparent 
cost reduction drivers (Huang 1996; Whitney 2004). 

Similarly, following the example of DFA and DFM, other DFX method- 
ologies have been proposed which consider alternative life-cycle values, as- 
sessing parameters like quality, maintainability, reliability, safety regulations 
and environmental issues earlier in the design process. 

DFX methodologies are tools to evaluate designs, typically at both con- 
cept and detail levels. As such, to provide meaningful comparative data, they 
typically quantify aspects of the design such as cost, quality and regulatory 
conformity (Reik et al. 2004). Thus they not only provide a benchmarking 
tool for designs but also provide an indication of the possible relative bene- 
fits of one design compared to another. 

3.1.1 Design for manufacture and assembly (DFMA) 

By the simple expedient of the number of hits registered on an internet 
search engine the researchers determined that the most prominent and widely 
used DFX methodologies are probably Design for Assembly (DFA) and De- 
sign for Manufacture (DFM). DFA provides methods to evaluate ease of as- 
sembly, assembly times and costs. DFM helps the designer to enhance 
manufacturability, and again provides manufacturing cost data for a product 
and its components. Complex cost models have similarly been developed for 
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different manufacturing processes and their respective process parameters 
(Boothroyd et al. 1994; Swift et al. 1997). 

(Boothroyd et al. 1994) have assessed DFA and DFM separately and ex- 
plored possible trade-offs between assembly and manufacturing costs. 
Equipment set-up times are considered in their work and are included in 
their cost models. However, these data are treated as process related con- 
stants in the calculations they undertake. In reality changeover times are 
strongly dependent on the product range and the manufacturing processes 
used (McIntosh et al. 2001). One objective of DFC is to allow more accurate 
estimates of the changeover capabilities of process equipment, and the influ- 
ence that features of the final design will have. 

3.1.2 Design for service (DFS) 

Design for Assembly (above) in particular comprises likely compatible 
features with those of DFC, whereby through the use of design it is sought to 
ease the bringing together of different elements of a larger assembly (be that 
either a conventionally perceived product or process equipment). 

Design for Service (otherwise know as Design for Maintenance) simi- 
larly considers how subassemblies can be exchanged as quickly and easily as 
possible. Depending on the relative likelihood of failure of a specified com- 
ponent or subassembly, greater effort can be made to improve its maintain- 
ability. Primarily this is achieved by enhancing ease of both assembly and 
disassembly, where the additional cost incurred to achieve this objective is 
justified (Hao et al. 2002). 

3.1.3 Product Platform Design - Design for Variety, Adaptability 
and Modularity (DFV) 

Research on product platform design seeks to address issues arising from 
increased customer demand for product variety, shorter time-to market and 
ever decreasing product life-cycles (Herrmann et al. 2004). Design for Vari- 
ety (DFV) aims to reduce time to market by addressing generational product 
variation (Martin et al. 2002). Indices have been developed for generational 
variance to help designers reduce the development time of future evolution- 
ary products (Martin et al. 2002). 

Gu et al. (2004) propose a methodology called Adaptable Design which 
seeks to increase product functionality by increasing the product's adapta- 
bility. They discuss that product architecture critically assists process adap- 
tation for a new product. Adaptable Design seeks improvement by segregat- 
ing the product architecture using platforms, modules and adaptable inter- 
faces. 
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3.2 Design for Manufacturing Flexibility 

Significant current research is being undertaken into changeable and re- 
configurable manufacturing systems, which are better able to react to each of 
a full compliment of product characteristics (product individuality). Equally, 
the manufacturing system needs to be able to respond satisfactorily to vari- 
able product volume and mix. Schuh et al. (2004) have developed a Design 
for Changeability methodology which allows manufacturers to assess the 
degree of process flexibility which should be aspired to. Using a modular ap- 
proach Schuh et al. (2004) distinguish between unstable and stable elements 
of the production system. Unstable or time variant elements are encapsulated 
as modules; stable or non-variant elements are encapsulated in platforms. 

It is argued that the changeability of a manufacturing system is deter- 
mined only by a limited number of "change drivers". These change drivers 
represent variations in product characteristics, capacity requirements, de- 
grees of automation or adaptations which arise due to changes either to 
statutory requirements or to manufacturing location. The production struc- 
ture matrix they develop maps change drivers to modules of the production 
systems and indicates which modules are affected by which change driver. 
This matrix can then assist in seeking improvements by changing the con- 
figuration of the process. The configuration may be changed by integration 
or separation of production elements or by reduction or (better still) elimina- 
tion of the influence of a change driver on any selected production element. 

Although Schuh et al. (2004) offer a useful tool to analyze the correct de- 
gree of flexibility for a specific production environment, they do not con- 
sider the activities of actually changing the production system from one con- 
figuration to a new configuration. A disadvantage of this approach is that it 
does not allow changeover times to be estimated and thus assess lead times 
during the OEM design process. Additionally, although Schuh et al. (2004) 
describe the merit of design-led improvements to eliminate influences of 
change drivers on production elements, no design guidance is provided. 

3.3 Further design issues 

The rationale for a greater focus on design has been argued so far pri- 
marily on the basis that the potential impact of design is under-exploited. 
Design-led and organization-led opportunities have been differentiated, 
where design can be applied to process hardware and to the product under 
manufacture. There are other reasons for a closer focus on design. These rea- 
sons further strengthen the case for a DFC methodology for use by OEMs. 
Described below are other aspects of a changeover which design, if correctly 
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applied, is likely to be particularly adept at addressing. They are aspects of a 
changeover which the DFC methodology has to embrace. 

3.3.1 Changeover quality 

Notwithstanding the need for changeovers to be completed as quickly as 
possible it is also highly desirable for changes to process equipment to be 
made as accurately as possible, with likely detrimental impact upon both 
run-up time (below) and subsequent line operation if this does not occur 
(Sladky 2001). A DFC methodology needs to take the quality to which a 
changeover is completed into account. Undue concentration on changeover 
duration can significantly compromise the quality to which a changeover is 
completed (Smith 1991). 

3.3.2 Changeover comprising run-down, set-up and run-up phases 

Figure 6-2 shows that an overall changeover can be broken down into 
three phases - run-down, set-up and run-up. Run-down in particular needs 
not always be present, but experimental work has proved that run-up is both 
commonplace and can greatly contribute to lost productivity (Eldrigde et al. 
2002). The set-up period - the interval when the line is static - is usually ex- 
pected to occur. 

Just as it is important for a DFC methodology to address changeover 
quality, so too it is important that the methodology is applicable across each 
of the changeover's distinct phases. Run-up has been found largely to com- 
prise adjustments tasks, with adjustment frequently arising as a result of in- 
consistent change part setting (Henry 2000). 

3.3.3 Sustaining improved performance 

In addition it has been shown that design-led improvements undertaken 
as part of a retrospective improvement program had a pronounced impact on 
changeover gain sustainability (Culley et al. 2003). The key mechanism to 
sustain changeover gains was design's ability, again if correctly utilized, 
both to greatly simplify prior changeover tasks and to reduce the number of 
tasks which needed to be completed. These aims are equally applicable to 
OEMs. 
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Figure 6-2. Distinguishing phases of a changeover (McIntosh et a]., 2001) 

4. ANALYSIS OF CHANGEOVER CAPABILITIES 

Set-up 
period 

Analysis of manufacturing equipment in terms of changeover capabilities 
is fundamental to a successful DFC methodology. This section defines basic 
entities associated with changeover processes. Relationships between these 
entities are discussed and the concept of a change driver flow-down is pro- 
posed. 

Run -up period 

4.1 The Changeover Process 

The changeover process can be defined as: 

A set of activities necessary to correctly set and/or adjust certain ele- 
ments of manufacturing equipment in order to produce the new product 
at the desired quality at the desired output rate. 
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The authors will refer to these elements as change elements, and to the 
associated activities as changeover activities. Changeover activities in this 
sense might occur during the three changeover phases, run-down, set-up or 
run-up, but can also occur before or after, for example as part of the prepa- 
ration for a changeover. 

Figure 6-3. Enhanced 4P diagram: Elements of a changeover 

The total effort necessary for a changeover is determined by these 
changeover activities. Required changeover activities are determined by the 
change elements and their design. This is illustrated by the enhanced 4P dia- 
gram in figure 6-3. 

If a system's changeover capabilities and general adaptability are to be 
improved it is necessary to identify the drivers for various changeover ac- 
tivities. These change drivers have a strong influence on the number of 
change elements required to complete a changeover. 

These entities of a generic DFC model, namely change drivers, change 
elements and changeover activities, are now described in more detail. 

4.2 Change Drivers - the Need for Changeover Activity 

Manufacturing industry is becoming a more and more customer focused. 
Ever increasing product variety and shortening product life-cycles forces 
manufacturers to more strongly consider the impact of these changes on their 
operations. 
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The most usual reason for a changeover to occur is to change production 
facilities from one product to another one, i.e. change is driven by product 
variation. Product variation can occur on two levels: 

Variation in the product configuration or architecture 
Variation in properties of components, such as form, shape, color, mate- 
rial, process technology for specific features (for example friction or laser 
welding) 
However, there are other drivers which can cause changeover-like activi- 

ties to occur. One of these drivers can be a change in the output volume. A 
certain production facility might not be able to manufacture all products at 
the same output speed. Extra activity might be necessary to set the machine 
output for a specific product. Also, increased demand for a product by the 
customer can force the manufacturer to introduce an additional production 
capability. In a manufacturing line this could for example be achieved by 
setting up parallel workstations which are manually operated for bottleneck 
stations. 

In addition to changes in product features and output volume, mainte- 
nance requirements might mean that certain tools or other parts of a machine 
need to be exchanged. An example for this has been identified while study- 
ing changeover activity on a welding station in a local manufacturing com- 
pany. Changeovers could be considerably reduced by standardizing the 
electrode length for all products. However, wear of the electrodes meant that 
these had to be exchanged during almost any changeover. 

Figure 6-4 illustrates the different aspects of change drivers, product mix, 
output volume and maintenance requirements. Change driven by the product 
mix can be described by the product structure and product parameters. 

Material 
Colour 
Quality 
Regulations 
Technology 

Figure 6-4. Change Drivers: Drivers for changeover activity 
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Dependent upon the specific change drivers initiating a certain change- 
over and the relative difference between the involved change drivers before 
and after the changeover, changeover times often vary considerably. In one 
case a changeover might only involve changing one machine of a manufac- 
turing line, whereas in another case all line stations have to be changed. 

4.3 Change Elements and Changeover Activities 

Using the definition of a changeover from section 4.1 it is possible to di- 
vide components and modules of process hardware into two types similar to 
those proposed by Schuh et al. (2004) as illustrated in Figure 6-5: 

Those components which are not affected by any changeover comprise 
the Equipment Platform. 
Those modules of manufacturing equipment which undergo changes dur- 
ing a changeover are called change elements. 
Change elements (CE) can have two dimensions, representing either 

physical objects or process parameters. Usually the majority of change ele- 
ments can be considered as physical objects, like equipment parts (change 
parts and other parts) or subassemblies. As described by Schuh et al. (2004) 
the concept of a change element can be further expanded to include whole 
machines or stations. It can even be extended to include lines or sections if 
considering changeability on different levels within the factory. 

before 

] changeover 

I *  

after 

Parts, Subassemblies etc. + not affected by any changeover = Equipment Platform 

Modules of equipment individually 
changed during a changeover = Change Elements 

Figure 6-5. Change elements involved in changeover processes 

The changeover of a physical object change element can be described by 
a combination of changeover activities. The different types of changeover 
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activities which can be associated with physical object change elements are 
described in figure 6-6. 

Besides physical objects change elements can also represent other physi- 
cal entities (process parameters) like levels of electrical voltage, heat flux, 
hydraulic or pneumatic pressure. A changeover would then be the change 
from one level of such a unit to another level. Also other activity such as 
adjustment and the checking or controlling of parameters might be neces- 
sary. 

In addition to regular disassembly and assembly, the majority of change- 
over activity comprises setting and adjustment (Shingo 1985). Setting it 
right-first-time can often not be guaranteed because of insufficient repeat- 
ability and accuracy. Reasons for this are variations in the product, its mate- 
rials or in the process itself. Although there are some cases where product 
variety cannot be avoided, for example when processing natural food ingre- 
dients, process and product designers should generally aim to eliminate this 
variety. 

(Setting and/or adjustment) 

Change in 

(Setting and/or 
Adjustment (run-up)) 

Change elements can also be changed by: 
-Energy Content: Temperature, Form of Smart materials, etc. 
-Working Motions: Translation/Rotation, Direction, Velocity 

Figure 6-6. Changeover activities for physical parts and subassemblies 
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The following list summarizes the tasks which can be related to the dif- 
ferent types of change elements (CEs): 

Physical Part 

Disassembly: CE not required anymore or to provide access 
Assembly: CE was not on machine, but is now required 
Positioning: The location and/or orientation of the CE needs to be set 
Energy transfer: Varying energy of CE, for example temperature, veloc- 
ity, pressure, form for smart materials 
Purginglcleaning: CE needs to be purged or cleaned 

Process Parameter 

Setting: CE needs to change in its level and/or value 

All Change Elements 

Checking & controlling: Set values need to be checked & controlled 
Adjustment: Adjustment of setting is necessary 

The concept of a change element and the association of activities to 
change elements are fundamental components of the proposed DFC method- 
ology. 

4.4 Classifying Change Elements 

DFA's central criteria are used to determine whether a part is necessary 
or unnecessary and therefore whether any possibility for improvement exists. 
Similarly, criteria can be developed to distinguish between necessary and 
unnecessary change elements. 

Necessary change elements can easily be identified by asking: 

"Does this change element have any form of functional contact with the 
product at any time throughout the entire manufacturing process of the 
product?" 

Each element for which the answer is yes is considered to be a necessary 
change element (NCE). All other elements are candidates for elimination. 

A functional contact between the change element and the product exists 
if there is an interface between them, that is if there is an interaction between 
the CE and the product. 

A general definition of interfaces (Pahl et al. 1996) categorizes interac- 
tions between to interfacing elements as: 
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Spatial: Form, shape, location or orientation of the elements define the 
interface 
Energy flow: Energy is transmitted from one element to the other 
Information flow: Information is transmitted between the participating 
elements 
Material flow: Material is transmitted between the participating elements 

Change elements which do not have any interface with the product through- 
out the manufacturing process can be of two types. First, the change element 
is assisting necessary change elements in accommodating to required 
changes in change drivers. An example would be shims used to locate a ma- 
chining tool. Second, the change element is only involved in a changeover to 
provide access or securing for other change elements. Examples for this 
could be clamping screws or safety covers. 

Overall change elements can therefore be categorized as: 
A. Necessary Change Elements (NCE): CE has interface with product 
B. Indirect necessary CEs (Id. NCE): Assisting NCE in accommodat- 

ing to required changes in change drivers (for example shims help lo- 
cating a NCE) 

C. Unnecessary CEs (UCE): CE only provides access/securing to other 
CE 

4.5 Relations between Change Drivers and Change Ele- 
ments -the Change Driver Flow-down 

Similar to the production structure matrix proposed by Schuh et al. 
(2004) relations between change drivers and change elements can be de- 
scribed in matrix form (see figure 6-7). 

As it has been described in the previous sections a change element type, 
necessary CE (NCE), indirect necessary CE (Ind. NCE) and Unnecessary CE 
(UCE), can be associated to every change element depending on a specific 
change driver. 
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A. Necessary CE. Interface with product 
B. Indirect necessary CE. CE is assisting NCE 
C. Unnecessary CE. CE for securing/accessing 

Technology I 

Figure 6-7. Case study of relations between change drivers and Change Elements 

CHANGE I LEVELA LEVEL B LEVEL C 
DRIVER 1 CES I CEs I CEs 

f.;;i Product 
Disc (NC 

I 
I 
I 

Centring 

Incl. change of product configuration, size, material and output rate 

Figure 6-8. Sample illustration of a change driver flow-down tree structure 

Similar to work proposed by Martin et al. (2002) and Whitney (2004) the 
authors propose a method for the analysis of equipment changeover which 
decomposes the changes in drivers into the required changes of change ele- 
ments. A required change in one change element might then be decomposed 
further into changes of other change elements. These change driver flow- 
down relationships can best be described by a hierarchical tree structure as 
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shown in figure 6-8. At the top of the hierarchy is a certain change driver or 
a combination of change drivers. The other levels of the hierarchy are based 
on the three types of change elements. 

The change driver flow-down relationships are based on the information 
from figure 6-7. Additionally, other information such as assembly and disas- 
sembly precedence relationships are considered. 

The benefit of the hierarchical representation is the clear guidance it pro- 
vides as to where to concentrate improvement efforts. Improvement can be 
undertaken by eliminating the influence of a change driver that is interrupt- 
ing the change driver flow-down. The higher in the hierarchy this interrup- 
tion takes place the greater are the potential benefits in respect of change- 
over. Alternatively, changeover performance can be improved by making 
changes happen more easily. Again the impact of improvement is potentially 
far greater if undertaken on higher levels of the change driver flow-down hi- 
erarchy (figure 6-8). 

EVALUATION OF EQUIPMENT DESIGN 

Metrics to evaluate changeover capabilities of existing or proposed 
equipment designs are an important aspect of a DFC methodology which can 
be used to quantify the changes in different design proposals. 

Earlier sections have described that changeover of manufacturing equip- 
ment can be described by the change elements and the changeover activities 
associated with them. 

An approach is proposed where changeovers are analyzed on two levels, 
one focusing on the change elements, and the other focusing on the change- 
over activities: 

The Design Efficiency Analysis: Equipment design evaluation by 
comparing the numbers of necessary and all change elements. 
The Changeover Activities Analysis: Evaluation of the changeover 
activities. 
It is noted that these DFC analyses concentrate on equipment design. 

However, a product design's suitability for flexible manufacturing within a 
certain manufacturing environment can also be benchmarked by using these 
analyses. 

The following sections provide more detailed information on these two 
types of analyses. 
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5.1 Design Efficiency Analysis 

Based on the identification of necessary change elements, a Design Effi- 
ciency Index similar to the design efficiency of DFA methods can be defined 
(Swift et al. 1997). The DFC Design Efficiency is calculated as the ratio be- 
tween the number of necessary change elements and the total number of 
change elements: 

necessary CE 
(1) I D E  = -100% 

all CE 

5.2 Changeover Activities Analysis 

The Design Efficiency Index assists focusing improvement efforts. How- 
ever, there are trade-offs between the reduction of change elements and the 
reduction of changeover activities (in some cases it can be beneficial to in- 
crease the number of change elements if this significantly reduces the effort 
involved in changing these elements). Therefore the Changeover Activity 
Index is proposed which evaluates the effort involved in completing a 
changeover. In the early stages of a design process typically little detailed in- 
formation is available about the effort and duration of changeover activities. 

Therefore, two strategies have been developed to analyze changeover ac- 
tivities. Strategy A can be used when detailed information of change ele- 
ments and changeover activities are known to the designer. Strategy B re- 
quires less information and is thought to be more relevant for designers dur- 
ing early phases of the design of new manufacturing equipment. 

Strategy A 
The Changeover Activity Index is calculated as the time ratio of neces- 

sary changeover activity to total changeover activity: 

(2) , - time of necessary Changeover Activities 
D E -  .I 0070 time of all Changeover Activities 

An activity can only be necessary if it is associated with a necessary 
change element. Also walking, fetching and adjustment for example are not 
necessary activities. 
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Strategv B 
In the proactive design of new equipment accurate estimation of change- 

over times can be difficult. A second strategy has been developed to analyze 
changeover activities. This approach is based on the scores given to different 
activities associated to a certain change element. Often it is difficult to make 
any statement about the effort necessary for changeover tasks. In such a case 
scores can simply indicate that a certain activity needs to be done. Alterna- 
tively, if relative efforts are assumed to be known, scores can indicate the 
difficulty of changeover activities. 

In both cases it can be difficult to estimate the impact of necessary setting 
and adjustment activities. Therefore, a penalizing mechanism is proposed for 
change elements with adjustment operations. 

It is assumed that all operations associated with the change element in 
need of adjustment are repeated at least twice in order to manipulate it into 
its final position. Since checking operations are also necessary it is proposed 
that change elements in need of adjustment are penalized by multiplying 
their operation times by a factor of at least three. This can be increased in 
cases of difficult adjustment, additional checking operations or if scrap is 
produced. 

6. THE PROPOSED DESIGN FOR CHANGEOVER 
METHODOLOGY 

The aim of the proposed DFC methodology is to provide assistance to 
OEM designer during the design and development process of manufacturing 
equipment. 

The overall process of such a methodology as proposed by the authors is 
shown in figure 6-9. 

1 I DFC Methodology ' I  

Figure 6-9. Flowchart of the Design for Changeover Process 
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The 9-step DFC methodology provides guidance for designers from the 
modeling and evaluation of a changeover process through to identifying im- 
provement possibilities and developing improvement concepts. The method- 
ology concludes with the selection of improvement concepts and evaluation 
of the improved design. The nine steps are: 

1. Identify change drivers 
2. Identify change elements and related changeover activities 
3. Carry out the DFC design evaluation 
4. Identify Relations between Change Drivers and Change Elements 
5. Represent relations of Step 4 in a graphical, hierarchical manner 
6. Systematic exploration of change element hierarchy for improvement op- 

portunities and creation of design improvement concepts 
7. Carry out DFC design evaluations for the proposed improvement con- 

cepts 
8. Select improvement concepts with the best costbenefit ratio 
9. Carry out the DFC design evaluation for the improved design (Step 3) 

These are described in more detail in (Reik et al. 2005a). 

CONCLUSIONS 

There is an increasing understanding that leading process changeover 
performance is essential to modern multi-product manufacturing environ- 
ments. Changeover performance has been cited as a key element of just-in- 
time, lean, agile and other manufacturing paradigms. Its role remains promi- 
nent in mass customization, where particular focus is given to responding to 
customers needs. A high ensuing level of manufacturing flexibility is re- 
quired which rapid, high quality changeovers significantly assist. 

It has been found that retrospective changeover improvement programs 
are commonplace within industry. These programs however very often rely 
disproportionately on aspects of organizational improvement. Similarly de- 
sign opportunities remain under-utilized by OEM designers. No prior work 
has been done to provide comprehensive guidance to such personnel in the 
way, for example, which has been done for design for manufacture or design 
for assembly. The changeover capability of new process equipment often 
falls far short of the standard which could be achieved. 

Drawing where appropriate upon parallel work in other DFX and related 
research the authors have set out the basis of a novel design for changeover 
methodology. 
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Chapter 7 

PLATFORM PRODUCTS DEVELOPMENT AND 
SUPPLY CHAIN CONFIGURATION: 
AN INTEGRATED PERSPECTIVE 

Xin Yan Zhang and George Q. Huang 
The University of Hong Kong, Department of Industrial and Manufacturing Systems 
Engineering 

Abstract: Platform Products Development (PPD) has been recognized as a formidable 
approach to effective Mass Customization (MC) for striking the balance be- 
tween the necessary variety of end-products and the cost to meet the customer 
requirements in the highly competitive marketplace. Although it is generally 
acknowledged that it is more effective to consider PPD strategies and design 
decisions of the associated supply chain simultaneously, little attention and 
interests have been put on this problem. In this chapter, we conceptualize the 
problem of integrated configuration of platform products and supply chain and 
formulate it as a non-linear mathematical problem. Analysis of the model 
yields two properties, namely single sourcing and absolute replacement. These 
two properties form the basis of our solution procedure for the problem. The 
proposed model and solution procedure are applied to a simple numerical ex- 
ample and the computational results are presented and discussed. 

Key words: platform product development; supply chain configuration; 
mass customization; commonality; modularity. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Manufacturing firms often encounter a critical problem of product prolif- 
eration. Product proliferation often leads to increased supply chain complex- 
ity, unacceptably high production and inventory cost, and long time-to-mar- 
ket. Among the many strategies of mitigating the adverse effects of product 
proliferation is that of Platform Products Development (PPD), which means 
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developing a set of related products based on a common product platform. 
PPD is an advanced approach to agile product development (Wheelwright 
and Clark, 1992; Meyer, 1997; Meyer and Lehnerd, 1997; Robertson and U1- 
rich, 1998). On the one hand, it is one of the most important means of real- 
izing the MC strategy for creating necessary product variety for competitive 
success in the marketplace (Salvador et al., 2000). On the other hand, PPD 
dramatically controls and often reduces not only the cost but also the time- 
to-market to a competitive level. Leading manufacturers such as Black and 
Decker and HP have applied some PPD strategies and techniques to ration- 
alize their product lines (Meyer and Lehnerd, 1997). 

Despite all the variations, industrial practices in PPD have been based 
upon a number of strategies. Firstly, the commonality strategy is one of the 
best known features and also the most important technique of PPD. Through 
this strategy, the components are standardized and then shared as far as the 
possible without compromising the variety of the end products entering the 
market. Secondly, modularity is another essential PPD strategy widely prac- 
ticed in industries. In this approach, standardized module options are se- 
lected and then configured according to specific market and business needs. 
The modularity strategy implies another PPD technique of multi-functional- 
ity. That is, module options are often designed to provide the best proven 
combination of multiple functions commonly used in a family of products. 
Apart from the above two basic strategies, postponement and scalability are 
other widely practiced PPD strategies. In the postponement strategy, the 
product structures are arranged so that early proliferation of part variety is 
avoided and variation is allowed and enabled as late as possible in the manu- 
facturing process. The scalability strategy here means "serialization and 
ranging" of product parameters that have to be changeable. These PPD 
strategies, which are by no means exhaustive, basically operate on product 
composition, configuration and characteristics. 

Let us define the use of terms variant module, common module, and 
module option used in this chapter. It is widely acknowledged that modular 
product architecture increases flexibility and decreases cycle time in design 
and manufacturing (Ulrich and Eppinger, 1995). Under the modular product 
architecture, platform products normally have a fixed number of modules. 
Each module in turn may have several module options which are somewhat 
different from each other. The module which has only one module option is 
a common module and the module which has more than one module options 
is a variant module. Customization can be achieved through allowing variant 
modules to choose among a set of given module options. The notion of the 
variant module here is similar to that of "module type" proposed by Chak- 
ravarty and Balakrishnan (2001) and that of "replaceable component set" in- 
troduced by Gupta and Krishnan (1999). In this context, customer require- 
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ments or optimal PPD decisions can be specified by the module options pre- 
ferred by the customers or assigned by the manufacturer. In applying plat- 
form commonality and modularity strategies, there is a trade-off between 
providing each market segment of customers with a product exactly satisfy- 
ing their requirements versus economies of scale among variant end-prod- 
ucts achieved by platforming. Platforming, in this chapter, means using a 
module option with higher performance level instead of that specifically pre- 
ferred by the customer. 

It is widely known that design decisions of products and the associated 
supply chain are related to each other. However, it is not clear how they in- 
teract with each other. This is particularly true when platform products are 
considered. By applying one or more PPD strategies mentioned above, sig- 
nificant improvements can be made in the associated supply chain of a 
manufacturing firm. For example, high commonality results in simplified 
planning and scheduling (Berry et al, 1992), lower setup and holding costs 
(Collier, 198 1, l982), lower safety stock (Baker, 1985; Dogramaci, 1979), 
reduction of vendor lead time uncertainty (Benton and Krajewski, 1990) and 
order quantity economies (Gerchak and Henig, 1989; Gerchak et al, 1988). 
However, it is not clear how the PPD strategies affect the decisions of Sup- 
ply Chain Configuration (SCC), and vice versa (Salvador et al, 2002). SCC 
here means configuring a unique network of supply chain where each node 
of the network has an assigned option selected from several alternative op- 
tions for it. 

The challenge is therefore how to generate the optimal decisions of PPD 
and SCC in a simultaneous and integrated manner in order to investigate the 
mutual impacts between them. The emerging theme, Integrated Configura- 
tion of Platform Products and Supply Chain (ICPPSC), has been investigated 
by some researchers. Gupta and Krishnan (1999) present a decision support 
methodology for identifying and formalizing the tradeoff between the devel- 
opment costs and benefits of product platforms. Their methodology incorpo- 
rates the supplier selection decision through one fixed cost of supplier con- 
tracting. An optimal set of components are determined firstly and then the 
set of suppliers are chosen to supply them. In their model, however, they 
only consider the integration of supplier selection decision into the ICPPSC 
problem and their solution procedure is somewhat greedy. 

Salvador et al. (2002) examine the mutual interactions between product 
platform strategies (product modularity and variety), production processes 
and supply sources. Their insights are obtained from empirical case studies. 
While their findings play important roles in providing general guidance for 
the decision making process, a quantitative decision is still needed at the 
tactical decision-making level. 
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Park (2001) presents a comprehensive model of integrated product plat- 
form and global supply chain configuration with experimental simulations. 
This model has ambitiously incorporated multiple platform strategies and in- 
cluded a large number of supply chain decision variables and parameters 
along the whole product lifecycle, from the front-end global market seg- 
mentation through product design and manufacturing stages, to raw material 
sourcing and transportation, manufacturing plant location, and end-product 
distribution. The resulting model is consequently very sophisticated. This 
leads to difficulties in conducting realistic simulation experiments. Even if 
meaningful simulations are carried out, it is not easy to independently derive 
focused findings and insights for decision parameters and variables of pri- 
mary interest. 

In this chapter, we consider a manufacturing firm who is responsible for 
developing and manufacturing a set of platform products based on the com- 
monality and modularity strategies to satisfy a range of customer require- 
ments. The detailed situation of the manufacturing firm is described as fol- 
lows: (1) the product platform and the generic product architecture or Ge- 
neric Bill of Material (GBOM) of the platform products have been estab- 
lished, (2) all the module options of the platform products are produced and 
supplied by multiple alternative suppliers, (3) the suppliers are independent 
operators whose decisions are not affected by the manufacturing firm, that is, 
the unit purchasing prices of module options are fixed by the suppliers. In 
this condition, the questions faced by the manufacturing firm include: (i) 
what is the optimal PPD decision, i.e. which kind of end-products to pro- 
duce; and (ii) what is the optimal SCC decision, such as how much of each 
module option to order from which supplier at what time interval? In this 
chapter, these questions are solved through an integrated model. 

The rest of this chapter is organized in the following manner. We begin 
in section 2 with an overview of our research on the ICPPSC problem. Then, 
we describe the specific ICPPSC problem studied here using an illustrative 
example in section 3. In section 4, we develop a mathematical decision 
model to address the problem. The resulting model is a non-linear mathe- 
matical programming problem. In our analysis in section 5, we examine the 
optimality conditions and propose an iterative solution approach based on 
the properties. Application of the model and the proposed solution procedure 
to a simple numerical example is discussed in section 6. In section 7, we 
conclude the chapter by discussion on future work. 
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2. INTEGRATED CONFIGURATION OF 
PLATFORM PRODUCTS AND SUPPLY CHAIN 

The research reported in this chapter is actually intended as only a part of 
our overall research on the ICPPSC problem. This section provides our 
overall research framework which highlights some background and precon- 
dition of the specific research problem studied in this chapter. 

Our overall research aims at building a synergy between PPD and SCC 
decisions mathematically and providing a set of managerial guidelines for 
optimal PPD and SCC through investigating the mutual impacts between 
them. At this stage, the precondition of this research is described as follows. 
The supply chain is composed of a single manufacturer and multiple alterna- 
tive suppliers. The manufacturer is responsible for designing and manufac- 
turing the platform products with an established GBOM. The suppliers are 
responsible for supplying raw materials needed by the manufacturer to make 
the platform products. 

As our research scope is comparatively broad, it has been broken down 
into several scenarios. Three dimensions have been considered, as shown in 
figure 7-1. The first dimension is the levels of integration or the schemes of 
coordination of supply chain agents. This dimension falls into two large 
categories, that is, the agents make their decision in a non-interactive manner 
or interactively. The non-interactive relationship means that agents make 
their decision without sharing any information, focusing on their own objec- 
tives (e.g. profits) without any consideration of the impacts on their supply 
chain partners. In this condition, only one agent (e.g. the manufacturer in this 
research) will be regarded as the rational decision-maker, whereas suppliers' 
decisions (e.g. unit purchasing prices of module options) are independent of 
the manufacturer's decisions. In other words, the manufacturer makes its 
own PPD and SCC decisions with no regard to its impact on the suppliers. 

The interactive relationship, on the contrary, means that there exists some 
kind of information sharing among agents. In this condition, both the manu- 
facturer and the suppliers are considered as rational decision-makers. Spe- 
cifically, the interactive relationship can be classified into several types ac- 
cording to the levels of agent interaction. They include non-cooperative, co- 
operative, and fully integrated, with increasing levels of supply chain inte- 
gration. In a non-cooperative supply chain, agents may share information but 
they only optimize their own objectives. Sometimes, this process is domi- 
nated by one agent (the leader) only and other agents (followers) follow the 
leader. In a cooperative supply chain, agents not only share information but 
also objectives while they are autonomous decision makers. They aim to op- 
timize the total objective of the entire supply chain while negotiating the fair 
sharing of the extra values. In a fully integrated supply chain, there is only 
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one decision model and a single objective for the entire supply chain. Agents 
no longer have their autonomous decision models or individual objectives. 
Some agents may benefit 1 loose more than others and they do not fairly 
share the benefits due to the full infegration. Which level of integration or 
coordination scheme the supply chain agents should agree upon and adopt is 
itself a tough area for research. 

The second dimension, as indicated by the vertical arrow pointing 
downwards in figure 7-1, is about PPD strategies. Along the vertical arrow, 
the commonality decreases while the customizability increases. PPD strate- 
gies (e.g. commonality, modularity, postponement, and scalability) included 
in this dimension have been discussed in the introductory section of this 
chapter. 

The third dimension, as indicated by the horizontal arrow pointing right- 
wards in figure 7-1, is about SCC (supply chain configuration) decisions. 
Typical SCC decisions include, but are not limited to, supplier selection, in- 
ventory allocation, ordering policy, operation selection, service time, and 
quantity discount, etc. Along the horizontal arrow, increasing SCC decisions 
would be included in this research. 

...... 
l ~ u l l ~  integrated supply 

How do they impact each other? 

How do commonality and modularity strategies 
impact supplier selection decision? 
How does supplier selection decision impact PPD 
decisons? 

Scalability How does commonality strategy impact inventory I ...... I allocation? 
...... 

Supplier Inventory Ordering Operation Service Quantity 
Selection Allocation Policy Selection Time Discount 

""" 

(?) SCC Decisions 
b 

Figure 7-1. Typical scenarios of Integrated Configuration of Platform Products and Supply 
Chain (ICPPSC) 

One of the main contributions made in this research is a common and 
consistent framework for considering these different scenarios. Firstly, rela- 
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tionships between chosen PPD strategies and SCC decisions must be consid- 
ered and research problems must be specified. Then, mathematical model(s) 
will be established for each decision-maker. After that, a solution algorithm 
that is able to produce effective optimal solution should be developed based 
on the mathematical model(s). The resulting mathematical model(s) and so- 
lution algorithm are then used to conduct series of simulation experiments 
and sensitivity analyses. Finally experimental results should be analyzed to 
derive some managerial implications. This will allow us to draw comparative 
analyses and address the question how supply chain coordination schemes 
affect the PPD and SCC decisions. 

Following the above ICPPSC map, we have so far finished research work 
on two selected scenarios. One is the scenario of a non-interactive supply 
chain (Huang et al., 2005a). In this scenario, (1) the agent relationship is 
non-interactive, (2) only the commonality strategy is chosen for considera- 
tion, and (3) chosen SCC decisions include supplier selection, inventory al- 
location, operation selection, and service time. The other scenario is a non- 
cooperative supply chain dominated by the manufacturer as the leader 
(Huang et a1 2005b). In this scenario, (1) the agent relationship is non-coop- 
erative, (2) the commonality and modularity strategies are chosen for con- 
sideration, and (3) chosen SCC decisions include supplier selection, inven- 
tory allocation, ordering policy, and quantity discount. 

In this chapter, the scenario of another non-interactive supply chain is in- 
vestigated. In this scenario, (1) the agent relationship is non-interactive, (2) 
the commonality and modularity strategies are chosen for consideration, and 
(3) chosen SCC decisions include supplier selection, inventory allocation, 
and ordering policy. 

3. PROBLEM ILLUSTRATION 

In this section, we describe the specific ICPPSC problem of a manufac- 
turing firm studied in this chapter using an illustrative supply chain. As can 
be seen schematically in figure 7-2, we consider a Manufacturer who plans 
to develop a set of platform products (PP), which are composed of a set of 
known modules that are designed and connected by the Manufacturer and 
produced and supplied by the suppliers, in order to satisfy customer re- 
quirements of market segments. Although figure 7-2 is schematic, for exam- 
ple in the context of computer design, one can think of ml as being CPU, m2 
as a hard disk module, and m3 as the motherboard. Among these modules, 
m3 is a common module as it is common to each variant in the platform 
products. The two variant modules, m, and m2, each of them has three mod- 
ule options. Here we introduce the first important assumption of this chapter. 
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Assumption I :  Module options of each variant module can be arranged in 
an increasing order of a certain performance characteristic, and the develop- 
ment cost and purchasing price of the higher-ordered module option are al- 
ways higher than the lower-ordered module option. 

For the platform products in figure 7-2, there are 6 alternative suppliers. 
For simplicity, we assume each supplier can only produce one kind of vari- 
ant module and its capability or flexibility is measured by the number of 
module options it can supply. Specifically, we consider two kinds of suppli- 
ers according to their flexibility levels: high and low. The supplier with high 
flexibility can supply all the module options of a variant module while the 
supplier with low flexibility can only supply either the lower half or the 
higher half of module options of a variant module. In the example shown in 
figure 7-2, Sg and S6 are suppliers with high flexibility, while S1, S2, S4 and 
S5 are suppliers with low flexibility. In this chapter, we assume that: 

Assumption 2: The capacity of each supplier is unlimited. 
The module options purchased from the suppliers are assembled by the 

Manufacturer into assemblies and then end-products that are delivered by the 
Manufacturer to the market segments. The Manufacturer in figure 7-2 aims 
its platform products at two market regions, each of which has two market 
segments. Therefore there are four market segments should be served. This 
also indicates that the maximum number of product variants in the product 
family is four. With respect to the customer requirements, we assume that: 

Assumption 3: The primary requirement of the customers in each market 
segment can be represented by the required module options of each variant 
module, and it is only allowed to configure a product that offers higher-or- 
dered module options than the customer's requirements. 

Assumption 4: The forecasted demand of a market segment is not af- 
fected by the actual PPD decision of the Manufacturer. 

With the above Assumption 3 and 4 which imply that the total revenue of 
the Manufacturer is not affected by the actual PPD decision, minimizing the 
total cost maximizes the total profit of the Manufacturer. In this chapter, the 
Manufacturer would choose module options and suppliers simultaneously to 
minimize the total cost of designing, procuring, ordering, and inventory of 
module options. As we have mentioned in section 1, platforming, i.e. re- 
placing a lower-ordered module option with a higher-ordered module option, 
can create economies of scale when developing and ordering module op- 
tions. However, this must be traded off against the increases in purchasing 
and inventory cost of module options. 
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Figure 7-2. Integrated configuration of platform products and supply chain (ICPPSC) 

4. NOTATIONS AND MODEL FORMULATION 

4.1 Notations 

We consider a Manufacturer facing the customer demands of market 
segment indicated by the subscript i = 1,2, ..., I . The platform products pro- 
duced by the Manufacturer can be split into a set of modules including vari- 
ant modules indicated by the subscript j = 1,2, ..., J . Each variant module j 
can have many module options that could be interchanged to provide the de- 
sired performance levels, and are indicated by the superscript k  = 1,2, ..., K j ,  
just like what in figure 7-2. According to Assumption 1, module option k  
has a higher performance level than module option k '  if k  > k ' .  All the 
module options are purchased from a fixed number of alternative suppliers 
indicated by the subscript s = 1,2, ..., S . Each supplier s can only produce 
one kind of variant module, namely j". 
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According to Assumption 3, we define the primary requirement matrix, 
R, such that: 

where k is the primary module option of variant module j required by the 
customers in market segment i . Also, we define the PPD decision matrix of 
the Manufacturer, M, to represent the mix of module options eventually used 
in the platform products by the Manufacturer, such that: 

where k is the selected module option used for variant module j in the end- 
product serving market segment i . 

Let the Manufacturer's estimate of the lifecycle demand at each market 
segment be di  ( i  = 1, ..., I), then the total market demand for the product 
family, D ,  is C,',,di . Let djk represent the lifecycle demand for variant 
module j 's option k according to customers' requirements, then we have, 

Similarly, let ujk denote the lifecycle demand rate for variant module 
j ' s  option k according to the actual platform products configuration. Then 
we have 

Table 7-1. Parameters and variables of the Manufacturer 

Symbol Meaning 

vjk Binary decision variable to indicate whether module option k is used by the 
Manufacturer 

DCjk Fixed cost of designing, prototyping, and testing module option k 
h Holding cost rate per unit per year at the Manufacturer 
A Ordering cost occurs at each order placed by the Manufacturer 
P iks Unit selling price for module option k purchased from supplier s 

From a set of alternative suppliers Sjk who are capable of producing the 
module option k of variant module j , the Manufacturer awards ujk, to sup- 
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plier s .  We define SCC decision matrix U to represent the sourcing deci- 
sion result of the Manufacturer, such that: 

where s E S jk . 
We also define a SCC decision vector T to represent the ordering deci- 

sion of the Manufacturer. such that: 

where T, is the Manufacturer's decision of order interval to supplier s .  If 
supplier s is used by the Manufacturer to supply some module options, 
then 7;. exists and is larger than zero; otherwise, T, is null. 

Other relevant notations are designed in Table 7-1. Note that the v j k  in 
this table can be deduced from the PPD decision matrix M. 

4.2 Model formulation 

When making PPD and SCC decisions, the Manufacturer incurs two dif- 
ferent costs, namely development cost (DC), and souring cost (SC). The 
sourcing cost is associated with purchasing, ordering and inventory of mod- 
ule options that make up the platform products. Once the configuration deci- 
sion of the platform products, or PPD decision matrix M, is given, the de- 
velopment cost DC becomes a fixed cost based on the selected module op- 
tions. In other words, DC is decided by the Manufacturer's PPD decision. 
The sourcing cost SC, on the other hand, is a variable cost affected by the 
Manufacturer's SCC decision. 

Then the problem of ICPPSC that minimizes the total cost paid by the 
Manufacturer under the planning horizon can be formulated as the following 
constrained optimization problem: 

ICPPSCP: 

subject to: 

Mj,i  2 R j , i ,  for i=1,2 ,..., I; j=1,2 ,..., J , 
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(2) 

Constraint (1) ensures Assumption 1 of one-way substitution. Constraint 
(2) sets the value of vjk. Constraint (3) sets the value of U, which represents 
the total unit of module options purchased from the capable supplier s.  As 
we have assumed that each supplier is only capable of producing one kind of 
variant module, all the module options purchased from the same capable 
supplier s are therefore belonging to one variant module, js. 

The objective function includes two terms. The first term is the develop- 
ment cost DC. The second term is the sourcing cost SC, which is in turn 
composed of three parts. The first part is total unit purchasing cost (PurC ) 
paid to suppliers, the second part is ordering cost (OrdC), and the last one is 
raw material inventory holding cost ( InvC ). Since DC becomes constant 
once the Manufacturer's PPD decision is given, the Manufacturer's objective 
function after he made its PPD decision is SC: 

SC (U,T) = PurC + OrdC + InvC 
A h U X  =A[= .)=I j= jq=l  t u jhp jk r  1 

The relevant sourcing cost of the Manufacturer incurred by the procure- 
ment of module options from each supplier s = 1,2, ..., S , namely SC,, can 
be represented by: 

SC, (U.,,s,Ts) = PurC, + OrdC, + I n G  

4.3 Revised model 

We revise the objective function of the above ICPPSCP model to a more 
convenient form for analysis and computational purposes. First, let us con- 
sider the optimal SCC decision vector, T, of the Manufacturer. 
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The optimal ordering interval of the Manufacturer to supplier s , T,, to 
minimize SC, can be obtained following the classical Economic Order 
Quantity (EOQ) policy. Through equation ( S ) ,  we have 

Substituting the above T,* into equation (4), we can rewrite it as follows: 

Therefore, the objective function of the ICPPSCP model can be revised 
to the follows: 

ICPPSCP' : 

subject to: 

Constraints (1)-(3). 

5. SOLUTION PROCEDURE 

As it is reasonable to assume that the platform products have a finite 
number of variant modules, module options, and capable suppliers, the 
Manufacturer's feasible PPD and SCC decisions are finite. Therefore the 
optimal solution to the above ICPPSCP' model can be found by enumera- 
tion. However, the enumerative algorithm may be very inefficient because of 
the high computational complexity. In this section, in order to simplify the 
feasible solution space and improve the efficiency of the solution algorithm, 
we begin with deriving two theorems that allow us to rewrite the formulation 
of the ICPPSCP' model in a more convenient form. 

First we derive a theorem that can simplify the sourcing decision matrix, 
U, of the Manufacturer. 
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Theorem 1: In the optimal SCC decisions of the Manufacturer in our 
ICPPSCP' model, either all or none of the demand of a module option k is 
awarded to exactly one capable supplier s . 

A formal proof of the above theorem is provided in Appendix A, which is 
based on the idea that the cost of sourcing a module option from exactly one 
capable supplier, or single sourcing, is lower than sourcing it from more than 
one capable supplier, or multiple sourcing. Theorem I implicates that if a 
module option is selected by the Manufacturer in its PPD decision, the 
Manufacturer will use single sourcing strategy when procuring this module 
option. Therefore, we refer to this property of the ICPPSCP' model as the 
single sourcing property. 

The single sourcing property (Theorem 1 )  simplifies the Manufacturer's 
supplier selection decision because only the condition of single sourcing 
needs to be considered for each module option. It allows us to rewrite the 
Manufacturer's three-dimensional sourcing decision matrix U into a two-di- 
mensional decision matrix, namely supplier selection matrix Y, to represent 
the selected supplier for each module option, such that: 

Then the term SC in the objective function of the above ICPPSCP' model 
can be revised as follows: 

where 

1 if Y,,k = s and y jk, = 0 otherwise ' 
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Therefore the objective function of the ICPPSCP' model can be revised 
to the follows: 

ICPPSCP": 

J K i  

Min MsU x Z D C j k i . j k + ~ [ ~ ~ ~ j k Y j k s p j k . r +  j=l k = ]  s = l  j = js  k=l  J ~ A ~ u , ] .  

subject to: 

Constraints (1)-(21, (7)-(8). 

Next, we derive the second theorem, which is based on the single sourc- 
ing property (Theorem l), and can simplify the PPD decision matrix, M, of 
the Manufacturer. 

Theorem 2: In the optimal PPD decision of the Manufacturer, either all 
or none of the demand of a module option k is replaced by a higher 
performance module option b . 

A formal proof is presented in Appendix B, which is based on the idea 
that the cost of either completely procuring or completely replacing a mod- 
ule option is lower than both procuring and replacing it. Theorem 2 has two 
implications: (1) a module option k is either fully replaced by a module op- 
tion with higher performance or is fully outsourced, and (2) if module option 
k is replaced, exactly one higher performance module option will replace it. 
This property, according to which a module option is never partially re- 
placed by a higher performance module option, is referred to by us as the ab- 
solute replacement property of the ICPPSCP' model. 

The absolute replacement property (Theorem 2) simplifies the Manufac- 
tuer's PPD decision. Let F' denote the original number of feasible PPD 
decision matrix M in the ICPPSCP' model. Then it can be written as: 

Through the absolute replacement property (Theorem 2), the value of F' 
can be reduced to F which can be written as: 
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Let's indicate the feasible decision matrix M by superscript 
f = 1,2, ..., F ,  and indicate the feasible decision matrix Y by superscript 
n = 1,2 ,..., N , where N = n$=,nf:, Sjk . Then the number of feasible deci- 
sions of the ICPPSCP" model is F x N . 

In this chapter, we use a two-level iterative procedure to find the optimal 
solution of the ICPPSCP" model. For each M~ (the first level iteration), we 
find the optimal Y" (the second level iteration). After F x N iterations, the 
optimal PPD and SCC decisions will be found. Figure 7-3 summarizes the 
solution procedure. 

For decision Mf, calculate the DC in the 
objective function of the Manufacturer 

I I For decision Yn, c a h a t e  u, and Uq for I 

Find the optimal Yn* minimizing the 
value of SC for M? 

Calculate the Manufacturer's total cost 

total cost of the Manufacturer, as well 

Figure 7-3. Solution procedure 
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6. A NUMERICAL EXAMPLE 

In this section we present a very simple numerical example to demon- 
strate the applicability of the proposed solution procedure to our problem. 

We aim to construct a group of platform products which retail at ap- 
proximately $1,000. These platform products have two variant modules (m, 
and m2) in their GBOM. Each of the two variant modules has 4 module op- 
tions. The relative values of ml and m2 to the total value of an entire product 
are approximately at 18.3% and 1 1.8% respectively. 

The product family serves 2 market regions, namely Europe (EU) and 
North America (NA), and each regional market has 4 market segments. Thus 
there are totally 8 market segments. The lifetime demand volume of the plat- 
form products is assumed to be 500000 units. It is reasonable that each mar- 
ket region has a different market size. Thus, we assume that EU and NA 
have approximately 37 and 63 percent of the given worldwide demand vol- 
ume ( D)  respectively. Demand volume for each market segment is equal to 
the average demand volume of the market segments of the region. With re- 
spect to primary requirements of market segments, we assume that EU pre- 
fers lower-end module options while UA prefers higher-end module options. 
The primary requirement matrix, R, is generated randomly for our simula- 
tions as follows: 

The development cost of an entire end-product is about $3 millions and 
the development cost of each variant module is proportionately determined 
according to its relative value. Further, it is reasonable that developing a 
higher-end module option often costs more than developing a lower-end 
module option. Therefore, we increase development cost for each module 
option by 5 percent for one performance level higher. 

The Cost of Good Sold (COGS) of a finished product is estimated at 
about 70 percent of its retail price, while about 70 to 75 percent of the COGS 
is budgeted for raw material cost by the Manufacturer. The retail price has 
been set at $1,000 as above, the total raw material cost of a finished product 
is about $490. The material cost of each variant module is proportionately 
determined according to its relative value, and increases by 5 percent for one 
performance level higher. The ordering cost is set at $300 per order and the 
holding cost rate is $4 per unit per year. 

As we have stated before, there are two kinds of suppliers for each vari- 
ant module, i.e. the supplier with high flexibility which can produce all the 
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module options and the supplier with low flexibility which can only produce 
either the lower or the higher half module options. We assign three suppliers 
to each variant module, of which two are with low flexibility and one is with 
high flexibility. It is reasonable to assume that the prices of the module op- 
tions from the low-flexibility suppliers are lower than those from the high- 
flexibility suppliers, so that we set the price of the same module option 
charged by the low-flexibility suppliers 0.06 percent lower than the price 
charged by the high-flexibility suppliers. 

After the lifetime of the studied platform products described above is as- 
sumed as two years, the optimal solutions of the ICPPSC problem are 
searched through the proposed solution procedure. We present the results in 
the following. 

Table 7-2 shows the comparison between the primary requirements of 
customers or the case where platforming is not allowed (namely "no plat- 
forming" or NP case) therefore the Manufacturer takes the primary customer 
requirements as its PPD decision, and the optimal PPD decision gotten by 
the Manufacturer when he decides to use platforming strategy (namely "with 
platforming" or WP case). In this table, the first and the second columns list 
modules and module options respectively. In the next eight columns, 
means the module option selection according to the primary requirements of 
customers, or in NP case, and o means the optimal module option selection 
in WP case. 

As shown in Table 7-2, products in some market segments are diverted, 
and it results in the decreasing of the number of module options used. More 
specifically, for each variant module, 4 module options are used in NP case, 
while only 3 module options are used in WP case. The decreases in the num- 
bers of different module options lead to a decrease of the level of customiza- 
tion of the platform products, as well as a reduction of the development cost 
from NP case to WP case. 

Table 7-2. Platform products configuration results 

Region 1 Region 2 # of 
Module Option PI P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 Ps kinds 
mi m1 0 0 

mI2 
mI3 0 0 0 0 
ml 0 4-+3 

m2 m2 0 0 
mZ2 w 
mZ3 o o o o  
mZ4 0 4-3 

: Selected in NP case; 0 : Selected in WP case. 
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Table 7-3 shows the optimal SCC decisions of the Manufacturer in NP 
and WP case respectively. The selected supplier for each used module option 
in each case is indicated by the symbol ".\I" in the table. The total demand of 
module options awarded and the order interval to the selected supplier are 
also given in this table. We can see from this table that suppliers with low 
flexibilities are selected in WP case while in NP case the supplier with high 
flexibility is used. 

Table 7-4 presents the various cost components of the optimal SCC deci- 
sion in NP case and the optimal ICPPSC decision in WP case. We can see 
that platforming strategy contributes to the noticeable reduction of 
$269,189.6 in the total cost of the Manufacturer as well as to the reductions 
in the development cost DC. 

Table 7-3. Supply chain configuration results 

Selected for supplying 
Case Sup. ml l  mI2 mI3 mI4 mZ1 m2' mZ3 m24 us Z 
N P S , d d  185000 0.020 

Table 7-4. Various costs results 

In NP case In WP case Reduction 
SC PurC $74,582,476.8 $75,113,065.1 

OrdC+InvC $1 17,674.8 $130,596.9 
Total $74,700,151.6 $75,243,662 -0.73% 
DC $3,341,100 $2,528,400 24.3% 
Total cost $78,041,251.6 $77,772,062 0.34% 

In conclusion, the computational results indicate that there do have im- 
pacts of the Manufacturer's PPD strategies on its SCC decision. Firstly, the 
total cost of the Manufacturer decreases in WP case. Secondly, the plat- 
forming strategy leads the Manufacturer to choose the suppliers with low 
flexibility in stead of those with high flexibility. 
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7, CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

The work presented in this chapter makes several contributions to exist- 
ing research. First, it adds to existing research theme on the Integrated Con- 
figuration of Platform Products and Supply Chain (ICPPSC) problem from 
the perspective of a single manufacturer and its supply network. In addition, 
we propose an overall research framework on the ICPPSC problem, accord- 
ing to which, the work presented in this chapter has been conducted. The 
second important contribution is the formulation of a non-linear mathemati- 
cal decision model of the specific ICPPSC problem in the scenario of non- 
interactive supply chain, derivation of analytical properties (single sourcing 
and absolute replacement), and development of an iterative approach to find 
the optimal solution of the problem. The model may be used by production 
managers as a decision support tool to make decisions such as which end- 
products to design and produce, which suppliers to use for supplying which 
module option. Finally, the proposed model and solution procedure are ap- 
plied to a simple numerical example. Computational results are presented 
and the indications are discussed. The use of platform commonality and 
modularity strategies has been found beneficial to the manufacturer's supply 
network and allows the manufacturer to choose suppliers with low flexibility 
or capability. 

There are several aspects which merit further research attention. An im- 
mediate extension is to conduct a more complex case study to obtain more 
understanding and knowledge about the mutual impacts of the PPD and SCC 
decisions. The results will be compared with those obtained in our previous 
study (Huang et al., 2005b) where the suppliers are followers in a dynamic 
non-cooperative game with the manufacturing firm as the leader. 

Based on the optimality properties derived in this work, the current solu- 
tion procedure is enumerative and therefore has a comparatively low com- 
putational efficiency. A more sophisticated solution algorithm is required to 
solve the problem for better efficiency and effectiveness. We plan to develop 
a solution algorithm based on the Genetic Algorithm for solving the model. 

In the meantime, we would like to relax some assumptions of the re- 
search problem studied in this chapter, such as Assumption 2 that the capac- 
ity of each supplier is unlimited, to improve its generality. On the other 
hand, we would incorporate more PPD and SCC parameters and decision 
variables that are sensitive to platform commonality and modularity strate- 
gies to increase the complexity of the mathematical model. In this case, we 
can get more observations and implications from the experimental simula- 
tions. 

Except for the three scenarios studied in Huang et al. (2005a, 2005b) and 
in this chapter, other scenarios should be studied and results should be com- 
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pared against with each other. Example scenarios include (a) the suppliers 
are wholly owned subsidiary of the manufacturing firm, (b) the relationship 
between the manufacturer and the suppliers are cooperative in the supply 
chain, and (c) the relationship among the suppliers are competitive in the 
supply chain. 

Lastly, it is desirable to extend the study about the two-echelon supply 
chain with the manufacturer and its suppliers to supply chains with more 
echelons such as retailers and distributors in future. 
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APPENDIX A: PROOF OF THEOREM 1 

We use contradiction to proof this result. First, let's consider the case when there are two 
capable suppliers. 

Suppose a module option k of variant module j is supplied by suppliers s and s ' ,  i.e. 
ujk = ujk, +ujkr.  and O< ujkT < u j k .  Without any loss of generality, we assume that pj,. > pjkp.  
Let u,; and u;, denote the total unit of module options that have been purchased from sup- 
plier s and s' by the Manufacturer respectively, except the module option k . The relevant 
terms of the Manufacturer's objective function can be written as: 

Let we define 

f ( ~ j k , )  = -ujk." (p jw - p jc~ ) ,  and 

Then the above relevant terms of the Manufacturer's objective function can be written as 

From g(uj , ) ,  we can get that "(u,) < 0 or g(ujk,) is concave down for all u,,, in 
[o ,  uj. + ujk I .  In addition, it is clear that g ( ~ ;  + ulk) I g ( ~ , r ) ,  and g (u;. + u j k )  5 g ( 0 ) .  Thus 
the value of g(ujk,)  for all ujk, in [ o , u j .  + u j k ]  has a local mlnimum at ujk," = u,?' + ujk , which 
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implies the value of g(ujkr)  is the lowest when uj, 2 ujk . On the other hand, we note that the 
value of f (up,!) can be lowered by increasing the value of uj,, i.e. the value of f (uj,) also 
being the lowest when uj, 2 U j k .  Therefore, the value of the above relevant terms of the 
Manufacturer's objective function is the lowest when ujkT 2 u j k .  This conclusion contradicts 
the initial assumption that 0 < ujkT < ujk . 

Then, in the case where there are more than two capable suppliers who can produce mod- 
ule option k ,  the similar proof as above can be used between every two capable suppliers. 
Hence, it is optimal to source the module option k from exactly one capable supplier. 

APPENDIX B: PROOF OF THEOREM 2 

The proof is in two parts. First, we prove that a module option k is never partially re- 
placed by a higher module option b .  Second, we prove that if a module option k is fully re- 
placed, it will be replaced by exactly one higher module option b . We also use contradiction 
in this proof. 

Part I: On the basis of the single sourcing property (Theorem I), we suppose that 
0 < ujk < djk  , and the optimal PPD decision is such that ujk units of module option k are pro- 
cured from a supplier s and the remaining djk  - units are replaced by the module option 
b which is procured from a supplier s ' .  Let u.: and ~ j .  denote the total unit of module op- 
tions that have been purchased from supplier s and s' by the Manufacturer respectively, ex- 
cept the module option k and djk  - u,k units of module option b . The relevant terms of the 
Manufacturer's objective function can be written as: 

According to Assumption 1, we have pi,,. - pjb > 0.  Let we define 

f (U jk ) = -U jk ( pj,>,vt - ~ j h )  , and 

Then the above relevant terms of the Manufacturer's objective function can be written as 

Similar with the proof of the single souring property (Theorem I), we can get the conclu- 
sion that the value of the above relevant terms of the Manufacturer's objective function is the 
lowest when ujk 2 djk  , which contradicts the initial assumption that O< ujk < d j k .  Hence, a 
module option k is never partially replaced by a higher module option b . 

Part 11: Suppose that a module option k is replaced by two module options b and c which 
are pocured from supplier s and s' respectively. Without any loss of generality, it can be as- 
sumed that c > 6 .  Suppose 0  < & < djk  , and the optimal PPD decision of the Manufacturer 
is such that module options b and c substitute djk and djk  -dik units of demand of module 
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option k .  Let ~j and ~ j .  denote the total unit of module options that have been purchased 
from supplier s and s' by the Manufacturer respectively, except d> units of module option 
b and djk -djk units of module option c .  The relevant terms of the Manufacturer's objective 
function can be written as: 

According to Assumption 1, we have pj,. - Pjh,, > 0 .  Let we define 

Then the above relevant terms of the Manufacturer's objective function can be written as 

Similarly, we can get the conclusion that the value of the above relevant terms of the 
Manufacturer's objective function is the lowest when d h  2 d j k ,  which contradicts the initial 
assumption that 0 < djk < djk . Hence, a module option k is never replaced by more than one 
higher module option. 
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Chapter 8 

MODULARITY AND DELAYED PRODUCT 
DIFFERENTIATION IN ASSEMBLE-TO-ORDER 
SYSTEMS 
Analysis and Extensions from a Complexity Perspective 

Thorsten Blecker and Nizar Abdelkafi 
Hamburg Universily of Technology, Department of Business Logistics and General 
Managemenr 

Abstract: The paper assumes a product design around modular architectures and dis- 
cusses the suitability of the principle of delayed product differentiation in as- 
semble-to-order environments. We demonstrate that this principle does not en- 
able one to make optimal decisions concerning how variety should proliferate 
in the assembly process. Therefore, we propose to complement this principle 
in that we additionally consider the variety induced complexity throughout the 
assembly process. The weighted Shannon entropy is proposed as a measure for 
the evaluation of this complexity. Our results show that the delayed product 
differentiation principle is reliable when the selection probabilities of module 
variants at each assembly stage are equal and the pace at which value is added 
in the whole assembly process is constant. Otherwise, the proposed measure 
provides different results. Furthermore, the entropy measure provides inter- 
esting clues concerning eventual reversals of assembly sequences and supports 
decisions regarding what modules in an assembly stage could be substituted by 
a common module. 

Key words: Modularity, delayed product differentiation, complexity, weighted Shannon 
entropy 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Assemble-to-order is a business model whereby final product variants are 
not assembled until customer order arrives. It can be considered as one form 
of practicing mass customization because the products are individualized out 
of components, which are held in a generic form. If these components can be 
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combined in very different ways, a large product variety would be triggered, 
thereby increasing the complexity of operations. The negative effects of 
product variety and complexity on both efficiency and responsiveness are 
well-known and have already been discussed by many authors (e.g. Blecker 
et al. 2005). To alleviate the negative impacts of variety and complexity, 
postponement and delayed product differentiation are proposed as suitable 
strategies. 

In this chapter, we assume a modular product architecture, which means 
that product variations are obtained by mixing and matching a set of mod- 
ules with well defined interfaces. This assumption can be seen from two dif- 
ferent perspectives with respect to the principle of delayed product differen- 
tiation. In effect, we can interpret both concepts to be related to each other 
and consider delayed differentiation as a natural consequence of the use of 
modules. This interpretation is justified in that modules are held at a generic 
form and that their assignment to different variations is deferred until con- 
crete demand is available. However, we can view delayed product differen- 
tiation from anther perspective, which aims at minimizing variety prolifera- 
tion throughout the process of final assembly. This perspective focuses on 
keeping the number of different subassemblies in the process at a low level. 
In our discussion, we especially deal with the second interpretation. We will 
show that this interpretation can lead to suboptimal results in assembly-to- 
order environments. Therefore, it should be complemented by a second prin- 
ciple which is called the principle of minimum variety-induced complexity. 

The next section provides a short literature review on modularity, post- 
ponement, delayed product differentiation, and complexity. In section 3, we 
deal with the insufficiencies of the delayed product differentiation principle 
in assemble-to-order systems. In section 4 we introduce the principle of 
minimum variety induced complexity and present its theoretical background. 
We also explore its application in a two-stage assembly process. Finally, 
section 5 concludes and presents directions for future research. 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Modularity 

In the technical literature, there are numerous definitions of the term 
"modularity", of which we quote some selected ones. Schilling (2003, p. 
172) defines modularity ". . . as a general systems concept: it is a continuum 
describing the degree to which a system's components can be separated and 
recombined, and it refers both to the tightness of coupling between compo- 
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nents and the degree to which the "rules" of the system architecture enable 
(or prohibit) the mixing and matching of components". Whereas Schilling 
considers modularity in the general case without restrictions concerning the 
kind of system, BaldwidClark particularly focus on products and processes. 
They define modularity as "building a complex product or process from 
smaller subsystems that can be designed independently yet function together 
as a whole" (BaldwidClark 2003, p.149). In the context of product archi- 
tectures, Ulrich (2003, p. 121) points out that "[a] modular architecture in- 
cludes a one-to-one mapping from functional elements in the function 
structure to the physical components of the product, and specifies de-coupled 
interfaces between components". For the purpose of our work, we define 
modularity as an attribute of the product system that characterizes the ability 
to mix and match independent and interchangeable product building blocks 
with standardized interfaces in order to create product variants. The bijective 
mapping between functional elements and physical building blocks is prefer- 
able and refers to an extreme and ideal form of modularity. 

An important advantage of product modularity is that it enables the pro- 
duction of large product variety while maintaining low costs. This makes 
modularity attractive for large variety environments such as mass customi- 
zation. Efficiency can be achieved due to the economies of scale, economies 
of scope, and economies of substitution. The economies of scale result from 
the components rather than products, while the economies of scope arise 
through the multiple use of a few components in a large number of product 
variations (Pine 1993). In addition, a modular design permits a partial reten- 
tion of components when it is to upgrade or improve the performance of the 
modular system. The costs that are saved because the system is not designed 
afresh are referred to as economies of substitution (GarudfKumaraswamy 
2003). From an operations' perspective, Duray et al. (2000) point out that 
modularity is a basic component in manufacturing situations considered to 
be flexible. It also shortens delivery times because final product configura- 
tion occurs out of modules made to stock and with high work content. Fur- 
thermore, since modules are self-contained and have standardized interfaces, 
they can be manufactured simultaneously and independently of each other, 
thereby reducing the total production time (Ericsson.Erixon 1999). Modu- 
larity is generally discussed in connection with delayed product differentia- 
tion and postponement. Both concepts found increasing popularity in aca- 
demia and practice, especially when it is to discuss mass customization and 
assemble-to-order. 
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2.2 Delayed Product Differentiation and Postponement 

Postponement is originally introduced by Alderson (1950) as a concept 
that reduces risk and uncertainty costs. Bucklin (1965) makes the distinction 
between three types of postponement, which are time, place, and form post- 
ponement. Time postponement refers to the delay of forward shipment of 
goods, whereas place postponement aims at maintaining goods at central lo- 
cations in the channel. Form postponement is related to the differentiation of 
the product itself. ZinnIBowersox (1988) define four types of form post- 
ponement, which are labeling, packaging, assembly and manufacturing post- 
ponement. 

Within the context of the supply chain, van Hoek (2001, p. 161) defines 
postponement ". . . as an organizational concept whereby some of the activi- 
ties in the supply chain are not performed until customer orders are received. 
Companies can then finalize the output in accordance with customer prefer- 
ences and even customize their products". Christopher (2005, p. 134) refers 
to postponement "...as the process by which the commitment of a product to 
its final form or location is delayed for as long as possible." In our work, 
since we will focus on the product and its assembly process, we are not con- 
cerned with time and place postponements which are of value when it is to 
consider the whole supply chain. Therefore, our interest will be only given to 
form postponement which is in accordance with the delayed product differ- 
entiation principle. The main objective of this principle is to delay down- 
stream the activities that are responsible for providing the product an identity 
according to customer specifications. Theoretically, delayed differentiation 
involves two parts in the value chain. The first part is production-driven 
(push system), whereas the second part is customer-driven (pull system). 
The point in the value chain that separates between both systems is generally 
called the decoupling point'. LampelMntzberg (1996) provides a contin- 
uum of strategies concerning the degree of customization and possible loca- 
tions of this point. Their framework combines customization and standardi- 
zation whereby the degree of customization decreases as the decoupling 
point moves downstream in the value chain. 

Many authors argue that deferring the stage at which products assume 
their unique identities considerably reduces the negative impacts of variety 
on manufacturing performance (e.g. LeeJTang 1997). Consequently, redes- 
ign activities with the objective of delaying product differentiation lead to 
the achievement of large product variety at low costs. This also is necessary 
in order to make mass customization work efficiently. In addition, delayed 

' The decoupling point is sometimes referred to as CODP which stands for Customer Order 
Decoupling Point (Van Hoek 1997) or OOP which the abbreviation of Order Penetration 
Point (Shaman 1984). 
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product differentiation is regarded as an important principle for the reduction 
of complexity in operations. Since we intend to discuss the suitability of this 
principle in assemble-to-order environments from a complexity perspective, 
it is necessary to define at first what we understand under the term "com- 
plexity". Therefore, the main purpose of the next section is not to explain the 
potential of modularity or delayed differentiation in reducing complexity but 
to provide a suitable definition of complexity to be used throughout this pa- 
per. 

2.3 Complexity 

Complexity is a widely discussed topic in many research fields in sci- 
ence. There are also many attempts to provide a universal and generally ad- 
mitted definition of complexity. However, a single and generally accepted 
definition does not exist. Therefore, it is suitable to define complexity in the 
context of our research field. Since this work can be assigned both to busi- 
ness administration and engineering management, we retain two definitions 
that are frequently used to deal with research topics in these fields. The first 
definition describes complexity as an attribute of a system (system theoreti- 
cal approach). The second one considers complexity as the entropy of a sys- 
tem. In the following, we shall briefly discuss both approaches: 

Complexity from a system theoretical approach: 

A system consists of elements or parts (objects, systems of lower order, 
subsystems) which are connected to each other through relations. To assess 
complexity, the system elements and relations should be evaluated according 
to three variables which are: the number, diversity, and states' variety. In ef- 
fect, the higher the number of the system elements and their relations, the 
less straightforward is the system, thus resulting in higher complexity. It is 
noteworthy that the addition of an element to the system leads to a dispro- 
portionate increase of the potential relations between the system elements. 
On the other hand, diversity refers to the homogeneity or heterogeneity of 
the elements and their relations. It is obvious that the less homogeneous 
(more heterogeneous) the system elements are, the higher is the system 
complexity. The third variable which is the states' variety evaluates the in- 
stability of the system and indicates its dynamical behavior in the course of 
time. In other words, as the number and types of the system elements and 
relations tend to change rapidly, the complexity of the system gets higher 
(e.g. Ashby 1957, Bertalanffy 1976). We can notice that the system theoreti- 
cal approach does not provide only one measure that assesses complexity. It 
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is rather based on many dimensions, which constitutes, in fact, its major 
drawback. 

Complexity as the entropy of a system 

Complexity, uncertainty and information are linked to each other. In ef- 
fect, in order to reduce the complexity of a system, we can simplify it by al- 
lowing some degree of uncertainty in its description. This information loss 
that is necessary for reducing the complexity of the system to a manageable 
level is expressed in uncertainty (KlirIFolger 1988). As uncertainty grows, 
the system is more complex since more information is required to describe 
and monitor each of its states (Sivadasan et al. 2005). In this context, a suit- 
able measure of the uncertainty of a system is the entropy that is introduced 
by Shannon (1948). In his seminal work, Shannon posed the question: "Can 
we find a measure of how much "choice" is involved in the selection of the 
event or how uncertain we are of the outcome?" Then, Shannon (1948) has 
set forth the following properties to be satisfied by the function 
H ( p ,  ,..., pn ) where p, ,..., pn are the probabilities of occurrence of 
eventsl, ..., n : 

1. H should be continuous in pi . 
2. If all pi are equal, pi=l/ni, then H should be a monotonic increasing func- 

tion of n. With equally likely events there is more choice, or uncertainty, 
when there are more possible events. 

3. If a choice can be broken down into successive choices, the original H 
should be the weighted sum of the individual values of H. 

Shannon (1948) has demonstrated that the only function that is satisfying 
n 

the three above assumptions is of the form: H = -KC pi log pi whereby 
i=l 

the constant K merely amounts to a choice of a unit of measure. Then Shan- 
non defined entropy of the set of probabilities p l ,  ...,pn 

Thus, the value of uncertainty and subsequently complexity of a system 
taking n states with probabilities p,, ..., pn can be measured by the entropy 
function. Due to property 2, the higher the number of states the system can 
take and the more likely these states tend to occur with the same probability, 
the higher is the complexity of the system. Intuitively, Feynman (1991) de- 
scribes the notion of entropy as a measure of disorder that is the number of 
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ways by which the insides of a system (e.g. gas molecules) can be arranged, 
while from outside it looks the same. As the number of microstates (insides) 
assigned to a specific macro-state (outside) increases, disorder and subse- 
quently complexity increases. The main advantage of entropy is that it pro- 
vides a quantitative measure for complexity. We will use entropy later on to 
evaluate the variety induced complexity in assemble-to-order systems. 

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION 

3.1 Delayed Product Differentiation Principle - An 
Example 

Consider a portion of the assembly process of a Personal Computer (PC). 
PCs have a modular architecture, in which the following components; proc- 
essor, motherboard, working memory, graphic card, sound card and hard 
drive can be considered as independent modules. In effect, each component 
performs a specific function and has specified interfaces to the motherboard 
which is the basic component. Furthermore, each module can have many 
variants. For example, processor variants can be differentiated according to 
their corresponding frequencies, so that two processors with respective fre- 
quencies of 2.0 GHz and 2.3 GHz are two different variants. Due to the 
modular product architecture of a PC, it is possible to state that the variants 
of each module are assembled at one sub-process. In addition, suppose that 
there are no sequencing constraints in the assembly process of the modules 
mentioned above. The delayed product differentiation principle suggests that 
variety proliferation should be kept at a low level. Ip other words, the in- 
crease of variety from one sub-process to another should be maintained at a 
minimum level. To illustrate this, we assume that we have one motherboard 
type, one hard drive type, 2 processors, 4 graphic card variants, 3 working 
memory types and 3 sound cards. According to the delayed product differ- 
entiation principle, the optimal assembly sequence would be to start from the 
basic module: motherboard and then to assemble successively the hard drive, 
processor, working memory or sound card, and finally the graphic card (Fig- 
ure 8-1). 
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Assembly Sequence: SPl > SP2 + SP3 > SP4 >- SP5 > SP6 

Figure 8-1. Optimal variety proliferation of a PC assembly process according to the delayed 
product differentiation principle 

Note that the curve outlining the increase of variety in figure 8-1 is plot- 
ted according to a logarithmic scale in order to enable the representation of a 
high number of variations. By sequencing the assembly process as it is 
shown above, it is possible to achieve the lowest variety proliferation. In ef- 
fect, sub-process 2 triggers no increase of the number of variants in the proc- 
ess since only one hard drive can be assembled to the motherboard. At sub- 
process 3, two types of processors can be built on the sub-assembly that is 
made out of the motherboard and hard drive. Mixing and matching modules 
to each other at the different sub-processes would trigger six possible sub-as- 
sembly variations at sub-process 4, 18 possible variations at sub-process 5 
and 72 possible variants at the last sub-process. Thus, the flexibility that is 
ensured by modular product architectures can bring about an exponential in- 
crease of variety during the assembly process. 
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3.2 Insufficiencies of the Delayed Product 
Differentiation Principle 

Now suppose that because of sequencing or assembly process constraints 
only two possible sequences 1 and 2 can be realized as it is shown by figure 
8-2. While assembly process 1 triggers lower variety proliferation than as- 
sembly process 2 at the beginning, it exhibits higher proliferation of variety 
at the end of the process. Thus, we are in front of a situation, in which it is 
difficult to make a choice between the two possible sequences. On the basis 
of the delayed product differentiation principle it is not possible to compare 
between both processes. It cannot provide us with interesting information for 
optimal decision making. The question mainly concerns if it is better to let 
variety increase at the beginning of the process, while profiting from de- 
creasing variety at the end of the process or to guarantee low variety at 
beginning, while accepting higher proliferation of variety at the end of 
process. 

the 
the 

. Variety 

Assembly 
process SPI SP2 > SP6 + SP5 + SP3 + SP4 

A 

Assembly - - - - -  
process 2 

~rolif&ation (VP) 

Figure 8-2. Variety proliferation according to two different PC assembly sequences 

C * @ )  

VP=I .- . 

By means of this simple example, we demonstrate that due to the modu- 
larity of products, the delayed product differentiation principle is not suffi- 
cient to make optimal decisions concerning the sequence that optimizes vari- 
ety proliferation. It is worth noting that the problem described may not be 
available when products are not developed on the basis of modules. In the 
absence of modularity, mixing and matching components to configure dif- 
ferent product variants can be restrained because of incompatible interfaces. 
As a result, variety proliferation can be strongly constrained and alternative 
assembly sequences may not be available. In this case, only product redes- 
igns would generate delayed variety proliferation. However, since we intend 
to examine the relationships between delayed differentiation and modularity 
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in the case of assemble-to-order and mass customization, it is legitimate to 
assume that the product modularity condition is satisfied. 

4. A NECESSARY COMPLEMENT TO THE 
DELAYED PRODUCT DIFFERENTIATION 
PRINCIPLE IN AN ASSEMBLE-TO-ORDER 
ENVIRONMENT 

In this section, we propose to provide a complement to the principle of 
delayed product differentiation. The main objective is to find the principle(s) 
that should be additionally taken into account in order to well found deci- 
sions concerning variety proliferation. Note that we do not disapprove the 
principle of delayed differentiation but we have to look for other principles 
that should be considered in situations when this principle does not support 
optimal decision making. To achieve this goal, we have to examine at first 
the reasons that make delayed differentiation insufficient to handle the 
problem of variety proliferation in assemble-to-order environments. 

4.1 Reasons Explaining the Insufficiencies of the 
Delayed Product Differentiation Principle in an 
Assemble- To-Order Environment 

We shall explore the consequences that result from variety proliferation 
in make-to-stock (Push) and assemble-to-order (pull) systems. A push pro- 
duction system triggers inventories of components or modules, semi-finished 
and finished products. Thus, variety proliferation in a push-system brings 
about an exponential increase of inventory because of high safety stock lev- 
els. Since delayed product differentiation reduces variety proliferation, it 
lowers inventories throughout the production process. For example, Lee 
(1996) quantitatively demonstrates the potential of delayed product differen- 
tiation in decreasing inventories at the finished product level in a make-to- 
stock environment. The positive consequences of delayed product differen- 
tiation can be also seen in the decrease of production planning and schedul- 
ing complexity, fewer quality problems, lower purchasing costs, etc. 

However, inventories in an assemble-to-order system may be held at the 
module level but not at the finished product level. It is possible to generate 
reliable forecasts of the aggregate demand of modules, while postponing fi- 
nal assembly until customer order arrives. Consequently, responsiveness is 
improved in that delivery times only depend on the assembly lead time, 
number and work content of waiting orders and shipment time to the cus- 
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tomer. It follows that many configurations of the assembly process may in- 
volve the same level of inventory at the module level. Therefore, the imme- 
diate advantage that results from delayed product differentiation in a push 
system may not be available in a pull system, thereby making the compari- 
son between two or more assembly sequences difficult as it is shown in sec- 
tion 3. 

Recapitulating, the principle of delayed product differentiation can be 
sufficient in a make-to-stock environment because it reduces the negative 
impacts of inventories. However, in assemble-to-order systems based on 
modular product architectures, an additional principle is required. In this 
context, it is worth noting that the main objective is not to minimize variety 
proliferation in itself but to optimize performance. An assemble-to-order 
system is said to be performing well if it provides customers with the re- 
quired variety2, while still achieving costs' efficiency and responsiveness. 
The system performance is however, negatively affected by the complexity 
that is induced by variety. MartidIshii (1996, 1997) determine three indexes 
for the measurement of what they call "variety complexity": the commonal- 
ity index, differentiation index, and setup index. The commonality index 
evaluates the extent to which final products use common components. The 
differentiation index measures the degree to which variety with high added 
value and long assembly times proliferates at the end of the process. The 
setup index compares setup costs to product costs. All three indexes consider 
the number of variants involved at each assembly stage. It follows because 
of the reasons explained above that they are of little suitability in assemble- 
to-order systems. Furthermore, the development of these indexes is not 
based on an accurate definition of what complexity should be. 

We agree with MartidIshii (1996, 1997) that the variety induced com- 
plexity should be amplified if components or modules with long assembly 
times and high added values are assembled at the beginning of the process. 
However, the real complexity effects of variety should be captured by a third 
variable which is the probability that a module variant would be selected by 
customers. This variable also enables one to estimate the impacts of com- 
monality and setups. In effect, as the preferences of customers get increas- 
ingly polarized along a subset of module variants, the commonality of final 
products with respect to this subset increases. In addition, the stability of the 
process flow depends on the number of module variants and their corre- 
sponding selection probabilities. Thus, if we succeed in developing a single 
measure that is based on a precise definition of complexity and that takes the 

In this work we are not concerned with the determination of optimal final variety from the 
customer perspective. This variety is supposed to be given and fulfilled through different 
module combinations. 
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selection probabilities, added values, and assembly lead times into account, 
it would suitable for the evaluation of the variety induced complexity. In the 
next section, we propose to develop such a measure on the basis of the con- 
cept of entropy. 

4.2 Model Description and Complexity Measure 

For the description of the model, we need the following notations: 

n Number of processes in the whole assembly process 
j Index of the processes or modules 
k Index of the module variants that can be assembled at a process j 
Mj The module family that can be assembled at process j 

Mjk A module variant that can be assembled at process j where 
M ~ = { M . }  J~ k=l , . . ,n ,  

qk Assembly time of the module variant Mjk 
nj Total number of module variants that can be assembled at process j 
vjk Value added due to the assembly of module variant k at process j 
pjk Probability of selection of module variant Mjk 

n j  

Furthermore, define T j  = z pjkTjk the average assembly time at process j 
k=l 

n 

and T = CT, the average assembly time of the final products. Similarly, let 
j=l 

" I  n 

V j  = pjkvjk  be the average value added at process j and V = ZV, the 
k = I  j=l 

average value added in the final products. 

In order to define a complexity measure at each process j, we will make 
use of the weighted Shannon entropy that is defined as (Klir/Folger 1988): 

where p(x) are probabilities defined on a finite set X and w(x) are weights 

that are associated withp(x). Note that it is only assumed that 
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weights w(x)  are nonnegative and finite real numbers. In the following, we 

suppose that the assembly lead times of module variants M jk l k =I,.., n j  at 

process j are equal, thereby resulting in Tjk = Tj for k = l,.., nj  . In other 

words, it is assumed that the assembly times do not depend on the module 
variant, but rather on the process (or the module family). This assumption 
can be justified by the main property of modular products saying that the 
module interfaces inside a module family M are standardized. 

Define wjk = Z~ Jjk where 

6 ,  =k is a coefficient that compares the value added vjk of 
jk V 

module M jk to the average value added V in the final products. 

i= j r .=-  is the portion of time that a module Mjk spends in the 
T 

process in comparison to the total lead time required to assemble a 
final product. 

V j k  - ' 
Thus, the expression of wjk is: wjk = -- 

V T 

The weighted Shannon entropy measure of process j is defined as 
foliows: 

The total entropy of the whole assembly process is the sum of the 
entropies generated by each process j: 

On the basis of the total entropy measure, it is possible to evaluate 
alternative assembly sequences. The optimal sequence is the one with the 
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lowest variety induced complexity value. Note that we did not consider 
assembly constraints, which may make the implementation of the optimal 
solution impossible. However, the entropy measure does not lose its value, 
since it enables one to choose the next best solution which is the sequence 
with the next lowest variety induced complexity value. Such a measure can 
be also seen as the driver that initiates design changes on the product level in 
order to reduce variety induced complexity of the assembly process. 
Therefore, it can be seen as a measure that evaluates Design For Assembly 
(DFA) efforts. 

4.3 Exploration of the Complexity Measure for a 
Two-Stage Assembly Process 

In order to illustrate the application of the complexity measure and to 
gain insights when the delayed product differentiation principle may provide 
good results and when it fails, we consider an assembly process consisting of 
two assembly stages A and B. At stage A, n, module variants can be 

assembled on a basic component. At stage B; there are n2 module variants 
that can be built on the sub-assemblies coming through stage A. Thus, each 
final product consists of the basic module; a module variant from stage A 
and a module variant from stage B (Figure 8-3). Recall that the delayed 
differentiation principle suggests placing stage A prior to stage B if n, I n, . 

The total weighted entropies of the sequence A-B and sequence B-A are 
provided by the following expressions: 
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Stage A I: Stage B 
I 

Figure 8-3. Two-stage assembly process 

In order to compare HA-,  and HE- ,  , we compute the 

H A-B - HE-A 

difference 

Now, we shall study the function HA- ,  - H E - ,  in some particular cases: 

This case corresponds to equal added values and equal selection 
probabilities of module variants at the same assembly stage. 
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VA T* Thus, H ,-, - H,-A = -- VB TA log,  n, - --log2 n, 
V T V T 

Without loss of generality, 

let V, = vVA and T, = tTA , where v > 0 and t > 0,  thus 

v 
Suppose- = 1 . For 1 5 n, I n, ,  we have 0 I log,  n, I log n,  .This 

t  

gives -5 1 a HA-, 5 H,-,. Subsequently, sequence A-B is 
1% 2 n, 

preferred to sequence B-A due to lower variety induced complexity. Note 
that the delayed product differentiation principle also suggests placing A 
prior to B. In effect, this principle would provide similar results to those 
suggested by the minimum variety induced complexity principle if the 
selection probabilities of module variants at each assembly stage are the 
same and the rates at which value is added in the course of time at each 

v 
process are equal. However, note that in the case when - # 1, sequence A-B 

t 

is preferred to sequence B-A if and only if n, I (n,)"". For example, if 

v 
- = 1.5 and n, = 3 then sequence A-B should be chosen if 
t  
n, 1 3'.5 = 5.196 5 n, E {1,2,3,4,5}. If n, 2 6 ,  then sequence B-A has a 
lower variety induced complexity. 
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In order to be able to study the effects of the selection probabilities on the 
assembly sequence, we suppose that the module variants assembled at one 
stage have the same added values. Thus, we obtain 

This means that sequence A-B is preferred to sequence B-A if and only if 
the quotient of the Shannon entropies is less than the quotient of the rate by 
which value is added at stage B over the rate by which value is added at 
stage A. 

v 
In order to determine the optimal assembly sequence if - = 1,  it is 

t 
"I 

sufficient to compare both Shannon entropies H A  = -z pAk log2 pAk 
k=l 

Now, in order to gain more insights, suppose that at each stage, only two 
module variants are assembled, which means that n, = n2 = 2 .  Thus, 

where 
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Figure 8-4 depicts the binary Shannon entropy3 weighted by different 
values of v l  t . One can notice that if p,, = p,, (subsequently p,, = p,, ), 

then the value of ( v l t )  determines the configuration of the assembly 
sequence. In effect, if(v1t) > 1,  then placing assembly stage A first will 

result in lower complexity. However, if (v l t )  < 1, then stage B should be 

placed prior to A. In the case when p,, # p,, , the assembly sequence 

v 
depends on the values of each variable, namely p,, , p,, and - 

t 

v 
Solving the equation - H (p,, ,l - p,, ) = 1 provides two solutions 

t 

P L I  and pi,. In effect, if (v l  t) = 1-15 , pL, = 0,3 and pi l  = 097 - It 

v 
follows that for p,, E [0.3,0.7], we have - H ( p B l  ,l - p,, ) > 1 (see figure 

t 
8-4). Since V p A ,  E [0,1] the values that are taken by the binary Shannon 

entropy H(p,, ,1- p,,) are usually less than or equal to 1 

corresponds to the case when the pace at which value is built up at stage B is 

very high), p L ,  + 0 and pi, + 1, in other words Vp,, E [0,1] we will 

have HA-, - HE-, 5 0 .  It follows that if the value added at stage B is very 
high, stage A should usually be placed before stage B regardless of which 
selection probabilities of module variants are involved. 

In the case when p,, E )3, [and p,, E ]Pil ,l[, the results cannot be 
generalized and the decision about the assembly process configuration 
depends on the values taken by each variable. 

The function H(p,l-p) is called binary Shannon entropy since it is computed on the basis 
of two values p and (1  -p). 
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Figure 8-4. Weighted Shannon entropies for different values of (vlt) 

Case 3: General case: 

In the general case, stage assembly A should be placed before assembly 
stage B if and only if 

The study of this inequality when the selection probabilities and added 
values are arbitrary is quite difficult. In order to gain more insights and to 
show the utility of the principle of minimum variety induced complexity, we 
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suppose again that n, = n, = 2. In addition, let v,, = m,, and 

v,, = ,l?v,, . Subsequently, HA-, - HE-, I 0 

To illustrate the effects of assembling module variants with very 
different added values at one stage, we ascertain the selection probabilities. 
p,, = p,, = 112. From this, it follows that the condition to be satisfied in 

l+a lv, ,  
order to justify placing stage A before B is: - 2 -- . Consequently, the 

1+P ~ V A I  

presence of cost intensive module variants drives the placement of the 
corresponding stage to the end of the assembly process. 

Now, we will examine the effects of commonality on the variety induced 
complexity in the assembly process. Commonality refers to the multiple uses 
of a few module variants across several product variations. 
When n, = n, = 2 ,  the substitution of both module variants at one stage by a 
single module increases commonality. We shall therefore study the impacts 
of commonality on the variety induced complexity. 

Suppose that through a redesign of the product, we replace both module 
variants M ,, and MA,  that are assembled at stage A by a single 

module M A .  In this case, a functional congestion of the new module is 

necessary since it should perform both functions of M ,, and M ,, . 
Therefore, it can generally be assumed that v, > v,, andv, > v,, . 

However, v, < v,, +v,, because the substitution of two module 
variants by a common module avoids the duplication of components or 
interfaces. Consequently, the variety induced complexity that is triggered at 
stage A is reduced to 0 since the probability of selection of moduleM, is 
equal to 1. Thus variety induced complexity in the assembly process is equal 
to the complexity brought about by the second stage and subsequently 
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Note that the entropy measure does not capture the increase of added 
value of the common module. In effect, the weighted Shannon entropy 
introduced at section 4.2 only measures complexity that is triggered by 
variety. 

On the other hand, suppose commonality is introduced at stage B so 
that M,,  and M ,, are both replaced by module M, with v, > v,, , v, > v,, 
andv, < v,, + v,, . Thus, the total variety induced complexity 

when there are no assembly sequence constraints, it is more adequate to 
place the assembly of the common component at the first stage. This also 
corresponds to the results that would be suggested by the delayed product 
differentiation principle. However, the minimum variety induced complexity 
principle provides an additional result. In effect, it suggests introducing the 
common module at the stage with higher weighted Shannon complexity. 
This way, the total variety induced complexity can be minimized. 

Now consider the case when assembly sequence constraints oblige 
placing stage A prior to stage B. Furthermore, it might be necessary to make 
a choice concerning the stage at which the common module should be 
introduced due e.g. to design team capacity constraints. The delayed product 
differentiation principle would propose to introduce commonality at stage A. 
But the variety induced complexity principle suggests comparing 
quantities (H ,-, ), and ( H  ,-, ), . This provides 

both 

Thus, if ( H  ,-, ) ,  - ( H  ,-, ), < 0 ,  it is more adequate to introduce the 

common module at stage A.  However, if (HA_, ), - (HA_,), > 0, then it is 
better to place commonality at the next stage. Note that in the case 
when ( H  ,-, ), - ( H  ,-, ), = 0,  the delayed product differentiation principle 
should be applied, thereby resulting in the placement of stage A first. 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper, we have presented the insufficiencies of the delayed 
product differentiation principle. By means of a simple example from the 
computer industry in which the degree of product modularity is very high, 
we have demonstrated that this principle cannot support optimal decisions 
concerning how variety should proliferate throughout the assembly process. 
Furthermore, we have dealt with the potential problems that may be 
triggered by the application of this principle in assemble-to-order 
environments. To fill this gap, the minimum variety induced complexity 
principle is introduced. It is a complement to the first principle and builds 
upon the weighed Shannon entropy. The proposed measure evaluates the 
complexity due to the proliferation of product variety throughout the 
assembly process. The variety induced complexity depends on three main 
variables, namely the selection probabilities, value added and assembly time 
of each module variant. 

The results that are attained during the discussion of the two stage 
assembly process can be generalized for an n-stage process in the following 
way: 

If the selection probabilities of module variants in each stage are 
equal and the pace at which value is added throughout the assembly 
process is fairly constant, then both principles would lead to the 
same result. Therefore, it is adequate to delay the proliferation of 
variety toward the end of the process. 
If an assembly stage involves an exponential increase of the rate at 
which value is added, this stage should be placed at the end of the 
process regardless of the selection probabilities. 
In an assemble-to-order environment, if the selection probabilities of 
the module variants are very different and the paces at which value 
is added are very variable, it is necessary to configure the assembly 
process in such a way that the total value of complexity is kept at a 
minimum level. 
It is more advantageous to assemble the common module at the 
beginning of the process than at a subsequent stage. In so doing, the 
common module can be considered as a part of the basic component 
(product platform), thereby triggering no extra variety induced 
complexity. Note that though the placement of a common module 
somewhere in the middle of the process would generate no direct 
complexity (Entropy at that stage is equal to 0), it generates an 
indirect complexity. This is because the proposed entropy measure is 
a function that increases in the assembly lead time. The higher the 
number of assembly stages after the first variety proliferation, the 
higher the variety induced complexity. 
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The decision about which module variants should be eventually 
substituted by a common module can be supported by the entropy 
measure. The alternative that strongly decreases complexity has to 
be chosen. 

An implicit assumption of our model is that the selection probabilities are 
independent, which means that the selection of a module variant at one stage 
does not influence the selection probabilities at subsequent stages. Therefore, 
this work can be extended by relaxing this assumption. In order to achieve 
this goal, we have to consider the Shannon entropy defined for conditional 
probabilities. This way, we can examine the effect of the so-called 
"blocking" (Maroni 2001) in order to reduce variety induced complexity. 
Blocking refers to a variety steering action that restrains the mixing and 
matching possibilities of module variants. It can be described by the 
following rule: "If module variant 1 is selected, then select module variant 
2". In terms of probabilities, this would mean that the conditional selection 
probability of module variant 2 knowing that module variant 1 has already 
been chosen is equal to one. 

Furthermore, the proposed model assumes must-modules at each 
assembly stage. In other words, each module family must be represented by 
one module variant in each product variation. Subsequently, the model does 
not consider the impacts of options (can-modules) on the variety induced 
complexity. Each assembly stage in which option variants are assembled 
would involve two distinct probabilities. The first probability is about the 
event whether options from that assembly stage would be selected at all. The 
second one is the conditional probability that an option variant would be 
chosen knowing that the first event has occurred. This extension will enable 
us to study the complexity effects of options and to quantitatively measure 
the advantage of some variety steering actions, e.g. the packaging of options. 
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Chapter 9 

A NEW MIXED-MODEL ASSEMBLY LINE 
PLANNING APPROACH FOR AN EFFICIENT 
VARIETY STEERING INTEGRATION 

Stefan Bock 
Universiv of Paderborn, Graduate School Dynamic Intelligent Systems 

Abstract: In order to deal with the extreme complexity occurring within mass customiza- 
tion production processes today, appropriate variety steering and formation 
concepts are mandatory. Those are responsible for a customer oriented variant 
definition which simultaneously reduces internal complexity. In order to 
achieve mass production at least costs, assembly lines are still attractive 
means. By avoiding transportation and storage as well as, in particular, by spe- 
cifically training the employed workers, assembly lines yield substantial re- 
ductions of variable unit costs. However, by producing a mass customization 
variant program with billions of different constellations on the same line, an 
oscillating capacity use can be observed. Obviously, planning the structure of 
the used assembly lines and variety steering are strongly interdependent deci- 
sion problems whose coping is decisive for efficient mass customization. Un- 
fortunately, an integration of both decision levels currently fails because of 
lacking adequate approaches for mixed-model assembly line balancing. Since 
known concepts are still based on integral product architectures, they neither 
correspond to existing steering approaches nor do they cope with the extreme 
complexity of mass customization processes. Consequently, the present paper 
sketches a new balancing approach with a modular variant definition. In addi- 
tion to this, the new model comprises a sophisticated personnel planning. In 
order to determine systematically appropriate line layouts, a randomized par- 
allel Tabu Search algorithm is generated and analyzed. This approach was de- 
signed for the use in an ordinary LAN of personal computers which can be 
found in almost all companies today. In order to validate its utilizability in 
companywide networks, results measured for constellations with oscillating 
background loads are presented. 

Key words: Variety Steering and Formation, Mass Customization, Mixed-model assembly 
line balancing, Distributed algorithms 
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INTRODUCTION 

In order to handle extreme complexity occurring for Mass Customization 
production processes, the application of appropriate variety formation and 
steering approaches is of significant importance. Those concepts try to de- 
termine variant programs, which enable, on the one side, comprehensive 
satisfaction of customer needs and simultaneously keep the internal com- 
plexity costs as low as possible. Most of them involve a modular variant 
definition which decides about offered product modules whose combinations 
are frequently grouped in platforms. On account of these definitions, the 
variant program arises by module combinations within the manufacturing 
process. 

Despite their inflexible structure, assembly lines are still attractive means 
of an efficient execution of mass production processes (Becker and Scholl 
(2005)). By avoiding unnecessary transportation, storage and in particular by 
specifically training the employed workers, the use of these mass production 
systems leads to a significant reduction of variable costs. Originally, the use 
of these systems was restricted to single product scenarios, where large-scale 
productions of homogeneous products are realized. Consequently, a station- 
ary capacity demand occurs throughout its use. In contrast to this, mixed- 
model assembly lines have to handle oscillating demands. By differing from 
each other in terms of specific features or technical requirements, the pro- 
duction of different variants demands varying tasks to be executed at the 
line. Therefore, in times of Just-in-Time philosophies, the line has to be 
flexible enough to execute almost all possible sequences of product types 
without causing work overload. In order to achieve this, the determination of 
the line layout has to anticipate and rate possible scenarios potentially occur- 
ring during the production processes. However, by switching to Mass Cus- 
tomization, industrial assembly lines frequently have to manufacture theo- 
retical production programs comprising more than one billion of different 
variants. Consequently, an integrated handling of variety steering and as- 
sembly line balancing seems to be promising. However, owing to the neces- 
sary modular program determination within variety steering concepts, known 
mixed-model assembly line balancing approaches do not correspond with 
this variant architecture common in Mass Customization (see Blecker et al. 
(2004) p.233). In contrast to variety formation and variety steering concepts, 
assembly line balancing approaches are using an integral architecture. Here, 
each possible variant is interpreted as an additional complete product type. 
Thus, the link necessary for an appropriate interaction between these two 
interdependent decision levels is still lacking. 

Furthermore, owing to their integral variant determination, known as- 
sembly line balancing approaches cannot cope with the extreme complexity 
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of Mass Customization production processes. For instance, these approaches 
frequently use an objective function which generates a specific contribution 
for each possible theoretical variant. Consequently, programs comprising 
more than a billion variants cannot be handled anymore. In addition, a rea- 
sonable information management cannot be applied within the balancing ap- 
proach. By treating a variant as a complete product, only two information 
scenarios are assumed in literature. At first, former approaches (Thomopou- 
10s (1970)) assume that the occurrence probability of each possible variant is 
known in advance. Consequently, variant-dependent frequencies were pre- 
supposed and used. As stated by many authors, the availability of such a de- 
tailed knowledge seems to be very unrealistic (Scholl (1999) pp.87-94). 
Consequently, in contrast to this, Thomopoulos himself and many other au- 
thors proposed additional concepts being independent of an expected model 
mix (Scholl (1999) (chapter 3.2.2.3), Becker and Scholl (2005) p.15, Buk- 
chin et al. (2002)). However, both kinds of approaches seem to be unreason- 
able. Even though it is frequently not possible to accurately estimate the oc- 
currence probability of entire variants, this can absolutely be the case for 
specific product features. More precisely, many automotive manufacturers 
cannot estimate the frequencies in which a specific variant of a new car 
model will be produced within the considered planning horizon. However, in 
contrast to this, information regarding the number of sport transmissions 
possibly installed can be determined by market surveys or analyses of cus- 
tomer behavior recently observed. But to integrate this available information 
in a decision support system for assembly line balancing, a problem defini- 
tion has to be derived which uses a corresponding modular variant defini- 
tion. 

Altogether, it can be stated that in order to deal with the existing short- 
comings, it is mandatory to develop a planning approach for mixed-model 
assembly lines which is based on a modular variant definition. This is pro- 
vided by the present paper. 

VARIETY STEERING METHODS 

As mentioned above, the complexity of modern mass production proc- 
esses is significantly driven by the complexity of the offered variant pro- 
gram. In order to provide suitable variety programs, specific variant man- 
agement approaches are developed in literature. Specifically, variety forma- 
tion and variety steering concepts can be distinguished (see Blecker et al. 
(2004) p.233). The first ones aim to reduce customer's complexity (i.e. the 
so-called external complexity) in order to efficiently find appropriate vari- 
ants from the entire product assortment. This selection process should di- 
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rectly address customer's specific needs and requirements. It is based on the 
simple obtained cognition that customers are merely interested in the choice 
that just ensures their individual demands. Specifically, a larger variety is 
dispensable and therefore not appreciated by the customers. In contrast to 
variety formation, variety steering concepts additionally address internal 
complexity issues. Here, it is intended to determine a variety program that 
meets the customer requirements but at the same time keeps the internal 
complexity costs as low as possible (Blecker et al. (2003)). 

In order to deal with this tradeoff, variety steering approaches frequently 
focus on modularity. Specifically, a modular product definition is used (see 
Duray et al. (2000) p.608). In the respective literature, modularity is intro- 
duced and defined in various facings. But all of them characterize a manu- 
factured product by specific features or options. In order to illustrate this and 
show the proliferation of the resulting theoretical production program, the 
example of Rosenberg (1996) is frequently cited. It demonstrates the basic 
variant structure of an ordinary middle-class car offered by a German auto- 
motive manufacturer, which is depicted in the following table. As illustrated 
there, this simple modular variant structure with only 9 obligatory features 
and 14 complementary ones already results in a theoretical variant program 
comprising in total 8,918,138,880 variants. Note that these variants can be 
chosen by customers and have to be produced on the same line. In times of 
Mass Customization, such a large total number of variants is not unusual. 
For instance, Piller et al. (2003) reports from a well-known mass customizer 
of sport shoes who offers approximately 3.10" variants over the Internet. 

On account of the modular variant definition, in the final assembly proc- 
ess, end products arise by the combination of selectable product features 
belonging to the respective orders. By varying these attribute values, an os- 
cillating demand occurs in the assembly line production process. Therefore, 
the complexity of the variety program significantly affects the resulting 
manufacturing costs. Unfortunately, these dependencies cannot be appropri- 
ately detected without a comprehensive understanding of the final produc- 
tion process. On the other hand, these data are necessary prerequisites for 
appropriate variety steering decisions. 
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Table 9-1. Variant structure of a German automotive manufacturer for a middle-class car. 

Feature 

1 
2 
3 

6 1 Colors I Yes 1 15 1 168.15=2520 

4 
5 

Description 

Engines 
Transmissions 
Brake systems 

Car body variants 
Chassis frames 

Obligatory 
feature? 
(yeslno) 

Yes 
Yes 
Yes 

7 
8 
9 

10 

11 
12 

13 

14 

Yes 
Yes 

Yes 
Yes 
Yes 

Seat coverings 
Type of glazing 

Window lift 

15 

l6 

Number 
of 

values 
7 
3 
2 

Front spoiler 

Rear end spoiler 
Fog lamp versions 

Type of rev meter 

Multi-functional 
display 

17 

I' 

Total number 
of theoretical 

variants 
7 

7.3 =2 1 
21.2=42 

2 
2 

8 
2 
2 

Radio types 

Wing mirror 
, (co-driver side) 

19 

20 

422=84 
842=168 

2520S=20160 
201 602=40320 
40320~2=80640 

No 

No 
No 

No 

No 

Type of sunroof 

Central locking 
, system 

No 

No 
, 

Type of trims 

Type of antenna 

21 

22 

23 

1 

1 
1 

1 

1 

No 

No 

Air conditioning 

80640'(1+1) 
=I61280 

16 12802=322560 
322560.2=645 120 

645 1202 
= 1290240 
12902402 
=2580480 

3 

2 

No 

No 

1 114767360'2 
=2229534720 

No 

Seat heating 

Airbag 

25804804 
=lo321920 
103219207'3 
=30965760 

2 

1 

1 

309657603 
=92897280 
92897280'2 
=I85794560 

1 

2 

No 

No 

185794560.2 
=371589120 
371589120'3 
=I114767360 

1 

1 

2229534720.2 
=4459069440 
4459069440.2 
=8918138880 
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Consequently, by deciding about the composition of the production pro- 
gram, the variety steering process requires substantial information about the 
layout of the assembly line and its usage. Thus, in order to provide decision 
support for dealing with these important interdependencies between the vari- 
ety steering process and the assembly line balancing level, proposed 
sophisticated hierarchical planning approaches for assembly line balancing 
and sequencing (see Scholl (1999) pp.106-112 or Domschke et al. (1996) 
pp.148711488) have to be extended. More precisely, an integration of the va- 
riety steering level seems to be mandatory. By doing so, decisions for inte- 
grating, retaining or eliminating specific sets of variant attributes or features 
can be supported by information originating from the subsequent balancing 
level. Here, consequences of a modified variant complexity within the of- 
fered program are anticipated through illustrating the estimated resulting cost 
differences and detailed information about the changed line layout. This 
supports a considerably better understanding of internal complexity depend- 
encies according to the incurred manufacturing costs. 

However, this promising integration of variety steering and assembly line 
layout planning necessarily requires an appropriate approach for mixed- 
model assembly line balancing. Unfortunately, known approaches for 
mixed-model assembly line balancing completely neglect variety steering 
aspects. For instance, to the knowledge of the author, there is currently no 
approach proposed in literature that comprises a modular variant definition. 
By defining a production program only as a set of complete products, these 
approaches are not compatible with variety steering processes. Thus, the pre- 
sent paper sketches a new balancing approach which is based on a modular 
variant determination. But before this balancing approach (problem model 
and solution approach) is depicted in the Sections 4 and 5, a brief overview 
of balancing approaches currently proposed in literature is given. 

3. KNOWN BALANCING APPROACHES IN 
LITERATURE 

By analyzing the respective literature, it becomes visible that balancing 
mixed-model assembly lines has been a vital area of research for many dec- 
ades. Here, depending on the number of product types to be produced on the 
line, single-model problems are distinguished from mixed-model ap- 
proaches. Various single-model approaches are defined as specific versions 
of the well-known Simple Assembly Line Balancing Problem (SALBP), in 
which the layout planning process is reduced to a simple task-station as- 
signment (see among others Scholl and Becker (2005), Scholl(1999), Pinnoi 
and Wilhelm (1997), and the literature cited there). Owing to their restrictive 
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requirements, SALBP-based models cannot appropriately map realistic bal- 
ancing problems occurring for the use of modern assembly lines. Conse- 
quently, many extensions of this basic model are proposed in literature inte- 
grating parallel stations, cost aspects, process alternatives or intended job en- 
richment (see Becker and Scholl (2005), Bukchin and Masin (2004), 
Rosenberg and Ziegler (1992), Amen (2005), Pinnoi and Wilhelm (1997), 
Pinto et al. (1983)). 

However, in times of keen competition resulting in customer orientation 
and Mass Customization policies, mixed-model formulations increasingly 
gain attention. By the simultaneous consideration of several variants, bal- 
ancing mixed-model assembly lines is much more difficult than the single- 
model case. Owing to the arising oscillating variant-dependent capacity de- 
mand, a task allocation additionally has to smooth the resulting execution 
times in the different stations for the variant program to be produced. Other- 
wise, inefficient work overload or idle times are likely to happen during the 
production process (Becker and Scholl(2005) p. 15). 

Consequently, sophisticated objective functions have to be designed to 
incorporate those important aspects. For instance, Thomopoulos (1970) pro- 
poses minimizing the total sum of absolute differences between all occurring 
station times of the different variants and the average station time. This per- 
formance measure is denoted as the smoothed station objective (Bukchin et 
al. (2002) p.411). In contrast to this, the approach of Macaskill (1972) in- 
tends to minimize the occurring idle times within the production process. 
Fremerey (1991) introduces a station coefficient of variation measure while 
the paper of Bukchin (1998) provides the model variability and the bottle- 
neck measure. Additionally, Bukchin shows by computational simulations 
that his bottleneck measure outperforms the others in showing a significant 
correlation with the operational throughput objective (Bukchin (1998) pp. 
2675-2684 and Bukchin et al. (2002) p.411). 

However, by being based on a pure integral variant definition, known 
mixed-model assembly line balancing approaches are neither corresponding 
to variety steering approaches nor can they deal with an extremely large 
complexity typical for Mass Customization manufacturing. Consequently, 
the following subsection provides a new balancing model which is based on 
a modular variant architecture. Note that this kind of architecture directly 
corresponds to variety steering approaches. 
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THE BALANCING MODEL 

In this section, a new planning model is introduced. Before Subsection 
4.2 provides the corresponding mathematical definition, a brief description 
of the modular variant architecture is given. 

4.1 Modular variant definition 

As already mentioned above, traditional balancing approaches make use 
of an integral variant definition. Consequently, an integration of variety 
steering decision processes cannot be provided. In addition, integral variant 
definitions are not useful for Mass Customization production processes. By 
treating and numbering each possible variant as an additional product, the 
use of an integral variant definition results in very complex but at the same 
time unnecessary calculations. Specifically, by analyzing the example of 
Rosenberg (1996), it becomes obvious that by assuming an average number 
of two assigned tasks per station, for the objective function calculation, there 
are 17,836,277,760 task-variant constellations to be respected per station. 
Note that for each of them, a specific contribution to the objective function 
has to be examined. 

In contrast to this, in the modular definition of the new balancing ap- 
proach, the variant program arises by the definition of the product features 
relevant to the customers. For each characterizing feature the offered values 
have to be defined, respectively. In addition to this, for each task to be exe- 
cuted for some variant at the line the product attribute has to be examined 
which influences its implementation. Such a feature is denoted as the rele- 
vant feature of the respective task. Note that it is assumed that for each task 
exactly one relevant feature exists. This must be guaranteed by the task and 
feature definition phase. However, if a situation occurs where the execution 
of a specific task depends on more than a single variant feature there are two 
measures thinkable. First, the task can be split into two or more sub-tasks. 
Second, if a task split is not possible, the relevant features have to be com- 
bined into a single one. This aggregated feature then comprises all existing 
value combinations of the original ones reduced by the infeasible possibili- 
ties. Consequently, by giving each task its relevant feature, task execution 
times are now defined according to all possible values of the respective rele- 
vant feature. 

What effects does this modification have for the example introduced 
above? First of all, the modified approach uses now a variant definition 
which is directly compatible with variety steering and formation approaches. 
This enables an integrated determination of the offered variant program. By 
providing a more accurate estimation of the internal complexity costs occur- 
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ring within the manufacturing processes, decisions for installing, retaining or 
eliminating product modules or features can be done more sophisticatedly. A 
second, not less important, effect of the modified modular variant definition 
is the achieved complexity reduction within the problem model. For its un- 
derstanding, the simple example of Rosenberg (1996) is examined once 
more. Let us additionally assume that there are at most 3 tasks allocated per 
station. In addition to this, in the worst case scenario, these tasks have non- 
identical relevant features. Finally, in this worst case constellation, these 
features possess the maximum number of selectable values, respectively. 
Consequently, for the example of Rosenberg, in the new model, this scenario 
would comprise the examination of only 15'8'7=840 constellations in this 
specific station. Note that for at most three tasks per station, the average 
number of constellations to be considered per station would be significantly 
lower. 

Another important aspect of assembly line balancing, considered in the 
sketched model, deals with the employments of workers and floaters. In par- 
ticular, an adequate estimation of the size of the floater pool is of significant 
importance. Note that on account of their engagement in different stations, 
floaters receive a significantly higher payment than ordinary workers, who 
always perform identical tasks at the same station. Consequently, by the de- 
termination of the size of the floater pool, considerable proportions of the 
available capital resources are already fixed. In order to deploy floaters more 
efficiently, it is assumed that they additionally work aside the line in a spe- 
cific closely located offline area. Specifically, if a floater is currently not en- 
gaged at the line, he or she performs non-time critical tasks aside it. But, if 
work overload occurs, i.e. if the number of workers currently employed at 
some station is not sufficient to complete the processing of some variant in 
the remaining cycle time, floaters are assigned to the respective station. This, 
now reduced, processing time is considered as the employment duration of 
the allocated floaters. Note that the line layout structure must guarantee that 
a floater employment can ensure a processing within the predetermined cy- 
cle time for each variant. 

4.2 Mathematical definition 

This subsection provides a sketch of the entire mathematical definition of 
the problem formulation. Note that the entire model comprises several addi- 
tional instruments of industrial mixed-model assembly lines dealing, for in- 
stance, with alternative task processing, parallel stations, and distance re- 
strictions. However, in order to simplify the following definitions, these as- 
pects are omitted. 
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4.2.1 Parameters 

The following parameters characterize an instance of the mathematical 
assembly line balancing problem. 

N: Number of tasks 
F: Number of features 
T: Number of periods belonging to the planning horizon in question 
P: Number of product units to be produced in each period of the planning 
horizon 
C: Cycle time of the assembly line 
M: Maximum number of stations installable at the line 
S: Necessary investments in period 0 for each station to be additionally 
installed at the line 
FV, (1 I f I F )  : Number of possible constellations for the f-th feature 
Pf,v(l I f I F ; l<  v I FV, ): Assumed frequency in which the v-th 
constellation of the f-th feature is produced in each period of the entire 
planning horizon in question. If this information is not available, one can 
assume an equipartition of all values. Consequently, it holds: 

Vf € {1, ..., F } :  XP,," = P 

MW Maximum number of workers assignable to a station 
i: Interest rate. This rate gives the average profit rate per period yielded 
by the company in question. 
?; E {I, ..., ~ } ( 1  I i I N )  : Relevant feature of task i 
ti,,,(l I i I N;1 I v I F V ,  ;I 5 w I MW):  Execution time of task i with 
employed w workers implementing the v-th value of the relevant feature 

. Note that it is assumed that up to the application-dependent threshold 
MW, an allocation of additional workers may result in a reduction of the 
execution time of the tasks. 
~ ( i )  (1 I i I N )  : Set of successors of task i in the combined precedence 
graph 
WW: Wage for a worker per period 
WOF: Offline wage for a floater per time unit 
WF: Wage received by each employed floater per time unit. In addition, 
WOFe WF is assumed 
WTF: Working time of each floater per period measured in time units. It 
holds WTF=PC 
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4.2.2 Binary auxiliary operations 

In order to simplify the coming depictions, two specific abbreviations for 
binary auxiliary operations are introduced. More precisely, during the fol- 
lowing calculations, it is frequently necessary to decide about the proportion 
of two natural numbers. For this purpose, the binary operations "GT=Greater 
than" as well as "Eq=Equal" are introduced. 

Greater than GT: 

Equal Eq: 

4.2.3 Variables of the model 

The following abbreviations entirely define a chosen line layout. For this 
purpose, each task has to be unambiguously assigned to a station. In addi- 
tion, those stations have to be equipped with personnel resources. 

s,, (1 5 i 5 N;l I m I M )  : Station allocation variables. Specifically, 
this binary variable indicates whether the i-th task is assigned to station m 
w, (1 I m I M  ) : Number of workers allocated to station m 

4.2.4 Objective function 

Owing to its long lasting consequences, installing a new assembly line 
has to be characterized as an investment. Therefore, a layout found is rated 
by a payoff-oriented Net Present Value (NPV). In order to accurately evalu- 
ate the temporal assignment of the occurring payments, an interest rate i is 
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used which determines the average yield the spent capital attains in the com- 
pany in question. Owing to the fact that the variable payments of all periods 
are identical, the calculation can be considerably simplified by the use of a 
present value annuity factor. Consequently, the objective function value can 
be determined by 

Minimize NPV = Inv + Pay 
(l+i)' - 1  

i.(l+i)T 

In this calculation, Inv determines the investments necessary for the use 
of the assembly line and therefore paid in advance of the first period. Spe- 
cifically, Inv can be calculated as follows: 

In addition, 

In this computation, NF determines the number of employed floaters, i.e. 
the minimum number of floaters necessary to avoid work overload in a worst 
case scenario. Such a worst case constellation is characterized by the simul- 
taneous production of the most complex variant in each station. Thus, for 
each station the respective relevant features of all assigned tasks are set to 
the values which cause the maximum execution times. For the time units in 
which a floater is not employed at the line, the assembly system has to ac- 
count only for the difference between both wages (WF-WOO. Otherwise, if 
a floater is assigned to the line, the full floater wage is allocated. Conse- 
quently, the number of time units FT in which floaters are employed at the 
assembly line in each period of the planning horizon must be derived. For 
this purpose, the set of relevant features is defined for each station. 
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Obviously, only features belonging to this set may influence the task exe- 
cution in the m-th station. In order to simplify the following depictions, these 
features are renumbered for each station by using the permutation r$,: 

For f E RF,, rrf ,  ( f  ) refers to the new index of this feature relevant for 
station m. Using rrf,, a set of all possible constellations of the relevant fea- 
tures is introduced for each station: 

Using this subset and the maximum number of available floaters for the 
m-th station NF,, the expected durations with floater employment per period 
can be derived for the m-th station by: 

\ rernr,  / 

Told rime for flourer etnploytnettrif r flourers prevetu work overloud br srurion tn 

using: V m e  {I, .... M } : T R ~ ~  ={  I l S i S  N AS;,,,, =I} 
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Eventually, F T  determines the total duration of a floater engagement at 
the line. Therefore, it can be calculated by: 

4.2.5 Restrictions 

A generated layout for the mixed-model assembly line is denoted as fea- 
sible if it fulfills the following restrictions: 

1. Compliance with existing precedence constraints: 

2. Clearly defined task allocation: 

3. Consistence of task allocation and worker employment. In addition to 
this, each worker assignment has to respect the predefined upper bound 
M W  

'dm€ {1, ..., M}:GT i wm i MW .GT Csi,,,O 

4. Compliance with the cycle time, i.e. at least NFm additional floaters are 
sufficient to prevent work overload in station m: 

As described above, for each feature, which is relevant for the station in 
question, the value that leads to the maximum execution time is chosen. 
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5. Calculation of the total number of necessary floaters: 

5. THE DISTRIBUTED TABU SEARCH 
ALGORITHM 

Note that Section 4 provides only a sketch of the complete model defini- 
tion. Besides the instruments for a modified variant definition and detailed 
personnel planning described above, the entire model additionally addresses 
several attributes of modern assembly lines (see Bock (2000) pp.87-145). 
Therefore, a solution of the entire model comprises in total the following 
five different classes of variables: 

1. Process alternative selection: In the model the implementation of each 
task has to be determined. Thus, different process alternatives can be de- 
fined. For each of them the model allows the definition of specific in- 
vestments, variable costs, processing times, and precedence constraints. 
In a solution of the model, a subset of variables determines the process 
alternative to be implemented for each task. By defining necessary in- 
vestments and consequences of the different process alternatives, the lay- 
out to be determined has to identify an efficient compromise between the 
resulting fixed and variable costs. For instance, while one processing al- 
ternative may represent the processing with already existent facilities and 
therefore comprises no additional investments, another one may propose 
the procurement of modem facilities resulting in less variable costs and 
reduced execution times. 

2. Task position a t  the line: Each task must be clearly positioned at the 
line. Therefore, a solution provides for each task a station in which it is 
executed throughout the planning horizon. However, by introducing dis- 
tance restrictions between pairs of tasks, it is necessary to provide not 
only a station assignment but additionally an entire task sequence. 

3. Number of stations: By allocating tasks and workers as well as floaters 
to them, stations become installed or not. Thus, a complete layout pro- 
vides the number of stations at the line. Note that besides the used 
equipments and facilities, the installation of each station causes addi- 
tional investments. 
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4. Degree of station parallelization: In order to provide an efficiently bal- 
anced layout, it is frequently reasonable to allow layout constellations 
with parallelized stations. 

5. Personnel employment: As defined above, the approach provides de- 
tailed decision support for personnel planning. Therefore, the number of 
employed workers is determined for each station. In addition to this, the 
size of the floater pool is defined by the sum of floater allocations over 
all stations necessary for an assumed worst case scenario. 

In order to solve this complex combinatorial problem, a randomized 
Tabu Search approach has been designed. By starting with a randomly gen- 
erated initial layout, this heuristic procedure intends to iteratively improve 
the solution stored. For this purpose, specific operations which modify the 
current constellation are applied. Generally, all feasible solutions obtainable 
by a single application of one of these operations are denoted as the 
neighborhood of the solution currently stored. The following subsection pro- 
vides the definition of the neighborhood used throughout the proposed Tabu 
Search procedure. 

5.1 The used neighborhood 

By randomly selecting a subset of applicable operations in each move, 
the generated distributed Tabu Search procedure applies a variable 
neighborhood throughout the searching process. First, the efficiency of a 
variable neighborhood was empirically shown for several applications by 
Hansen and Mladenovic (2001). The entire neighborhood, out of which an 
equally sized subset is randomly selected in each move, comprises all possi- 
ble constellations of the following basic operation types: 

1. Swap of two tasks (Type 1): In this operation, the station assignment of 
two tasks is exchanged. Obviously, both tasks must be currently assigned 
to different stations. However, this operation can be completed only if the 
intended exchange complies with all existing precedence and distance re- 
strictions, i.e. there must be a feasible position in the task sequence for 
both exchanged tasks within their new stations. 

2. Task move (Type 2): Here, a task is moved to a different station. Again, 
this operation can be completed only if there is a sequence position for 
the task within the new station which does not violate any existing re- 
striction. 

3. Increasemecrease of the number of employed worker (Type 3): By 
applying this operation, modified numbers of assigned workers are tested 
for the stations at the line. Therefore, for the station in question, a feasi- 
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ble increase as well as a feasible decrease by one is examined in each 
move. 

4. Modification of the selected task processing alternatives (Type 4): 
This operation examines modified process alternatives for a task cur- 
rently under consideration. 

In order to reduce the complexity of the move generation, in each step of 
the Tabu Search procedure only a randomly selected subpart of the entire 
neighborhood is examined to modify the solution currently under considera- 
tion. Therefore, at the beginning of each move an initial station is is ran- 
domly selected. By subtracting and adding predefined parameters ds and de 
(with dsede) to is, station sets arise which define start (SS) and end positions 
(ES) for the operations itemized above. Therefore, it holds: 

SS = {s I max{l, is - ds} l s I. m i n { ~ ,  is + ds}} 

c ES = {s I max{l, is - de} l s l m i n { ~ ,  is + de}} 

In each move, every possible operation of the types 1 and 2 which takes 
at least one of the tasks out of the station set SS and the respective destina- 
tion out of ES is examined. In addition, all possible operations of the types 3 
and 4 are examined for the tasks currently assigned to the station set SS. Af- 
ter the examination of all potential modifications, the best constellation 
found is executed. Note that this is done independently of the fact whether it 
leads to an improvement or not. Apart from it, always after a predefined 
number of unsuccessful moves not improving the best solution currently 
found, the best modification of the implemented parallelization degree is 
tested for an existing station. This is done by a possible and feasible unifica- 
tion or separation of neighboring stations. 

5.2 The applied dynamic load balancer 

In order to accelerate the time-consuming examination processes, all pro- 
cedures were designed as distributed search algorithms applicable in an or- 
dinary Local Area Network (LAN), connecting modern heterogeneous per- 
sonal computers. Note that such kind of systems can be found in almost all 
companies today. However, by using these powerful systems only for ordi- 
nary office applications or information transfers, a significant proportion of 
the entire system performance remains unused today. 

Consequently, it seems to be very promising to use these available parts 
of the computational performance for a more exhaustive examination of the 
solution space in order to find more suitable layout constellations. Hence, 
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appropriate load balancers have to be designed to share the occurring com- 
putational work between the different computers according to their current 
performance. More precisely, during the computations, this load balancer is 
accountable for an equal work sharing of the total work in the entire network 
between all used computers. Note that besides the planning algorithm, the 
total work comprises all background load applications simultaneously exe- 
cuted in the LAN. Consequently, if this background load changes signifi- 
cantly on some computer, the load balancer has to smooth the total load by 
balancing the current work distribution of the planning algorithm. 

As proposed by Bock and Rosenberg (2000), the Tab Search algorithm 
cl ter the whole PC-Network of p computers in O ( J ; ; ~  teams comprising 
Or&] members each. After generating a different initial solution by apply- 
ing a randomized construction procedure, each team independently applies 
the probabilistic Tabu Search algorithm described above. By dividing the 
neighborhood examination work among the group members, an accelerated 
move execution is achieved within each team. Note that this distribution al- 
ways respects the current performance of each team member. For this pur- 
pose, apart from the best found operation, each processor informs the team 
master (i.e. the lowest numbered node in the team) in every move about its 
current performance by measuring its examination speed (i.e. number of ex- 
amined constellations per time unit) in the last move. In the subsequent it- 
eration, the part of the entire neighborhood to be examined in the team in 
question is distributed according to this information. Since each move takes 
only about one second, this processing allows a fast work balancing accord- 
ing to a dynamically changing background load caused by additionally exe- 
cuted applications. 

COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS 

In order to validate its performance and applicability, the outlined algo- 
rithm has been tested on different parallel and distributed systems. In the 
following, this paper provides some results measured in an ordinary SUN 
Workstation Cluster of the University of Paderborn. Note that the worksta- 
tions in the network were simultaneously used by students, which causes a 
dynamically changing background load that is comparable to those occurring 
in firm networks. Thus, the used test constellation provides a realistic envi- 
ronment for the application of the generated planning procedure. Specifi- 
cally, the used computers communicate by the use of an ordinary 
ETHERNET connection. Consequently, since those systems involve large 
cost factors for information transfer as well as for each message initializa- 
tion, a challenging benchmark for the use of the proposed algorithm is pro- 
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vided. Altogether, the following analysis consists of the examination of two 
different test constellations. In a first scenario, the assembly line balancing 
approach was executed without any additional artificial background load but 
in parallel to "real applications" launched by students. In order to particu- 
larly test the adaptability of the dynamic balancing routine in extreme con- 
stellations, a second and even more challenging scenario was initiated. Here, 
a random load generator was applied. It starts and stops very complex 
mathematical calculations causing significant load changes at randomly 
drawn computers of the network. Note that for an efficient use of the com- 
putational system, these loads should force the load balancer to execute con- 
siderable balancing activities. 

Table 9-2 provides the average results obtained for 10 instances in the 
first scenario. All these tested instances comprised between 60 and 100 tasks 
each, while the number of features was between 10 and 30 with 1 to 6 se- 
lectable values, respectively. By analyzing the measured results, it becomes 
obvious that despite an existing background load in the network, an almost 
linear speedup according to the number of executed moves was attained. 

Table 9-2. Measured average results for the executed experiments of scenario 1 in the 
Workstation Cluster 

Fast 
Ethernet 

Workstation 
Cluster 

Average 
solution 

quality after 
1000 seconds 

Average 

On account of the clustering of the entire network into small groups and 

number of 
moves per 

Team 

the additionally applied dynamic load balancer, it was possible to efficiently 
use the available capacities in the workstation network. Note that besides the 
final exchange of the calculated results between the teams, communication 
operations are executed only within the teams throughout the computational 
process. 

Number of processors 

=(Team Size x Number of Teams) 
1 

=(lxl) 

4,487,343 

100 % 

449 

4 

42x2) 

4,211,036 

9334 % 

1075 

8 

=(4x2) 

4,161,165 

92,73 % 

2212 

16 

44x4) 

4,089,542 

91,14 % 

2164 
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Owing to the combination of additional search paths and an accelerated 
move generation in each team, significant improvement of the attained solu- 
tion quality can be achieved by the use of larger sized systems. Note that the 
solution quality was significantly worsened by the use of modified versions 
generating only a single path by grouping all workstations together within 
the same team. In addition to this, extremely diversified versions with teams 
comprising only a single computer and therefore generating p independent 
paths were significantly outperformed by the clustered version as well. Con- 
sequently, it can be concluded that this clustered version provides a more ef- 
ficient combination for simultaneously using instruments of diversification 
and intensification. In addition, the simple load balancing scheme was able 
to perform an adaptive work sharing resulting in substantial improvement by 
the use of larger sized systems. On account of the comparatively poor se- 
quential performance, it can be stated that sequential systems are over- 
whelmed with the complexity of the considered problem. 

In order to evaluate the performance of the used dynamic load balancer in 
extreme background load scenarios, a second and more adversarial test envi- 
ronment was generated. Here, extreme background load changes occur in- 
stantly throughout the computations. This was initiated by the random 
launch of extremely time-consuming mathematical calculations. For this 
purpose, an independent background load thread commenced on each node 
in the network, started or broke up those calculations randomly. On account 
of the fact that these "applications" could even block entire computers, a si- 
multaneous use by students was no longer possible. Consequently, these ad- 
ditional test scenarios were performed on a separate part of the network 
comprising in total only 8 processors. In order to evaluate the simple bal- 
ancing scheme in more detail, a single path computation was examined 
there. Again, 10 different test instances were executed, whose average re- 
sults after 1,000 seconds with and without the additional background load 
are depicted in the Tables 9-3 and 9-4. 

Table 9-3. Results of a single searching path without artificial background load in scenario 2 

Number of Processors per Path 

Obviously, without an existing artificial background load almost the full 
linear speedup was attained in average. Therefore, significant improvement 

1 
Average solution 

quality 
(after 1,000 seconds) 
Average number of 

moves 
Speedup 

4 

12,629,006 

143 

1 

8 

12,374,2 10 

574 

4.03 

12,181,171 

1,06 1 

7.46 
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of the average solution quality was attained by the analyzed searching path. 
In order to enable this, the heterogeneity of the background load caused by 
the working students was answered by moderate load balancing activities 
leading to a standard deviation of the overall total node work load caused by 
the Tabu Search procedure of 0.0807. Note that these results are average 
values which neglect extreme imbalances that may temporarily occur 
throughout the computation. 

Table 9-4. The effect of the additional background load in the ETHERNET Cluster for a sin- 
gle searching path with 8 processors in scenario 2 

Without additional 
background load 

Comparison: 
with background load 1 

without background load 

With additional 
background load 

Tabu Search workload 
Standard deviation of the artificial 

mathematical background 
workload 

Standard deviation of the 

executed moves 

- 

mean value of both workloads I 

By switching from scenario 1 (without artificial background load) to sce- 

- 

0.3008 

0.1 169 

nario 2 (with artificial background load), a significantly increased activity of 
the dynamic load balancer could be observed. This becomes directly visible 
through a comparison of the measured overall standard deviation of the Tabu 
Search workload. It increases now to 0.1321. On account of these activities 
taken by the load balancing scheme, the overall standard deviation of both 
(the artificial background load and the Tabu Search work) was 0.1169 which 
was 0.0514 larger than in the first scenario. But note that the difference of 
the deviation of the artificial mathematical background load was about 
0.3008 and therefore considerably larger. In addition, in case of the scenario 
1, the standard deviation of both workloads does not include the deviation of 
the background load caused by the applications started by the students. 

Consequently, it can be stated that the simple dynamic load balancing 
scheme was able to balance the work distribution within the Tabu Search 
computation almost according to the current node performance. Note that 
owing to the fact that implementing a modified distribution needs no com- 
munication at all (i.e. no working package is exchanged between the affected 
nodes), this algorithm can cope with extremely adversarial scenarios where 
the work load extremely changes from one moment to another. On account 
of the fast move generation with an average duration of less than one second 

0.0807 Standard deviation of the 

0 

0.0807 

1061 Average number of 

0.1321 

572.9 
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per iteration in a path of 8 computers, the algorithm can provide even under 
these circumstances a sufficiently fast load adaptation. 

CONCLUSIONS 

This present paper provides a new approach for planning mixed-model 
assembly lines. By introducing a modular product architecture, which is 
common in variety steering and variety formation approaches, a direct inter- 
face to these program planning instruments is provided. Consequently, this 
offers the useful perspective for integrated and more comprehensive decision 
support. Thus, for deciding about integrating, retaining or eliminating spe- 
cific offered product features within the variety steering decision processes, 
more detailed information according to the caused manufacturing costs can 
be respected. In addition, it has been shown that the resulting balancing ap- 
proach can deal with theoretical variant programs comprising several billions 
of variants. Furthermore, available information according to the occurrence 
frequency of specific variant attributes can be used for finding a more ap- 
propriate layout constellation. Besides the problem definition for mixed- 
model balancing problems, the approach additionally comprises a specifi- 
cally developed distributed Tabu Search procedure. In order to find appro- 
priate layout constellations, it is executable in ordinary PC LANs which are 
available in almost all companies today. Owing to the existing unpredictable 
background load occurring in those companywide, heterogeneous networks, 
the Tabu Search algorithm used comprises a dynamic load balancer. In order 
to use the existing off-peak times of the connected computers, this balancer 
has to share the existing work of the search process according to the current 
performance of the network nodes. By analyzing the results measured for 
various test scenarios, it can be shown that despite its simplicity, the applied 
scheme was able to provide an adaptive balancing throughout the computa- 
tions. On account of its structure which avoids any communication for the 
exchange of working packages, the algorithm retains its adaptability even in 
extreme adversarial scenarios. Altogether, it can be stated that despite an 
existing background load, the proposed scheme was able to attain consider- 
able speedups and therefore significant improvement of the solution quality. 

Future research motivated by these promising results should mainly pro- 
ceed with the finding of a stronger connection between variety steering and 
line balancing. Specifically, a respective integrated hierarchical approach 
would require a detailed determination of a suitable interface between both 
decision processes. For instance, this interface has to define specific thresh- 
olds up to which a cost increase caused by an introduced product feature can 
be accepted. Obviously, for this purpose, the new approach provides an ap- 
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propriate base. In particular, already during the variant program determina- 
tion process, such an integrated approach would help to identify occurring 
bottlenecks and their consequences for the attainable efficiency. By avoiding 
substantial manufacturing problems and costs, this would be of particular 
importance. However, the generation of such a kind of interfaces is a very 
challenging field of research. 
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Chapter 10 

ORDER FULFILLMENT MODELS FOR THE 
CATALOG MODE OF MASS CUSTOMIZATION 
- A REVIEW 

Philip G Brabazon and Bart MacCarthy 
Nottingham University Business School, Operations Management Division 

Abstract: Catalogue Mass customizers are being imaginative in coping with the demands 
of high variety, high volume, customization and short lead times. These de- 
mands have encouraged the relationship between product, process and cus- 
tomer to be re-examined. A diversity of order fulfillment models are observed 
including some models with a single fixed decoupling point, some with multi- 
ple fixed decoupling points, and others with floating decoupling points. 

Key words: Order fulfillment 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Mass Customization (MC) is not a mature business strategy. A range of 
operational approaches and order fulfillment models are being used in prac- 
tice. From an examination of cases and empirical evidence, MacCarthy et a1 
(2003) distinguished five fundamental operational modes for MC. The clas- 
sification takes into account the way in which a firm's operational resources 
are used, whether or not the design envelope is predetermined and whether 
or not repeat orders are anticipated. Order fulfillment in any specific mode 
may be achieved in different ways. In some modes the order fulfillment 
process may vary depending on the requirements of a specific order. 

One of the more common modes of Mass Customization - Catalogue MC 
- is the focus of attention in this paper. It is defined as the mode in which a 
customer order is fulfilled from a pre-engineered catalogue of potential vari- 
ants that can be produced with a fixed order fulfillment process. In this mode 
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product design and engineering are not linked to orders - they will have been 
completed before products are offered on the market and before orders are 
received. Likewise the order fulfillment activities will have been designed 
and engineered ahead of any order being taken. 

In the Catalogue MC mode, customers select from a pre-specified prod- 
uct/variant/option range and the products are manufactured by the order ful- 
fillment activities that are in place. This mode is relevant to consumer prod- 
uct markets and to many Business-to-Business environments for engineered 
products. If the design of the product is completed after consultation with the 
customer, or the order fulfillment system is modified for an order, then the 
mass customizing company is not operating in the Catalogue MC mode but 
in one of the other four modes. 

Even when limiting the focus to the Catalogue MC mode there is no rea- 
son to believe that organizations are constrained to one model of how to 
achieve it operationally. Companies are approaching MC in general and the 
Catalogue mode in particular either from a mass production or a pure cus- 

' tomization origin (Duray 2002). This in itself is reason to believe that several 
order fulfillment models will be observable in practice. In some cases it is 
variety proliferation that has motivated the uptake of Catalogue MC, for in- 
stance where variety is required for varied market segments, such as a global 
product that needs to be differentiated for different markets (Feitzinger & 
Lee 1997). In other cases it is customization for the end customer that is the 
motivation, such as computer servers (Swaminathan & Tayur 1998). The di- 
versity of contexts is further reason to believe that a number of models are 
being and will need to be applied. 

2. DELINEATING THE ORDER FULFILLMENT 
PROCESSES 

Order fulfillment is not a universally used term as noted by Kritchanchai 
& MacCarthy (1999) who found 'few sources in the literature discussing the 
details of the order fulfillment process explicitly'. There is no standard defi- 
nition of order fulfillment and no common understanding of what activities it 
involves. 

In the context of manufacturing, it is intuitive to say that order fulfillment 
involves the activities that lead to the hand-over of one or more ordered 
product to the customer. Beyond this it is less certain what activities should 
be treated as forming part of the order fulfillment process (OFP). To Shapiro 
et a1 (1992) the details vary from industry to industry but in general they see 
fulfillment as encompassing procurement, manufacturing, assembling, test- 
ing, shipping and installation. For them it does not include order entry. If the 
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goal of order fulfillment is defined as complying with the customer's re- 
quirements i.e. the WHWW details (What product(s), How many, Where to 
deliver to, When to deliver) then the OFP is not involved directly with the 
customer to take the details of the order. Shapiro et a1 (1992) exclude order 
planning, order selection and scheduling from their fulfillment stage. Al- 
though they note that fulfillment can require considerable co-ordination, here 
we argue that to comply with the WHWW details not only must OFP en- 
compass some material processingltransportation activities but also the key 
elements of control logic to plan and prioritize as well as co-ordinate activi- 
ties. 

At one extreme, where all the potential variety across the product range is 
pre-manufactured, the logic may be a simple rule for which product to take 
from stock and the activity be nothing more than handing it over to the cus- 
tomer. At the other extreme the OFP may involve the triggering and se- 
quencing of complex production and distribution processes. While the de- 
tails and scale of the OFP might differ greatly from one situation to another, 
in general terms the OFP encompasses the material processing activities 
concerned with complying with customer instructions and the control of 
these activities. 

It is tempting to use the Customer Order Decoupling Point (CODP), 
which is 'traditionally defined as the point in the manufacturing value chain 
where the product is linked to a specific customer order' (Olhager 2003), to 
delineate the OFP. However, although activities upstream of the CODP will 
be controlled by forecasts, the state of these activities can have a bearing on 
the future performance of the downstream activities. This is particularly 
relevant when customer orders are conditional on delivery dates promised 
during sales negotiation. Although in some manufacturing systems the up- 
stream and downstream activities may be insulated from each other, in gen- 
eral there are dependencies between them. If the customer's WHWW re- 
quirements are to be fulfilled, the OFP must have good situational awareness 
of the system - i.e. a grasp of the current state of the material processing ac- 
tivities, how they got into this state and, more importantly, how they are go- 
ing to develop over time. For this to be the case the OFP cannot be blind to 
the upstream activities and, consequently, it is not appropriate to use the 
CODP as an OFP boundary marker. 

The process of Demand Management, as described by Vollmann et a1 
(1997) provides a template for defining and describing OFP. To Vollmann et 
a1 demand management is a highly integrative activity that captures and co- 
ordinates demand on manufacturing capacity. They note that 'the basic con- 
cept of demand management is that there is a pipe of capacity which is filled 
in the short run with customer orders and the long run with forecasts; order 
entry is a process of consuming the forecast with actual orders'. To them it 
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encompasses forecasting, order entry, order-delivery-date promising, cus- 
tomer order service, physical distribution and other customer-contact-related 
activities. 

2.1 Interpretation of order fulfillment and scope of the 
review 

In this review, order fulfillment is interpreted in the following way: 
The OFP receives and acts upon customer orders, which contain the 
WHWW details (What product(s), How many, Where to deliver to, 
When to deliver); 
The OFP requires an awareness of the current and future state of the 
material processing activities. It envisages a pipeline of real and planned 
products and links customers to either type of product; 
The activities upstream of the CODP are within the bounds of the OFP if 
downstream activities are dependent on their performance. 
Using this interpretation, literature that addresses the following issues 

with respect to Catalogue Mass Customization is considered to be relevant to 
the review: 

How products flows are structured in relation to processes, inventories 
and decoupling point(s); 
Characteristics of the OFP pipeline that inhibit or facilitate fulfillment; 
The logic of how products are allocated to customers; 
Customer factors that influence order fulfillment process design and 
operation. 

3. ORDER FULFILLMENT STRUCTURES 

The relative positions of processes and inventories are a fundamental as- 
pect of order fulfillment models, as illustrated by Bucklin (1965) in his com- 
parison of two different generic strategies - speculation and postponement. 
Compared to the speculation model, the stock of finished goods is not a fea- 
ture of the postponement model 

Raw Finished Customer Raw Customer 
materials Products materials 

Speculation structure Postponement structure 

Figure 10-1. Speculation and Postponement structures (adapted from Bucklin, 1965) 
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The review of literature has identified four structural forms that have 
been claimed to be used in a Catalogue MC context (although authors do not 
use the term explicitly): 

Fulfillment from stock; 
Fulfillment from a single fixed decoupling point; 
Fulfillment from one of several fixed decoupling points; 
Fulfillment from several locations, with floating decoupling points. 

3.1 Fulfillment from stock 

Product variety has been on the increase in many sectors (Cox & Alm 
1998). Since fulfillment of customers from stock is still prevalent it is unsur- 
prising that examples can be found that claim to have adapted this configu- 
ration to high variety / mass customization situations. 

It can be debated whether or not stock fulfillment models should be in- 
cluded in the review and which papers should qualify for inclusion. For ex- 
ample, the customization of printers by Hewlett Packard (Feitzinger & Lee 
1997, Lee & Billington 1995) is heralded as mass customization but the end 
consumer is not involved in the process. Customization is required for the 
region in which the printer is to be sold and hence the study could be rela- 
beled as solely a case-study in postponement. There is an argument that it 
illustrates postponed manufacture and that the label of mass customization 
was given to it before MC strategies were more widely scrutinized. It is in- 
cluded here, with two other examples, to show the diversity of approaches 
for coping with high product variety. The three examples are summarized 
below and the figure overleaf: 

Hewlett-Packard printers are customized for each region by postponing 
some assembly and packaging activities. Standard unfinished units are 
shipped from a central facility to each region for completion (Feitzinger 
& Lee 1997, Lee & Billington 1995). 
In the context of the automotive sector Boyer & Leong (1996) study a 
structure in which multiple product types are supplied to many stock lo- 
cations. They study the impact on the system of increasing the number of 
products that each plant can produce. 
Herer et a1 (2002) examines the method of transshipment for a high vari- 
ety of products, which is the ability to transfer stock between locations at 
the same echelon level. Transshipment is a form of physical postpone- 
ment and as Herer puts it, creates the ability to transform a generic item 
(an item at any location) into a specific item (an item at a specific loca- 
tion) in a relatively short time. 
A theme of the research into stock fulfillment structures is how to struc- 

ture the processes that replenish the stock to cope with variety without suf- 
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fering high costs. Hau Lee is one of the principal contributors in this area 
and he sees a key issue to be how product design interacts with the process 
(e.g. Lee & Billington 1995, Lee 1996, Lee & Tang 1997, Lee & Tang 1998, 
Whang & Lee 1998). Whang & Lee (1998) present models to indicate the 
scale of benefit that postponement can bring through uncertainty reduction 
and reduced forecasting error. Lee & Tang (1997) use a model to study three 
approaches to delaying product differentiation, taking forward the models of 
Lee (1996). Lee & Tang (1998) study further the approach of operations re- 
versal and put forward properties that an order fulfillment sequence should 
strive for when the major source of demand uncertainty lies in the option 
mix and the total demand for all options is fairly stable. 
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Figure 10-2. Structures for fulfillment from stock 
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3.2 Fulfillment from a single fixed decoupling point 

This structure takes the form of the postponement model described by 
Bucklin (1965) and others subsequently (van Hoek 2001, Yang and Burns 
2003). Of the four types of OFS structures this is the format that tends to be 
associated with catalogue mass customization. In this structure the producer 
holds stocks of raw materials or part-finished products and once an order is 
received these are taken forward to be completed and delivered to the cus- 
tomer. 

A commonly used standard classification of order fulfillment systems in- 
cludes a set of fixed decoupling point structures: engineer-to-order (ETO); 
make-to-order (MTO); and assemble-to-order (ATO). Hill (1995) extended 
this by adding design-to-order and make-to-print. Recently, the category of 
configure-to-order (CTO) has been distinguished as a special case of assem- 
ble-to-order (Song & Zipkin 2003), in which components are partitioned into 
subsets from which customers make selections (e.g. a computer is config- 
ured by selecting a processor from several options, a monitor from several 
options, etc). 

Many practicing mass customizers have a single fixed decoupling point 
and fit into the assemble-to-order or configure-to-order categories, though 
they may also perform some fabrication activities in the customization they 
offer: 

Kotha (1995) describes the Japanese bicycle company, National Pana- 
sonic, who await each order before fabricating the frame and assembling 
the bicycle with components from stock; 
A series of articles describe how the UK company RM switched its com- 
puter supply business from a make-to-stock to an assemble-to-order ful- 
fillment mode (Duffel 1999, Duffel & Street 1999). 
Orangebox is a UK company producing office furniture. Their products 
are modular and they produce high levels of variety in small batch sizes. 
Once an order is received they cut and sew the covers and assemble the 
product from components in stock (Tozer 2003). 
In a high product variety environment, Dobson & Stavrulaki (2003) ana- 

lyze the switch to a finish-to-order strategy from MTS strategy. The com- 
pany produced dozens of intermediate products that were then cut into hun- 
dreds of sizes and shapes. Orders were received from many dealers dispersed 
across the US. Although set-up costs rose, the switch was beneficial in terms 
of stock costs. 
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3.3 Fulfillment from one of several fixed decoupling 
points 

These structures have more than one decoupling point, i.e. there are two 
or more distinct stock holding locations within the production and delivery 
processes from which raw materials or part-finished products can be taken, 
allocated to a customer, finished and delivered. A customer need not be 
aware of which decoupling point is being used for their order. 

Graman & Magazine (2002) study an OFP with two fixed decoupling 
points - one is mid process and the other is the finished stock. They con- 
clude that holding some items in a part-finished state and retaining some fi- 
nal processing capacity open to fulfill orders can bring significant perform- 
ance benefits, compared to a situation in which all orders are filled from 
stock. 

v Products Customer 

Part finished, 
common item 

Figure 10-3. Structure studied by Graman & Magazine (2002) 

For an Integrated Steel Mill (ISM), Denton et a1 (2003) develop a model 
to select which steel slabs to hold in a mid-process inventory. Competitive 
pressure from mini-mills has been forcing ISMs to shift to the high-end mar- 
kets for exotic or custom-finished steel products. ISMs used to operate in the 
MTO production mode, with processes designed for high volumes and order 
fulfillment times in the range of 10 to 15 weeks, but the high-end markets 
demand custom products with shorter and reliable delivery lead times, in the 
range of 5 to 6 weeks. The result of increased product variety has been ca- 
pacity shortages and exploding inventories. Prior to implementing their 
model, 57 slab designs covered about 17 percent of total annual order vol- 
ume, and after implementation 50 slab designs covered about 50 percent of 
the total annual order volume. 
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materials 

Slab store 

Figure 10-4. Structure studied by Denton et a1 (2003) 

Swaminathan & Tayur (1998) study an OFP with three fixed decoupling 
points - one at the start of final assembly, one mid-assembly and also fin- 
ished stock. They develop a model to tackle a problem in which a producer 
offers a broad product range but in each time period orders are received for a 
fraction of variants only. They compare a vanilla box strategy (in which sub- 
sets of components are pre-assembled into a number of vanilla boxes, that 
can be used for a number of variants, exploiting the inherent commonality in 
the product family) against MTS and AT0 strategies (and mixes of the 
three) and find the vanilla box approach can be superior significantly. In ex- 
ploring their model, they show how factors including capacity constraints, 
demand correlation, number of vanilla box types and breadth of product 
range alter the performance of each strategy. In a second study, Swamina- 
than & Tayur (1999) go on to develop models that take account of assembly 
precedence constraints, in particular the feasibility of a vanilla box in terms 
of whether it can be assembled. 

Components Products Customers 

Patt assembled products 
(Vanilla boxes) 

Figure 10-5. Structure studied by Swaminathan & Tayur (1998, 1999) 
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3.4 Fulfillment from several process points, with floating 
decoupling points 

The key feature of order fulfillment systems with this structure is that 
products can be allocated to orders at any point along the process, hence the 
coining here of the termfloating decoupling point. This structure is observed 
in the capital goods sector but is being adopted elsewhere including the 
automotive sector. 

Manufacturers of complex goods with relatively long production lead 
times, such as machine tools, have been facing the challenges of increased 
product diversity and shortening of delivery lead times. The requested deliv- 
ery lead time is often less than the sum of purchasing, fabrication and as- 
sembly lead times. As a consequence such companies have been evolving 
their order fulfillment processes. In their study of three heavy manufacturing 
firms Raturi et a1 (1990) describe how firms have implemented a build-to- 
forecast (BTF) schedule in which they forecast end-product mix, create a 
master schedule of end-products and then release production orders before 
specific customer orders are received. 

In BTF there is no stopping point in the production process so mid proc- 
ess buffer inventories are avoided. Customer orders are matched to items in 
any state of production that will meet the due date. Customer orders rarely 
match the end products being built hence orders are fulfilled by: 

changing products early in the process if the basic model is an appropri- 
ate one and the production plan can be altered to accommodate the actual 
order; 
reconfiguring an end product, with features removed and replaced as re- 
quired. On occasion the changes are so extensive that a loss is incurred. 
Bartezzaghi & Verganti (1995a, b) study a market for capital telecom- 

munications equipment in which there are few but large and powerful buy- 
ers. A manufacturer expects contracts to be issued but the volume and speci- 
fication is uncertain, and some degree of manufacturing must be initiated so 
as to be in a position to meet the delivery schedule. 

,.........-,.. "" .." "...... ' .." ""' " .."" -.., ...+ C.., C., C., n 

Production pipeline 

Unsold products 

Figure 10-6. Structure studied by Raturi et al. (1990) 
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The development of information systems has led automotive fulfillment 
processes to evolve into a floating decoupling point structure. The multi- 
mechanism system has been labeled Virtual Build-to-Order (VBTO) and 
Agrawal et a1 (2001) describe it as connecting customers: 

'either via the internet or in dealer's showrooms, to the vast, albeit far- 
flung, array of cars already in existence, including vehicles on dealer's 
lots, in transit, on assembly line, and scheduled for production', 

with the expectation that: 

'customers are likely to find a vehicle with the color and options they 
most want'. 

Holweg (2000) also describes in the automotive context the multiple ful- 
fillment mechanisms by which a customer can receive a vehicle: from the 
local dealer's stock; by a transshipment from another dealer's stock; by a 
vehicle taken from a central stock holding centre; by a vehicle being sub- 
mitted into the order bank as a build-to-order product; or by a vehicle that is 
in, or scheduled for, production being allocated to the customer, which may 
involve its specification being amended. 

Figure 10-7. Structure studied by Holweg (2000) 

A generic VBTO model of this type has been studied in detail by Braba- 
zon and MacCarthy (2004a, b, 2005). This work has identified reconfigura- 
tion flexibility as being a key capability of the system. The greater the flexi- 
bility the greater the likelihood a customer can be matched to a product in 
the production and distribution pipeline. Their simulation based studies have 
shown an unexpected result in that the VBTO fulfillment system has a pro- 
pensity to cause average stock levels to rise even when production and de- 
mand are harmonized. 
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4. INFLUENCES ON THE CHOICE OF 
FULFILLMENT MECHANISM 

4.1 Product variety 

Product variety is increasing, evidenced by data (Cox & Alm 1998) and 
by the initiation of research into the challenges created by product variety 
(Ramdas 2003). High levels of product variety tend to go hand in hand with 
a mass customization strategy (e.g. Denton et a1 2003, Swaminathan and Ta- 
yur 1998). 

From the literature it is evident that product variety creates challenges for 
the design and operations functions (see the review by Ramdas 2003). Even 
when not approaching the issue from a customization context, much of the 
literature on product variety has some relevance to order fulfillment. How- 
ever, the aim here is not to review a swathe of literature and draw out gen- 
eral lessons about variety as such reviews have been done. The aim is to re- 
view literature that has addressed product variety in an MC context. A prob- 
lem with this ambition is that most, if not all of the papers reviewed in this 
chapter could be classified as addressing product variety. In the end, two pa- 
pers are identified that deal with variety and that qualify for inclusion. 

McCutheon et a1 (1994) discuss the implications of what they term as the 
'customization-responsiveness squeeze' to manufacturers of capital equip- 
ment, and machine tools in particular. Among the coping tactics for a manu- 
facturer, they note: increasing the flexibility of the process; altering the 
product design (i.e. designing for postponement); managing demand includ- 
ing how sales link to the production planning process; and following a build- 
to-forecast (BTF) approach. 

Salvador & Forza (2004) also look at implications of the customization- 
responsiveness squeeze to the whole enterprise and find that customized va- 
riety creates difficulties in the areas of sales, technical office functions (e.g. 
documentation) and manufacturing. 

4.2 Postponement 

Delaying the completion of the product until a customer order is received 
is a tactic used in many MC applications summarized above. 

A recent review of postponement distinguishes several forms: product 
development postponement, purchasing postponement, production post- 
ponement and logistics postponement (Yang & Burns 2004). All forms are 
relevant to MC but product development postponement is not relevant to 
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Catalogue MC as this is a mode in which the product is fully engineered be- 
fore the customer order is taken. 

Postponement and a modular product are two approaches that are pre- 
sented often as being essential for MC. For example, Partanen & Haapasalo 
(2004) state: 

'The fundamental idea behind mass customization and modularization is 
that the order penetration point is delayed as late as possible.' 

However, the review of fulfillment models above identified MC applica- 
tions where customers are fulfilled from stock as well as from part-finished 
products. These applications refute the claim that postponement is essential. 

4.3 Process flexibility 

In environments of high product variety and customization, the charac- 
teristic offlexibility is highlighted in the literature as being the key facilita- 
torlinhibitor. Several sources consider flexibility to be an enabler of mass 
customization (Fogliatto et a1 2003, Da Silveira et a1 2001, Kakati 2002, 
Duffell & Street 1998) and the ability to be flexible is assumed within analy- 
ses of the economic impact of mass customization (de Vaal 2000, Norman 
2002). A wider range of products and increased customization are identified 
by De Toni & Tonchia (1998) as two of five motivations for flexibility, the 
others being: variability of demand (random or seasonal); shorter life-cycles 
of the products and technologies; and shorter delivery times. 

There is a considerable body of flexibility research but the breadth of the 
topic is vast with the topic being approached at one end as a concept, and at 
the other it is examined in the context of a specific situation. The scale of 
concern ranges from the flexibility of a sector down to the flexibility of a 
machine or fixtures and the concept also has a temporal property - flexibility 
over a short or long time horizon. Although there is a large volume of lit- 
erature on flexibility, there is little that focuses on the flexibility of mass 
customization systems specifically. This is not to say that flexibility has not 
been of interest in mass customization research, but it has not been the focus. 

Several studies have been identified that assess flexibility and are rele- 
vant to catalogue mass customization. 

Bradley & Blossom (2001) estimate the change in cost and the improve- 
ment in delivery lead time that would be achieved by an assembly process if 
it were to accept a higher proportion of customer orders. The study is in the 
automotive sector and the order fulfillment process under consideration re- 
sembles a floating decoupling point system. The study does not look at how 
customer orders are matched to vehicles in the pipeline, but recognizes this 
is an area that needs attention. Their supposition is that flexibility can be in- 
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creased in the assembly line by adding production capacity (people or 
equipment) so that a fluctuating mix of products can be produced. Thus the 
products made on the assembly line can be those that the customers want, 
when they want them, rather than units selected for attainment of maximum 
efficiency. By simulating a generic automotive system they estimate, in the 
worst case, cost would rise by around 0.017% at a level of 70% make-to-or- 
der (a significant reason being that direct labor accounts for only 6% of costs 
typically) and delivery lead times would reduced by around 70%. 

Bukchin et a1 (2002) develop a heuristic for designing assembly lines for 
mixed model operations. They assume the model-mix is determined ahead of 
time and stable (say for a year ahead) but the sequence of launching products 
to the line must be determined by actual short range demand patterns and 
customer orders. Their approach assumes a model mix for which the com- 
bined workload is balanced for the duration of the entire shift and not on the 
basis of station cycle times (as was the case for single model assembly). 

Boyer & Leong (1996) develop a model for evaluating the benefit of in- 
creasing levels of flexibility. Their context is the automotive sector and the 
point of interest is the ability for a number of plants to produce more than 
one product line. Without flexibility, unused capacity in one plant cannot be 
used to fulfill demand that exceeds the capacity of another. They find that 
opening up a fraction of the feasible cross-links between products and plants 
brings substantial gains in overall performance, even with a throughput loss 
of 20% due to changeovers. 

To counter supply chain effects, the Quantity Flexibility (QF) contract 
has become popular (Tsay & Lovejoy 1999). It attaches a degree of com- 
mitment to the forecasts by installing constraints on the buyer's ability to re- 
vise them over time. The extent of revision flexibility is defined in percent- 
ages that vary as a function of the number of periods away from delivery. 
The QF contract formalizes the reality that a single lead time alone is an in- 
adequate representation of many supply relationships, as evinced by the 
ability of buyers to negotiate quantity changes even within quoted lead 
times. The model indicates that inventory is a consequence of disparities in 
flexibility. In particular, inventory is the cost incurred in overcoming the in- 
flexibility of a supplier to meet a customer's desire for flexible response and 
they coin the termflexibility amplification. ~ l l  else being equal, increasing a 
supply chain participant's input flexibility reduces its costs, promising more 
output flexibility comes at the expense of greater inventory costs. 

4.4 Fulfillment logic 

The issue of how to link orders to products or production capacity is a 
key aspect of Demand Management. Rules such as assigning orders to the 
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'earliest available' and 'latest available' production slot have been examined 
(e.g. Guerrero 1991). The production seat system (Tamura & Fujita 1995, 
Tamura et a1 1997, Tsubone & Kobayashi 2002) is a demand management 
system for producers of a variety of complex products in mixed or small lots, 
developed for the purpose of shortening delivery lead times. It deliberately 
creates capacity slots of different dimensions in recognition of differences in 
product manufacturing requirements and the sales team can see which slots 
are free when negotiating with the customer. 

In the context of floating decoupling point systems, Brabazon & Mac- 
Carthy (2004b) study how search rules alter the likelihood of finding a 
match for a customer. Their models identify the ratio of product variety to 
pipeline length as being an indicator of fulfillment performance of a system. 

In their study using the vanilla box concept, Swaminathan and Tayur 
(1998) make the conjecture that it could be cost effective for the producer to 
supply the customer with a product that has superior grades of component(s) 
or even includes redundant components that the customer may not be made 
aware of, if the consequence of not doing so is to lose the sale. Giving cus- 
tomers substitutions when there are component or capacity shortages is not a 
new idea but, as Ramdas (2003) comments. 

'there has overall been little research that addresses component-sharing 
issues for components with a strong influence on consumer perceptions.' 

Balakrishnan & Geunes (2000) is one of the many studies that examines 
substitution without distinguishing between components that have strong and 
weak influence on consumer perceptions, but a useful concept they introduce 
in their analysis is conversion costs: 

'the per-unit conversion cost represents any additional processing effort 
or cost incurred when we substitute a preferred component with an alter- 
nate component.' 

The concept is not taken further in their analysis, but it is a concept of 
interest and is consistent with the concept of reconfiguration cost analyzed 
by Brabazon & MacCarthy (2004a). 

4.5 Customer factors 

Differences across customers are, of course, the prime reason for the 
growth in product variety. However, customer differences can be expected to 
create other forms of 'service' variety within the order fulfillment system, 
such as variety in lead time and price. 

Price and lead-time are interrelated. Price is connected to value (e.g. 
Meredith et a1 1994) and it is well understood that value tends to decay over 
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time (e.g. Lindsay & Feigenbaum 1984). However, the rate of decay is not 
uniform across customer groups and for some customers, delivery earlier 
than an agreed date is undesirable. 

Methodologies for exploiting customer differences are now emerging un- 
der the banner of yield management (also known as revenue management) 
and its proponents see many opportunities for exploiting its principles 
(Marmorstein et a1 2003) but the research in the x-to-order sector is scarce. 
Tang & Tang (2002) study time-based policies on pricing and lead-time for a 
build-to-order and direct sales manufacturer of products for which value de- 
creases rapidly with time, such as is the case with high technology compo- 
nents. Although Chen (2001) is not focusing on high variety systems, his 
work is relevant. He proposes customers be given the opportunity to select 
from a menu of price and lead time combinations, with greater price dis- 
counts on offer for longer delivery times. By reducing the proportion of 
customers who demand immediate fulfillment, his model shows how safety 
stock/inventory along a supply system can be reduced. 

Evidence from the automotive domain supports the view that customers 
vary in their attitude and willingness to waiting. From a survey of customers 
who had bought new cars, Elias (2002) plotted distributions of the impor- 
tance of waiting time in the purchase decision and of the customer's ideal 
waiting time. 
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Figure 10-8. Importance of wait in the dccision to buy, Elias (2002) 
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Figure 10-9. Ideal wait from placing the order to delivery, Elias (2002) 

Customers can be expected to differ in their attitudes toward specification 
compromise as well as to delivery time. In an A T 0  context Iravani et a1 
(2003) use simulation to find that customer tolerances to substitutions have 
an impact on the stock policy of an A T 0  system. They divide customers into 
four groups that differ in regard to the components that are key and non-key, 
and the substitutions they are prepared to accept (e.g. a proportion of cus- 
tomers, m, is prepared to accept item B instead of A with I-m lost sales, and 
if B is also unavailable a proportion, n, will take C and m-n will also be lost). 
In their system, customers must get their key items or acceptable substitu- 
tions for their key items, but will still make a purchase if a non-key item is 
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unavailable and cannot be substituted. They use several overlapping meas- 
ures: 

Fully satisfied - customers getting the exact match for key and non-key 
components; 
Key satisfied - customers who get all of their key items, but some or all 
of their non-key items are substituted (note Fully satisfied is a subset of 
this category); 
Substitution satisfied - customers who accept a substitution for at least 
one of their key items. 
A similar approach to segmenting customers is used by Brabazon & 

MacCarthy (2005). They assume every customer is seeking a target specifi- 
cation but that customers will treat each feature as being critical or non- 
critical: a critical feature is one for which the customer must receive their 
target option; but the customer will tolerate an alternative option for a non- 
critical feature. The proportion of each customer type is varied, revealing the 
sensitivity of fulfillment metrics to the mix. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

Diversity in the order fulfillment structures was expected and is reported 
in the literature. Product variety has been increasing (Cox & Alm, 1998). 
Mass customization is not a mature operations model and hence diversity in 
operations models can be expected. What is apparent is that producers are 
being imaginative in coping with the demands of high variety, customization 
and short lead times. Such demands require and have encouraged the rela- 
tionship between product, process and customer to be re-examined. Not only 
has this strengthened interest in commonality and postponement, but, as 
shown here, has led to the re-engineering of the order fulfillment process to 
create models with multiple fixed decoupling points and the floating de- 
coupling point system. 

Catalogue MC is one of the fundamental operational modes for Mass 
Customizing enterprises and is one of the most common types of MC occur- 
ring in practice. The review demonstrates that it may be achieved in a variety 
of ways with different order fulfillment configurations and operating poli- 
cies. The work of the authors is evaluating the factors that influence the 
choice of OFP in Catalogue MC mode. 

There are many avenues worthy of research. Market conditions and tech- 
nology are driving the re-engineering of the order fulfillment process but 
there remains the question as to how these structures and their control logic 
perform and under what circumstances they offer benefits, in particular 
where there are customer differences, not just in, terms of time and cost 
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trade-offs that are exploited in revenue management but in terms of product 
features. 
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Chapter 11 

CUSTOMER SERVICE LEVEL IN A LEAN 
INVENTORY UNDER MASS CUSTOMIZATION 

Wuyi Lu, Janet Efstathiou and Ernesto del Valle Lehne 
Universiv of Oxford, Department of Engineering Science 

Abstract: Mass customization (MC) aims to satisfy customers' diverse demands with at- 
tractive product prices and short customer waiting time by adopting advanced 
management and manufacturing technologies. Theoretically, mass customiza- 
tion does not permit any stock of finished goods (FG). This optimal target can 
be achieved if there is a rapid and efficient supply chain to respond to the de- 
mand and production instantaneously. However, uncertainty and unpredict- 
ability from customers, suppliers and manufacturing systems make it a chal- 
lenging goal. If there is no FG inventory available for some impatient custom- 
ers, lost sales may result and customer service level will be affected. 

Customers become involved in an MC facility at the decoupling point, where 
the push line gives way to the customizing, pull line. At this point, maintaining 
a small stock of semi-finished goods of the most popular product variants is 
beneficial for quickly customizing and delivering to the customers. However, 
we need to pay careful attention to these semi-finished and finished goods in- 
ventories because of the high holding and maintenance costs, and the obsoles- 
cence and depreciation of stocks. 

In Lean manufacturing, inventory is minimized to avoid waste. Following this 
principle, we design a lean inventory for mass customization that does not 
consume too many resources or physical spaces. This inventory should have a 
product variety sufficient to meet customers' rapid evolving preferences. 

We model this lean inventory consisting of n inventory locations, with m dif- 
ferent product variants stored in the inventory. We assume an inventory loca- 
tion has equal probability llm to hold any one of these m variants. We define 
the lean inventory as dynamic because a customer arrival pattern and replen- 
ishment policies are introduced into the inventory. We assume there are one 
customer arrival and one delivery in each time step or each cycle. Within one 
cycle, a customer arrives and searches for their desired variant. If the variant is 
found, it is withdrawn and is replaced by another randomly selected variant. If 
the variant is not found, the sale is lost and there is no replacement. 
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In this paper, our research objective is to investigate the customer service level 
of lean inventory under mass customization. Customer service level is defined 
as the average probability of finding a customer's desired variant from the lean 
and dynamic inventory. We successfully apply combinatorial mathematics in 
developing a mathematical expression for calculating this probability. This 
will enable inventory practitioners to understand the relationship between 
customer service level, number of inventory locations (inventory capacity) and 
number of product variants (product variety). For example, if inventory man- 
agers want to achieve targeted customer service level, they can balance in- 
ventory capacity and product variety using our expression. They can either in- 
crease inventory capacity and have more inventory units, or decrease product 
variety and have fewer kinds of variants in the inventory. 

Key words: Lean Inventory; Customer Service Level; Combinatorial Mathematics. 

INTRODUCTION AND OUTLINE 

Mass customization (MC) challenges current manufacturing strategy to 
adopt advanced management and manufacturing technologies to cut down 
cost from production and inventory, and to shorten customer waiting time, 
without losing sales [I] .  Pure mass customization does not permit any stock 
of finished goods [2]. However, there are two possible locations where some 
inventory might be required in an MC facility: at the decoupling point [3], or 
customer involvement point, where the push line gives way to the custom- 
izing, pull line, and as a small stock of finished goods of the most popular 
variants. The design of the mass-customizing factory needs to pay careful 
attention to the location of any inventory, not only because of the costs in- 
volved but also the rapid evolution of customer preferences. 

In designing an MC facility, the inventory must be located, whether at the 
decoupling point or as finished goods, in order to be able to retrieve items 
and customize them to the customers7 requirements at a lead-time and cost 
that are acceptable to the customers. The decoupling point and the product 
structure must be designed carefully. Many advocates of mass customization 
recommend placing the decoupling point as late as possible in the manufac- 
turing process, so as to shorten the time required from the customer placing 
the order to delivery of the customized product. The push line can make 
semi-finished variants, which may be held in stock for rapid retrieval, cus- 
tomization and delivery to the customer. However, holding a large stock of 
many kinds of semi-finished variants runs into the problems of holding 
costs, obsolescence and depreciation. Holding too few means that the cus- 
tomer's order cannot be met rapidly from the inventory of semi-finished 
goods. Lean manufacturing advocates the elimination of waste and delay, so 
we follow those aims by designing an inventory strategy that does not con- 
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sume too many resources and keeps the holding and maintenance costs as 
low as possible. Here, we consider a lean inventory with limited capacity 
and a fixed number of variants held in stock. We can observe such inventory 
in car dealerships and supermarkets with a limited stock of diverse products. 

The problem addressed in this paper is to investigate the probability of 
meeting the customer's requirement when holding n items of stock, consist- 
ing of m different finished or semi-finished variants. The inventory is dy- 
namic because customers withdraw their selected variant from stock ran- 
domly, and the inventory is replenished within the same cycle with a random 
variant. 

The outline of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, we develop a model 
of a lean, dynamic inventory. Section 3 presents a mathematical model for 
this inventory. Section 4 discusses the relationship between customer service 
level, inventory capacity and product variety. We summarize and give future 
work in Section 5. 

2. MODELING LEAN AND DYNAMIC INVENTORY 

2.1 Model of Lean Inventory 

We model the lean inventory as consisting of n inventory locations. One 
item may be stored in each location. The inventory holds rn different vari- 
ants, with rn l n, i.e. there are more inventory locations than there are vari- 
ants. An inventory location may hold any one of these variants, and is not 
assigned to any particular variant. See figure 11-1. We assume that the prob- 
ability of each occupied location holding each variant is llrn. 

Such an inventory is denoted by (n, m). We are interested in studying the 
customer service level of this inventory, which is defined as the average 
probability of a customer finding their desired variant in stock. 
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The number of items of variant j, 1 l j  l m ,  that are stored in the inven- 
tory is denoted by nj. For each variant, the number of items stored in inven- 
tory may range from zero to n, 01 nj<n. However, the total amount of 
inventory must always be equal to n: 

Customers Leave 

b 

Note that when a particular variant, j, is absent from inventory, nj = 0. 
For example, in figure 11-1, n, is zero and is represented by a circle. In this 
case, instead of holding m  different variants, the inventory holds only m-1 
variants. Note that it is possible for more than one variant to be completely 
absent from inventory. However, the total number of items in stock must al- 
ways equal n. 

Current approaches to analyzing inventory focus on single item inven- 
tory. Many researchers propose Joint Replenishment Policy for multi-prod- 
uct inventory. Much of the literature pertaining to Joint Replenishment Pol- 
icy only takes into account the optimization of the replenished item inven- 
tory in which the demand of each replenished item is dependent on the pre- 
determined production cycle [6]. Until now, all models for single-product or 
multi-product inventories are based on cost and replenishment cycles, but do 
not take into consideration customers choosing from a number of variants 
and customer satisfaction. 

Our literature reviews find that when customer service levels need to be 
appraised in the stage of designing or modeling inventory models, inventory 
designers or researcher simply assign them constants or percentages. This 
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decision has two consequences: 1) to achieve the designed level, the cost is 
not optimal; 2) after finishing inventory designing, customer satisfaction is 
either higher or lower than expected. In industry, due to the absence of a 
simple model and tool to estimate customer service level, inventory manag- 
ers rely on weekly or monthly stock checking to understand their perform- 
ance in satisfying customers, which consumes company's resources and in- 
creases overhead costs for the inventory, especially in complex, multi-vari- 
ant inventories. 

We approach the problem from the perspective of combinatorial theory. 
This will enable us to obtain a mathematical expression for the probability of 
a customer finding their desired variant from any (n, rn) inventory. In this 
way, the designer of an MC facility may balance the effects of the number of 
variants and the size of the inventory. 

Our model allows the supply chain manager to determine an optimal in- 
ventory level with n units at any given time, given the number of product 
variants rn on offer to provide a desired customer satisfaction of % . 

2.2 Customer Arrival Pattern and Replenishment Policy 

Customer arrival patterns and replenishment policies varied in many 
classic inventory models, such as the Economic Order Quantity model, Dy- 
namic Lot Sizing model and Statistical Inventory model [4]. For this paper, 
we assume that a customer arrives and wishes to select one of rn variants 
held in inventory. We assume that all variants are equally likely to be desired 
by the customer. If the customer's desired variant is available in inventory, it 
is withdrawn and immediately replaced by another item. In our paper, we set 
up the procedure of replenishment and explain how the items are selected for 
deliveries shown in figure 1.  The replacement item is also selected randomly 
from the range of variants available, so that each replenishment item may 
also arrive with a probability of I/rn. If the customer's desired variant is not 
available in inventory, the customer leaves without making a selection. We 
assume that only one customer arrives per replenishment cycle, so that an 
inventory of n items is always available to be searched for a customer's de- 
sired variant. 

This inventory replenishment policy is similar to that found in, for exam- 
ple, car dealerships. Here, a limited stock of high value items is held, with 
some potential for late customization on site. The dealerships receive re- 
plenishment cars, but may not have complete control over which items are 
delivered to them. The arrival of customers is random, and is unlikely to 
follow the cycles described in this paper, but we shall address a random arri- 
vals replenishment policy in a later paper. We discuss other extensions of 
this model, loosening the current assumptions, in the concluding section. 
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3. MATHEMATICAL MODEL FOR CUSTOMER SER- 
VICE LEVEL WITH LEAN INVENTORY 

In this section, we will describe lean inventory in terms of the number of 
inventory locations, n, and the number of product variants, m. By applying 
combinatorial mathematics, the average probability of finding a customer's 
desired variant from the lean inventory can be calculated. An example of 
lean inventory with 10 inventory locations and three variants, i.e. a (10, 3) 
inventory, will illustrate the probability model. 

3.1 Definition of terms 

As mentioned in section 2.1, the number of each type of item that may be 
available in stock, nj, may range from 0 to n. When any variant is not present 
in stock, i.e. nj = 0, the customer's desired variant is unavailable and a sale is 
lost. If a customer arrives and all nj > 0, then the customer will be able to 
find their desired variant. Once the customer has withdrawn their selection, a 
randomly selected variant replaces the withdrawn item. Since the selected 
item and replacing item are both randomly selected from the m variants, the 
number of at most two items in the stock will have changed, with one item 
increasing in quantity by one, and one item decreasing by one. Thus, if the 
customer selects variant j and the stock is replenished with item k, we ex- 
pect: 

where the subscript to the left indicates the cycle number or timestep. 
Repeated applications of this withdrawal and replenishment policy will re- 
sult in an inventory that evolves through various different states. When it 
happens that some of the variants are not represented in inventory, the aver- 
age customer satisfaction level falls below 100%. 

Here, we introduce the definition of i. i counts the number of variants that 
are absent from the current state of inventory. When all variants are present 
in inventory, i = 0. If one variant is absent, i = 1. So, i may take values from 
0 to m - 1. When i takes the value m - 1, all locations in inventory are occu- 
pied by the same variant, 1: 
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Our analysis of the customer satisfaction level proceeds by counting the 
number of possible ways in which n inventory items may be distributed over 
m variants, allowing for the possibility that there may be i variants that are 
absent from inventory. We define as the total number of possible ways 
of distributing these items over inventory: 

The level of customer satisfaction depends on the number of possible 
combinations that have i > 0, since this implies that one or more variants are 
absent from the inventory. We define q to be the number of combinations 
with i variants absent from inventory. Thus, To is the total number of ways of 
distributing n items of inventory over the m variants such that all variants are 
represented, i.e. no variant is absent. Let TI be the number of ways of dis- 
tributing inventory so that any one variant is missing from inventory. Simi- 
larly, we can list the values for Tz, Tj, ... , ?;:, ..., Tm+ Hence, is given 
by: 

This completes the definition of terms and explanation of the conceptual 
model. In the next section, we will develop the probability model. 

3.2 Development of the Probability Model 

In this section, we first consider the probability of finding a particular 
customer's desired variant. As discussed in Section 3.1, the inventory 
evolves into different distributions, which we shall refer to as states, ac- 
cording to the cycles of customers' arrivals and subsequent replenishments. 
When a particular customer arrives, helshe faces only one distribution or 
state of the inventory. The probability of successfully finding the desired 
variant is given by 

Consider the (10,3) inventory that consists of 10 inventory locations 
holding some combinations of three variants. If two variants are absent from 
inventory, then i = 2, and the inventory contains one type of variant only. 
Hence, a customer who arrives at that inventory will have probability for 
finding their desired item of 113 = (3-2)/3. 
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Having developed the expression for satisfying the customer's request, 
we must now consider the probabilities of occurrence of each of the ?;: in- 
ventory distributions under the conditions described above of inventory re- 
plenishment. Since ?;: is part of T,,/, the probability of occurrence of Ti is 
given by the proportion of the total number of combinations, LtUl: 

For the lean, dynamic inventory, the average probability of finding a 
customer's desired variant is given by P,, where P, is the proportion of the 
inventory distributions with i absent variants multiplied by the probability of 
satisfying a random customer. Hence, 

Substituting, we obtain the average probability for customers to find the 
desired product from the lean, dynamic inventory: 

In the next section, we follow through the example of a lean, dynamic in- 
ventory with n = 10 and rn =3 to understand in more detail the meaning of 
Pri, Pmi, P,, Tmm1 and Ti;:. 

3.3 An Example of Lean Inventory (10,3) 

In this section, we will develop the (10,3) example to show the occur- 
rence of all the combinations of inventory. Refer to Table 11-1, which 
counts all possible ways of distributing the (10,3) inventory. Columns 2, 3 
and 4 give the ways of distributing 10 items over three variants. Column 5 
gives the multiplying factor that accounts for the different ways in which the 
items may be distributed over the three variants, denoted A, B and C. Thus, 
row 2 describes a combination that has 9 items of one variant, 1 item of a 
second variant and zero items for the third variant. This combination could 
be represented in inventory in six ways, as AAAAAAAAAB, 
AAAAAAAAAC, ABBBBBBBBB, BBBBBBBBBC, ACCCCCCCCC and 
BCCCCCCCCC. However, for notational convenience, we will denote this 
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as (9,1,0), with S, = 6 to allow for the distributions in separate variants. Note 
that the permutations of items within inventory are not relevant. 

Table 11-1. Number of ways of distributing 10 inventory items over 3 variants 

Let us review how the lean inventory evolves. Customers arrive and find 
variants and the MC production system constantly delivers variants to re- 
place those that the customer has withdrawn. The state of the inventory will 
constantly evolve through the states listed in Table 11-1. For example, sup- 
pose the inventory starts in state 1 or (10,0,0) where only one variant is cur- 
rently held in stock. If a customer arrives and withdraws an item of that vari- 
ant from stock, the inventory will temporarily be in state (9,0,0). However, 
the replenishment process immediately replaces the missing item, which 
may be the same as the other items in stock, or one of the other variants. 
Hence, the state of the inventory may now be either (10,0,0) or (9,1,0). But 
whatever the evolutionary stages, the state of the inventory will always be in 
one of the states listed in Table 11-1. 

The last column in Table 11-1 shows the number of variants missing 
from each inventory state. For example, the number of missing variants, i, in 
states (10,0,0), (8,2,0) and (6,3,1) are 2, 1 and 0, respectively. Using the 14 
states, we can calculate . We can see from Table 11-1 that state x (x = 1) 
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has two missing variants. Hence, the number of combinations that have two 
missing variants is: 

There are 5 states that have one missing variant, i = 1. These are x = 2, 3, 
5,7,  10. We sum up the corresponding S, to obtain: 

Similarly, we obtain for i = 0 

We may now calculate the terms from Equation 7 and 8. For the case i = 
0, we obtain: 

Similarly, if the inventory evolves into the distributions with 1 missing 
variant or 2 missing variants, similar analysis gives the probabilities: 
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Summing up the probabilities from Equations 9, 10 and 11 and we ob- 
tain: 

m-i 4 = F(--)x(i) = 0.8333 
i=o Tom1 

Thus, in lean inventory (10, 3), the average probability of finding the 
customer's desired variant is 0.8333 and we may say that the customer ser- 
vice level is 83.33%. 

Through the above analysis on lean inventory example (10,3), we obtain 
experience of the methodology of how to obtain the values of PTi, Pmb Ps, 
TtotOI and q while n = 10 and m = 3. In figure 11-2, we summarize the steps 
in calculating TmtUI and for inventory (10,3) and develop a procedure for 
obtaining these two values for any lean inventories with n inventory items 
and m kinds of variants (n 2 m) . See figure 11-2. 

Begin 

Step 1 Enumerate all states of distributions of inventory (n, m) 
exhaustively and completely. 

Step 2 Compute combinations Sx for each state of inventory. 

Step 3 Sort and categorize all states according to the number of 
missing variants, i, in the inventory. The states with same 
number i of missing variants should be categorized into 
o n e g r o u p ( 0 I i I m - 1 ) .  

Step 4 Sum up combinations Sx of each state for each group with 

i missing variants to obtain q . Then, = T . 
i=O 

End 

Figure 11 -2. Summary of Procedure to Calculate ctd and q 

This procedure will help us obtain the value of Tofu, and q for any 
inventory (n, m). Then, the probability of finding a customer's desired vari- 
ant from lean inventory can be calculated by Equation 8. The advantage of 
this procedure is that it enables us to calculate the combinations for every 
particular state of the inventory. However, it is not straightforward to com- 
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pute the number of states q when i may range from 0 to rn-1. We re-evalu- 
ate the situation in the next section and propose a new solution for To;,,, and 
q from a different perspective. 

3.4 Extension of Liu's Combinatorial Mathematics to 
Complete the Final Expression for Customer Service 
Level 

Liu's combinatorial mathematics simplifies our problem to "n indistinct 
balls are assigned to rn distinct boxes" [ 5 ] .  It is very relevant to our research 
problem and may be applied to find the exact values of T,,, and q in the 
inventory with any values of n and rn. We review the work in his book and 
extend it to complete our final expression for the probability of finding a 
customer's desired variant from lean MC inventory. 

As discussed in Section 2.1, n units can be visualized as including n, 
units of one variant, n, units of another variant, . . ., and nj units of the jth 
variant (where j I m). For each variant, all items are the same so permuta- 
tions do not need to be considered. 

Since we can first distribute one unit in each of rn boxes (we call cells) 
and then distribute the remaining n - rn units arbitrarily, the number of ways 
of distributing is 

This result can be extended to calculate the number of ways of distribut- 
ing n non-distinct units into rn distinct cells with each cell containing at least 
q units. In Equation 13, q = 1. After placing q units in each of the rn cells, we 
will distribute the remaining n - rnq units arbitrarily, and then the number of 
ways of distributing is 

For the example inventory (10, 3), we substitute n = 10, rn = 3 and q = 0 
into Equation 14: 

This confirms the result in Table 11-1. We have also validated this for 
other inventory cases. Equation 14 is applicable for all positive integers, n 
and rn, in the case of n 2 m . 
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The total number of ways of distributing, or the number of states of in- 
ventory, To;,,, , can be derived from Equation 14 with q = 0: 

Furthermore, we consider empty cells in the inventory, equivalent to 
missing variants. We introduce the parameter i into Equation 14 to calcu- 
lateq . When there are no missing variants in the inventory, i = 0, meaning 
that each cell has at least 1 variant and q = 1, therefore 

For example, in lean inventory (10, 3): 

which is same as the value from our procedure in Section 3.3. 
If there is one empty cell in the inventory, i = 1, this is equivalent to n 

units distributed into rn - 1 cells where each cell of m - 1 cells (excluding 
the empty cell) contains at least q = 1 item. The number of ways of distrib- 
uting derived from Equation 14 is 

Since each cell in the inventory can be that empty cell, the total number 
of ways to be the empty cell is C (m, I). Therefore, 

Similarly, we can extend this calculation for i = 2, 3, . . ., rn - 1, the num- 
ber of ways to have i empty cells is C (rn, i). The number of ways of distrib- 
uting n units into rn - i cells and rn - i cells contain at least q items, is: 

Therefore 



Equation 4 can be written as 

Lu, Efstathiou and del Valle Lehne 

m-l m-1 

Except for the empty cells, all other cells must have at least q = 1 item in 
the cell. So, Equation 20 and 21 will be 

m-l m-l 

Tola, = zq = z ~ ( m , i ) x ~ ( n - 1 , m - i - 1 )  = C(m+n-1,m-1)(23) 
i=O i=O 

Substituting Equations 22 and 23 into Equation 8, we can generate the 
expression for the average probability of finding a customer's desired variant 
from MC lean inventory: 

m-l 

2=z 
i=O 

Equation 24 is our final mathematical expression for customer service 
level in MC lean and dynamic inventory shown in figure 11-1. 

In mass customization organizations, the resources allocated to inventory 
are limited. However, the level of inventory must maintain a high number of 
product variants in order to satisfy customers' diverse demands. The cus- 
tomer service level will be influenced by inventory locations n and the num- 
ber of variants m. Inventory managers can make decisions for the mainte- 
nance of inventory based on the relationship of n, m and e, through Equa- 
tion 24. More details follow in the next section. 
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4. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CUSTOMER SERVICE 
LEVEL, INVENTORY CAPACITY AND PRODUCT 
VARIETY 

In this section, we analyze the relationship between customer service 
level, inventory capacity and product variety using Equation 24. We have 
defined the probability of finding the desired variant, e, , as the customer 
service level of MC lean and dynamic inventory. Inventory units n and m 
kinds of variants represent inventory capacity and product variety. First, we 
give fixed values of m and substitute them into the Equation 24 to obtain 
Figure 11-3. Second, fixed values of n are used to obtain Figure 11-4. These 
two graphs describe the relationship of e, , n and m. We also discuss the 
implications for the inventory manager to maintain lean and dynamic MC 
inventory. 

As shown in Figure1 1-3, we give fixed numbers of variants, 3, 10,20 and 
30 and the corresponding probabilities are calculated by Equation 24. The 
horizontal axis represents inventory units n and the vertical axis represents 
the average probability of finding the desired variant. While m = 3, and re- 
membering that n 2 m , n are given from 3 to 100. The distribution of prob- 
abilities ranges from 60% to 98%. We can see an obvious curve when n 
takes small values and the distribution flattens while n increases. The results 
shows inventory managers exactly how many more units should be kept to 
successfully satisfy customers when the number of variants increases. For 
example, if lean inventory aims to achieve customer service level at SO%, 
the inventory should have approximately 34, 75 and 116 inventory units, 
when m takes values 10, 20 and 30, respectively. In the cases of n = m, cus- 
tomer service level of inventory (3, 3) is around 60%. However, in inventory 
(10, lo), (20, 20) and (30, 30), probabilities are around 50%. We estimate 
that customer service levels are around 50% for any big values of n and m, 
where n = m. 
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Probability of mnding Vs Inventory units in  tixed Number of Variants 

Probability 
1.2 

m = 3  

Figure 11-3. Probability and Inventory Units in Fixed Number of Variants 

0.4 

Figure 11-4 shows the distributions of probabilities over different number 
of variants when there are fixed values of inventory units. For inventory 
units, 10, 20 and 30, the probabilities decrease when numbers of variants in 
the inventory increase. The probabilities of small n decrease much quicker 
than for large n. For any values of n, the probabilities of finding a customer's 
desired variant is 1 when there is only one kind of variant in the inventory, 

0.508 

Inventory Units (n ) 
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Figure 11-4. Probability and Number of Variants in Fixed Inventory Units 
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In this section, we obtain probability distributions at different n and m 
through the analysis of Equation 24. Based on the analysis, inventory man- 
agers can make decisions about maintaining lean and dynamic MC inven- 
tory. If they want to have a high customer service level, they can arrange 
bigger inventory spaces to increase the capacity when the number of variants 
keeps unchanged. Accordingly, more holding cost and maintenance cost will 
be incurred for this MC lean inventory. Another way to have a high cus- 
tomer service level is to have a reasonable product variety instead of some 
large m. This action may limit customers' choices when they come into the 
inventory and lost sales may result. When the inventory is at the customer 
involvement point, the industrial engineer may decide to locate the customer 
involvement point where the number of variants is sufficiently low for a lean 
inventory to satisfy the customer, while not taking up too much space or 
cost. Another efficient way to achieve high customer service level is for in- 
ventory managers to maintain a responsive lean and dynamic inventory. If 
they observe some variants are not that popular, they can stop such variants' 
delivery and send some popular variants to increase the profitability and 
customer service level. Our mathematical model and analysis give a very 
clear relationship of customer service level, inventory capacity and product 
variety. 

5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

It is a reality for manufacturing enterprises to maintain semi-finished and 
finished goods inventories. In future, mass customization strategies may be- 
come industry standard through the effort in academia and industry. Ideally, 
there would be no stock in MC organizations. However, in next 20 or 30 
years, the issue of inventory cannot be avoided and inventories are still nec- 
essary for the majority of manufacturing organizations. What we can do is 
make such inventories lean and cost-effective in the context of mass cus- 
tomization. 

In this paper, we model a lean and dynamic inventory and develop a 
mathematical expression to understand the relationship between customer 
service level, inventory capacity and product variety. Mass Customization 
organizations will not spend too much budget and resources on the invento- 
ries. The capacity or space of inventory is limited. High product variety is a 
key successful driver for any MC organizations. It is main difference be- 
tween mass customization and mass production. Our mathematical model 
will help understand the balance between inventory capacity and product va- 
riety, in the lean and dynamic inventory with a special customer arrival pat- 
tern and replenishment policy. 
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We successfully apply combinatorial mathematics in developing a 
mathematical expression for the customer service level of lean inventory. 
This enables inventory practitioners to understand the impact on the cus- 
tomer service level from limited inventory capacity and high product variety 
in mass customization organizations. For example, if managers want to 
achieve targeted customer service level, they can balance inventory capacity 
and product variety. They can either increase inventory capacity and have 
more inventory units, or decrease product variety and have fewer kinds of 
variants in the inventory. They can tailor economical inventories with proper 
inventory capacity and reasonable product variety themselves on the basis of 
customers' demand and customer service level. 

Our future work will give new customer arrival patterns. Accordingly, 
the delivery from MC production systems to lean inventory will be more re- 
sponsive to customers' demand. In each cycle, more than one customer may 
arrive. The delivery may have time delay and takes the policy of Lot Sizing 
replenishment. We will conduct case studies in car dealership and supermar- 
kets to compare with our theoretical model. We will build up simulation 
model for lean and dynamic MC inventory and measure its performances, 
such as complexity and cost. 
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Chapter 12 

HRM POLICIES FOR MASS CUSTOMIZATION 

Understanding individual competence requirements and training 
needs for the mass customizing industrial company 

Cipriano ~orza ' ,  Fabrizio salvador2 
' ~niversita' di Padova; 21nstituto de Empresa Business School 

Abstract: Management research has been long emphasizing the fundamental contribu- 
tion of individual competencies to the development of company competences, 
which thus affect organizational success or failure. To date, the debate over 
critical individual competences has been almost ignored in research on Mass 
Customization. As a consequence, we know a lot about the possible methods 
and organizational arrangements supporting Mass Customization, but we 
know very little as to how the human variable enters the puzzle. Given this 
fact, the present paper explores what roles are mostly affected by mass cus- 
tomization within the company, as well as what fundamental requirements 
Mass Customization poses to the manufacturing firm in terms of individual 
competences. We address these questions by means of a qualitative interview- 
based study involving 46 experts across 5 European countries. Our findings 
indicate that (1) R&D operative roles play a central role in the achievement of 
a Mass Customization capability and suffer from a serious gap or customiza- 
tion-related competencies; (2) individual attitudes, almost neglected in extant 
research on Mass Customization, are essential in determining the individual's 
capability to perform customization-related tasks and finally (3) that methods 
knowledge is perceived by respondents as not so critical as individual attitudes 
and context knowledge. 

Key words: Mass Customization, Competences, Human Resources, Knowledge, Training 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Undeniably, product and service customization is becoming more and 
more a competitive must, rather than a curious oddity (Alstrom and West- 
brook, 1999; Pine, 1993). Such trend is so pervasive that we now take it for 
granted we can personalize a car, a vacation, or an insurance package, ac- 
cording to our own needs. Despite the multi-disciplinarily and variety of re- 
search on mass customization (see Blecker et al., 2005; Duray, 2002; Tseng 
and Piller, 2003; Salvador et al., 2004), past research has been almost exclu- 
sively focusing on identifying and formalizing methods to efficiently cus- 
tomize products and services (e.g. see Forza and Salvador, 2002; Huang et 
al., 2005; Jiao and Tseng, 2000). Methods are here intended as techniques, 
process structures, organizational arrangements and technologies supporting 
some aspect of mass customization, meant to be valid for multiple compa- 
nies. Turning methods into a "mass customization capability" however, takes 
more than merely transferring methodological knowledge from books to 
people. At the very least, we should understand what kind of company-spe- 
cific knowledge individuals need to embed into their working practices. In 
addition, it may be that certain behavioral traits of human personality, such 
as friendliness or open-mindedness, are more critical than others to the suc- 
cessful deployment of mass customization methods. Last but not least, we do 
not know whether mass customization-related knowledge and behavioral at- 
titudes differ across sales, operations and R&D. As a matter of fact, there is a 
total lack of research specifically addressing these topics, which are only 
tangentially mentioned in a few works (e.g. see Brarnham and MacCarthy, 
2005; Hirschhorn et al., 2001; Kakati, 2002). 

The present paper aims at exploring the behavioral components, individ- 
ual knowledge and individual abilities needed to support a company-wide 
mass customization capability. This goal has been pursued by means of a 
qualitative research involving interviews to 46 managers experts on the topic 
across different five European countries. In the next sections we report the 
framework underlying data collection and analysis, then describe the sample 
of companies and informants, we detail the qualitative data analysis proce- 
dures followed, and we discuss the messages emerging from interview data. 
We finally speculate on the broad implications of the study findings as well 
the opportunities it opens to future research. 

2. RESEARCH FRAMEWORK AND QUESTIONS 

Research on individual competences provides the conceptual foundations 
to explore the relation between individuals' characteristics and the firm mass 
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customization capability. This body of knowledge, in fact, conceptualizes 
what are the inner constituents of the individual's competences, as well as 
how and why these constituents can contribute to organizational effective- 
ness. A major obstacle inherent any borrowing from the literature on indi- 
vidual's competences is the lack of a unified theory, as a myriad of alterna- 
tive perspectives and definitions have been proposed. Different definitions of 
competency can be valid, to the extent that such differences are motivated by 
specific characteristics of the context where the definition is used (Hoffman, 
1999). Taking Hoffmann's (1999) suggestion, we selectively picked from 
the literature a set of concepts helpful to structure our research as well as to 
give meaning to the picture we get from our empirical inquiry. These con- 
cepts are: individual competence, individual ability, individual knowledge 
and individual attitude. 

Necessarily, our starting point is the (individual) competence, which we 
define as a set of individual characteristics determining the individual's ca- 
pability to successfully perform a given job within a specific work environ- 
ment. This definition is based on the notion of competence proposed by Tett 
et al. (2000) and is coherent with reference work by academics (see Mac- 
Clelland, 1973), practitioners (see Boyatzis, 1982), and by the European 
Centre for the Development of Vocational Training, the official European 
Union's reference centre for vocational education and training. 

Even though every competence is made of specific individual character- 
istics, all competences can be thought as made of three broad classes of indi- 
vidual characteristics, namely abilities, knowledge and attitudes. 

We define ability as the capability to perform a certain physical or mental 
task. This definition was originally proposed by Spencer and Spencer (1993) 
to designate what is a "skill". Skills and abilities, however, are mostly used 
as interchangeable terms within the industrial and organizational psychology 
literature, to the extent that concepts labeled as 'skills' in certain taxonomies 
are labeled as 'abilities' in other works. Compared to competences, abilities 
describe something more specific and detailed, as they focus on a specific 
task. In terms of their constituents, abilities can be seen as deriving from a 
bundling of attitudes and knowledge. For example, the ability of planning 
may be though as resulting from knowledge of planning principles and an 
attitude towards order, quality and accuracy. Consequently, abilities can be 
developed, mainly by acquiring specific knowledge and, if possible, by fos- 
tering or correcting certain attitudes. 

The third central concept is that one of knowledge. We refer to knowl- 
edge as what an individual has to know to be able to perform a task (see 
Mirabile, 1997; Nonaka, 1994). 

Finally, we define attitude as a tendency of an individual to act in a con- 
sistent way to a particular object or situation, as proposed by Fishbein and 
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Ajzen (1975). Attitudes, therefore, are about the behavioral characteristics of 
an individual, i.e. how a person acts, thinks and feels (Ackerman, 1988). 

Based on the literature, therefore, the relation between individual com- 
petences, attitudes, abilities and knowledge can be formalized as portrayed 
in Figure 12- 1. 

Figure 12- I .  Research framework 

COMPETENCES 

This theoretically-derived competence framework allows us to explore 
how mass customization affects managerial and operational roles within the 
various functional areas of the company. More specifically we address the 
following questions: (1) which professional roles' competencies are mainly 
affected by customization? (2) What individual abilities, attitudes and 
knowledge are specifically needed for Mass customization? And, finally (3) 
what are the required training needs? 

MASS 
CUSTOMlZATlON 

CAPABI LlTY 

3. METHOD 

Given the absence of any published research on the topic, we decided to 
adopt a qualitative approach to explore the individual competences support- 
ing the organization capability for mass customization. This is in line with 
the basic goals of qualitative research as it allowed us to explore an unknown 
territory without excluding aprioristically non-evident messages and areas of 
inquiry (Miles and Huberman, 1994). Hereafter we discuss our sampling ap- 
proach, interview protocol and process as well as data analysis procedures. 
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3.1 Sample 

In selecting the companies we tried to maximize heterogeneity while re- 
taining the possibility to make meaningful comparisons. As for heterogene- 
ity is concerned, we included companies from five different European coun- 
tries: Germany, Italy, Slovenia, Spain and United Kingdom. Second, they 
differ in size, both in terms of number of employees and net sales. Third, we 
tried to avoid developing insights specific to certain kinds of companies by 
including in the sample companies making product with a very wide price 
spectrum, and therefore products with different degree of complexity. In ad- 
dition, products included in the sample have different production volume 
and, therefore, production processes with different degree of repetitiveness. 

As for sample homogeneity is concerned, we restricted the sample to en- 
terprises below 1,000 employees, because, due to higher task specialization, 
larger enterprises are likely to place different competence requirements upon 
their personnel. Secondly, we constrained the sample to manufacturing com- 
panies. The resulting sample is shown in table 12-1. 

In terms of respondents, we tried to have a multiplicity of perspectives, 
especially from three fundamental areas involved in the delivery of custom- 
ized goods: sales and marketing, operations (production and logistics) and 
research and development, which in customization-oriented companies is 
mostly focused on development. In the case of small companies, the key 
"customization expert" is the owner or general director, so that in these cases 
we just interviewed this key informant. 

3.2 Interview process and protocol 

The exploratory nature of our research prompted us to rely on a quasi-un- 
structured questionnaire for data collection. The questionnaire was based on 
a few open-ended main questions, essentially mirroring the research ques- 
tions illustrated in Section 3. 
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Table 12-1. Company sample - part A 

Number of Percentage Country Percentage Net sales Percentage 
employees (millions €) 
< 50 18% IT 29% < 1 11% 
50 - 99 25% ES 29% 1 - 9,9 25% 
100-244 25% UK 14% 10 - 49 29% 
250 - 1 .OOO 32% GER 14% 50 - 150 32% 

SL 14% >I50 4% 

N.A. 0% N. A. 0% N.A. 0% 
TOTAL 100% TOTAL 100% TOTAL 100% 

Table 12-2. Company sample - part B 

Turnover Percentage Pieces per Percentage Euro per Percentage 
from person- person piece 
alized (annual) 
products 
0%-10% 14% 0 - 9 11% < 1 4% 
11% - 50% 29% 10 - 99 21% 1 - 9,9 18% 
51%-90% 29% 100-999 14% 10 - 99 18% 
91% - 100% 18% 1 .OOO - 9.999 18% 100-999 11% 

10.000 - 11% 1 .OOO - 9.999 25% 
99.999 
100.000 - 7% 10.000 - 7% 
857.143 46.603 

N.A. 11% N.A. 18% N.A. 18% 
TOTAL 100% TOTAL 100% TOTAL 100% 

Table 12-3. Respondents sample 

Respondent role/position Number Percentage 
General directodentrepreneur 1 1 24% 
Marketinglsales director 8 17% 
Technical director 10 22% 
Operations (production, 12 26% 
logistic) director 
Human resource manager 2 4% 
Others 3 7% 
TOTAL 46 100% 

In order to make sure all essential data from the interviews was collected, 
an "interview report form" and a "respondent characteristics form" were 
prepared. 
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3.3 Data analysis procedure 

The early part of qualitative data analysis was performed by all project 
members, and consisted in cutting from the interviews significant excerpts 
that either highlighted key roles and competencies for mass customization or 
related specific competencies to specific roles. 

Identifying the key roles sets affected by mass customization required 
some interpretation. Every respondent, in fact, used company-specific names 
to designate organizational positions within the various areas of the firm. We 
firstly clustered the mentioned roles, (e.g. sales manager, post sales manager, 
area sales manager, marketing manager, product manager, communication 
manager), into "roles sets." 

Synthesizing from interviews excerpts the competencies mostly affected 
by customization was a second complex step of qualitative data analysis. 
Even tough we tried to stick to already available taxonomies this was not 
actually possible. The reason for the impossibility to fully adopt past tax- 
onomies is essentially due to their generality. Being general, they do not in- 
clude sufficient detail as for customization specific knowledge, abilities and 
methods. We derived from interview excerpts ad-hoc categories (see Rubin 
and Rubin, 1995; Kvale, 1996) in order to capture such specific knowledge, 
abilities and methods. 

4. ROLES AFFECTED BY MASS CUSTOMIZATION 

The first fundamental question we explored is whether customization 
evenly affects all the key roles sets considered in our study or if, instead, 
some roles are more heavily affected than the others. In other words, we 
tried to understand to what extent certain roles require the acquisition and 
mastering of more customization-specific competencies than others. 

In table 12-3 the professional figures (column 3) cited as affected by 
customization are grouped in role sets (column 1). To quantify how much 
the various role sets are thought to be affected by product customization col- 
umn 4 reports the percentages of interviews that cite the role set as influ- 
enced by product customization while column 5 shows the level of influence 
i.e. the level with which each role set is affected by product customization. 
The level of influence is measured on a scale 0 to 3 where 0 = "not influ- 
enced at all" (and therefore is not cited as a roles set affected by customiza- 
tion), 1 = "a little bit influenced", 2="moderately influenced", 3="highly in- 
fluenced". 

Table 12-3 highlights that, in managers' and entrepreneurs' opinion, 
product personalization influences the various role sets differently, depend- 
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ing on the function and on the hierarchical level. More specifically, the role 
sets influenced by product customization are those which belong to the op- 
erational functions, namely Research & Development, Marketing & Sales, 
Production and Logistic functions. 

Marketinglsales function is that one that globally is more influenced by 
product personalization. This is due to the fact that this area has big respon- 
sibilities in defining product assortment and in communicating effectively 
product offer to the customer during order acquisition. At the same time, a 
wide, difficult-to-acquire spectrum of competences is needed by Sales & 
Marketing people to fully contribute to the company's mass customization 
capability. 

R&D operative roles, i.e. product engineers and designers, overall, are 
extremely influenced by product personalization and are influenced at the 
same level when compared with marketing /sales role sets. The criticality of 
R&D operatives has a twofold interpretation. On the one hand, it under- 
scores the pivotal part played by these people in determining a company- 
wide organizational mass customization competence. Due to the multiple 
implications of product design for marketing, logistics, production and R&D 
decisions taken by designers, i.e. R&D operatives, may have serious and 
wide implications for the company capability for mass customization. On the 
other hand, interviewers appeared to consider R&D operatives so critical be- 
cause the traditionally narrow focus of engineers' training and evaluation 
tends to make their competence gap particularly severe. The R&D opera- 
tives' competence gap is further exacerbated by behavioral shortcomings of 
the typical R&D operative profile. They often appear to be rigid, narrow-fo- 
cused and unresponsive to commercial priorities and needs. 

Operative roles of production and logistics are though to be minimally af- 
fected by product customization. This can be expected for Logistics opera- 
tional roles: the most adverse situation is that they are involved in some 
customized packaging activity. In the case of Production operational roles, 
instead, this message appears to go against some of the common wisdom 
embedded in the literature on non-repetitive manufacturing. We would ex- 
pect, in fact, customization to disrupt efficiency in any manufacturing op- 
eration, slowing down learning curves and increasing the risk of operator er- 
rors due to task variability (Schonberger, 1986; Pentland, 2003). As multiple 
production directors made clear, however, most of the burden of customiza- 
tion can be relieved from Production operatives by appropriate product in- 
dustrialization and disciplined production planning (see Dean & Snell, 
1991). 
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Table 12-4.Professional figures and role sets affected by product customization 

Role Set Professional figures Percentage of Level of 
(Acronym) citations in influence 

interviews 
Marketing Sales manager, Sales administrator, Post sales 
& Sales 
Directors 
(MSD) 
Marketing 
& Sales 
Operatives 
(MSO) 

Technical 
Directors 
(TD) 

Technical 
Operatives 
(TO) 

Production 
Directors 
(PD) 
Production 
Operatives 
(PO) 
Logistic 
Directors 
(LD) 
Logistic 
Operatives 
(LO) 
Other 
(0)  

manager, Area manager, Communications 
Manager, Marketing manager, Marketing, 
Technical marketing manager, Product Manager 67% 1,93 
Post sales assistant, Assistant sales manager, Sales, 
Commercial representative, Sales representative, 
salesman, Sales Engineer - Field support engineer, 
Product configurator helpdesk, Applications 
Engineer, Production estimator, Customer Service, 
Customer liaison manager 59% 
Head of technical office, R&D manager, R&D 
project manager, Project manager, Project team 
manager, Designer team leader, Special project 
coordinator, Senior special project manager, 
Special product design manager, Technical 
coordinator 
Senior product design engineer, R&D design 
technician, R&D technician, Project engineer, 
Special project engineer, Project team engineer, 
Special product design engineer, Process design 
engineer, Industrialization technician, 
Manufacturing engineer, Manualist 63% 
Head of production, Production Manager, 
Manufacturing Manager, Production supervisor, 
Supervisor, Head of tool workshop 59% 
Production technician, Maintenance technician, 
Machine set-up technicians. 

9% 0,22 
Logistics, Logistics Manager, Production Planning 
manager, Head buyer, Purchasing, Distribution 
manager 35% 1,07 
Logistic operator 

2% 0,04 
IT system engineer, CRM development role, 
Human resources manager, Finance manager, - - 
General director 11% 0,30 

MASS CUSTOMIZATION COMPETENCES 

The following step in the analysis of the interviews is performed to iden- 
tify the competences mostly affected by product customization i.e those 
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which received a higher number of citations. The percentages reported in 
Figures 12-2, 12-3 and 12-4 indicate the ratios between the total number of 
citations a competence received divided by the total number of citations re- 
ceived by the class of competence (attitudes, abilities, knowledge) to which 
the competence belongs. 

First of all we can notice that 29% of citations fall in the class of attitudes 
while 38% belong to the class of knowledge and 33% to the class of abilities. 
The interviewees therefore consider that customization affects all the com- 
ponents of competences, namely attitudes, knowledge and abilities. Looking 
at the differences between the three classes we can notice a greater incidence 
of the knowledge which is quoted 9% times more than attitudes. We can 
therefore argue that interviewees consider customization as putting a little bit 
more requirements in terms of knowledge than in terms of attitudes. 

In order to gain a deeper understanding on how product personalization 
affect individual competences it is necessary to analyze the detail of each 
class of competence. For this purpose we executed a Pareto analysis within 
each class of competence. 

The attitudes most influenced by customization are those related to the 
need to face a more complex, uncertain and ever changing environment. In 
particular we notice that Mind Flexibility (30%), Negotiation and relation- 
ships orientation (l7%), Team working attitudes (cooperate and promote co- 
operation and sense of team) (14%), Creativity and innovative thinking 
( I  1%) are those that are considered most affected by customization (i.e, to- 
gether reach 70% of total citations within their class). 

Flexibility 

Negotiation and relationships orientation 

Team working attitudes 

Creat~vity and innovative thinkin 

Interpersonal understand~ng 

Open mindness and learning attitude 

Self confidence and proactive attitude 

Problem solving orientation 

Systematic and analytical thinking 

Developing others and coaching 

Figure 12-2. Attitudc categories affected by mass customization 
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Moving to Knowledge we can notice that methodological knowledge is 
far less considered that contest knowledge. In fact the interviewees quoted 
most often Knowledge of product from technical point of view (14%), 
Knowledge of product applications (13%), Knowledge derived by breath of 
experience (lo%), Knowledge of production processes (lo%), Knowledge of 
company capabilities (8%), Knowledge of Technical/production issues (7%), 
and Knowledge of Methods to evaluate cost and financial implications (7%). 

Knowledge of product from technical point of view 
Knowledge of product applications 

Knowledge of production processes 
Knowledge -breath of experience 

Knowledge of company capabilities 
Knowledge of methods to evaluate cost and financ~al implications 

Knowledge of technicallproduction issues 
Knowledge of the business 

Knowledge of methods for using resources in a flex~ble way 
Knowledge of commerciallmarket~ng issues 

Knowledge of methods to monitor quality and time reliability of company processes 
Knowledge of methods for modularity 

Knowledge of Information Technology to manage customisation 
Knowledge of methods and principles to obtain production and logistic flexibility 

Knowledge of methods to evaluate the need and the convenience of customizing 
Knowledge of company-customer interaction processes 

Knowledge of methods for setting up machine quickly and reduce set up times 
Knowledge of methods to develop flexible supply network 
Knowledge of methods to personalize product distribution 

Knowledge of packaging methods 
Knowledge of company projects 

Knowledge of methods for facilitating the offers of product options 
Knowledge of quotation content and issues 

Knowledge of product configuration methods 
Knowledge of methods to postpone product differentiation 

Knowledge of technical problems associated to a decision under consideration 

Figure 12-3. Knowledge categories affected by mass customization 

Finally by considering the abilities we can notice that the interviewees 
consider as most affected those abilities that are directly related to the order 
specification, acquisition and fulfillment process. Able to think and act in a 
customer-oriented way (14%), Able to act considering technical/production 
issues associated to each decision (8%); Able to act evaluating cost and fi- 
nancial implications of each decision (7%); Able to understand rapidly and 
correctly each specific customer (7%); Able to obtain collaboration (6%); 
Able to plan, coordinate and organize (6%); Able of using resources in a 
flexible way (5%); Able to act considering commercial/marketing issues 
(5%); Able to anticipate technical problems ( 5 % ) ;  Able to evaluate the need 
and the convenience of customizing (4%); Able to use all the available in- 
formation before initiating an action (4%) are considered the most influ- 
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enced abilities. The relatively high number of abilities mentioned underline 
that the employee when working in a customization context puts several dif- 
ferent action requirements in the everyday work thus requiring a different 
profile of several individual abilities. 

Able to think and a d  in a customer-oriented way 
Able to act considering technicaliproduction issues associated to each decision 

Able to understand rapidly and correctly each specific customer 
Able to act evaluating cost and financial implications of each decision 

Able to plan, coordinate and organize 
Able to obtain collaboration 

Able to anticipate technical problems 
Able to act considering commerciahnarketing issues 

Able of using resources in a flexible way 
Use all the available information before ~nitiating an action 

Able to evaluate the need and the convenience of customizing 
Able to act taking Into consideration implications on production and logistic flexibility 

Able to cope with uncertainty in customer requests or supply 
Able to clearly explain the product and its value 
Able to act monitoring quality and time reliability 

Able to prov~de quick and effective responses 
Able to apply product configuration approaches 

Able to study the market from each interaction with customers 
Able to provide technical support to customers or colleagues 

Able to use Information Technology to manage customisation 
Able to use the concept of modularity 

Able to give up to sell something which does not solve the needs of the customer 
Able to judge the content of a quotation 

Able to sethng up machine qu~ckly and reduce set up times 
Able to develop flexible supply network 
Able to personalize product distribution 

Able to apply postponement approaches r / 

Figure 12-4. Ability categories affected by mass customization 

6. TRAINING NEEDS TO BUILD MASS 
CUSTOMIZATION 

Once identified the competences which are thought to be affected by 
product customization we moved to consider what competence training 
managers and entrepreneurs consider necessary to augment the success in 
product personalization. Figures 12-5, 12-6 and 12-7 highlight these training 
needs. Column percentages indicate how often each training need has been 
mentioned, compared to the total number of citations received by the class of 
training needs to which it belongs. A high value for a given training need in- 
dicates that a) the relative competence is thought to be influenced by product 
customization, b) that managers and entrepreneurs envisage that this com- 
petence is less present than it would be desirable for mass customization, and 
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c) the competence is though to be improvable through training. Point C pin- 
points the key difference between mass customization training needs and 
mass customization critical competences, as described in Section 5. 

Negotiat~on and relallonsh~ps orlentallon 
I 

Interpersonal understanding 

Creatlvlty and innovative thinking 

Develop~ng others and coach~ng 

Open mindedness and learnlng attitude 

Problem solv~ng orlentation 

Self confidence and proactive attitude 

Systernat~c and analytical thinking ' 
Figure 12-5. Attitudes that have to be developed 

First of all we can notice that 23% of citations of competences training 
needs fall in the class of attitudes while 44% belong to the class of knowl- 
edge and 33% stay in the class of abilities. This time the three class of com- 
petences have been quoted much differently thus indicating either a different 
level of gap or a different possibility to act through training to reduce the 
gap. 

Firstly the fact that Knowledge training needs are counted twice than at- 
titudes training needs may indicate that managers and entrepreneurs, while 
considering both attitudes and knowledge very important (see table 12-3), 
consider Knowledge more suitable to be transferred through training than 
attitudes. Attitudes may be obtained in an easier way through appropriate 
people selection even though the 23% of quotation indicates that some posi- 
tive results may be obtained through training too. 

Secondly the fact that abilities are very frequently quoted suggests that 
managers and entrepreneurs perceive a need to develop abilities that can 
immediately affect customization performance. In other terms, they implic- 
itly highlight the need for a training in those competences that have an non- 
mediated effect on performance. 

By looking at the perceived need for attitudinal training, it emerges that 
interviewees see training needs mostly to foster efficacy of interpersonal re- 
lationships. In fact improving Negotiation and relationships orientation 
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(28%), Mind Flexibility (20%), Team working attitudes (15%) and Interper- 
sonal understanding (12%) support one individual's capacity to better relate 
to other persons. 

-. 

Knowledge of production processes 
Knowledge of technicallproduction issues 

Knowledge - wide on several issues 
Knowledge of product from technical point of view 

Knowledge of product applications 
Knowledge of company capabilities 

Knowledge of methods to evaluate cost and financial implications 
Knowledge of packaging methods 
Knowledge of company projects 

Knowledge of cornmercial/marketing issues 
Knowledge of the business 

Knowledge of Information Technology to manage customisation 
(nowledge of methods to monitor quality and tme reliability of company processes 

Knowledge of company-customer interaction processes 
Knowledge of methods for modularity 

Knowledge of methods for setting up machine quickly and reduce set up limes 
Knowledge of methods to personalize product distribution 

Knowledge of quotallon content and issues 
Knowledge of technical problems associated to a declsion under consideration 

Knowledge of methods for using resources in a flexible way 
Knowledge of methods for facilitating the offers of product options 

Knowledge of methods to postpone product differentiation 
Knowledge of methods and principles to obtain production and logistic flexibility 

Knowledge of methods to develop flexible supply network 
Knowledge of methods to evaluate the need and the convenience of customizing 

Knowledge of product configuration methods 

Figure 12-6. Knowledge categories that have to be developed 

A more careful look at knowledge reveals as crucial training on contex- 
tual knowledge. Methods knowledge, on the other side, is not perceived as 
highly affected by customization neither and coherently there is limited per- 
ception of training need on this aspect of knowledge. Training needs, there- 
fore, emerge for Knowledge of production processes (13%), Knowledge of 
technical/production issues (1  I%), Knowledge of product from technical 
point of view (lo%), Knowledge - wide on several issues (lo%), Knowl- 
edge of company capabilities (9%), Knowledge of product applications 
(9%). The only method knowledge which emerges with Pareto analysis is 
Knowledge of methods to evaluate cost and financial implications (7%). 

By looking at abilities it emerges that managers and entrepreneurs high- 
lighted a training need for the abilities required to an efficient and effective 
order definition, acquisition and fulfillment process. It emerges the need to 
train employees for a multidimensional set of abilities: mainly a combination 
of commercial and technical abilities with the addition of some financial and 
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organizational abilities. Interviewees, in fact, highlighted the training need 
for the following abilities: Able to act considering technical/production is- 
sues associated to each decision (15%), Able to act evaluating cost and fi- 
nancial implications of each decision (9%), Able to understand rapidly and 
correctly each specific customer (8%), Able to think and act in a customer- 
oriented way (8%), Able to plan, coordinate and organize (8%), Use all the 
available information before initiating an action (7%), Able to act consider- 
ing commercial/marketing issues (5%),  Able to study the market from each 
interaction with customers (5%), Able to provide quick and effective re- 
sponses to customers and colleagues (4%), and Able to clearly explain the 
product and its value (4%). 

Able to act conslder~ng techn~cal/product~on Issues assoc~ated to each dec~slon 
Abie to act evaluatina cost and financial ~m~l ica t~ons  of each dec~s~on 

Able to plan, coordinate and organize 
Able to think and act in a customer-oriented way 

Able to understand rapidly and correctly each specific customer 
Use all the available information before initiating an action 

Able to study the market from each interaction with customers 
Able to act considering commerciaiimarketing issues 

Abie to dearly explain the product and its value 
Able to provide quick and effective responses to customers and colleagues 

Abie to cope with uncertainty in customer requests or supply 
Abie to use Informalion Technology to manage wstomisation 

Able to evaluate the need and the convenience of customizing 
Able to act monitoring quality and time reliability 

Able to give up to sell something which does not solve the needs of the customer 
Able to sening up machine quickly and reduce set up times 

Able to judge the content of a quotation 
Able to anticipate technical problems 

Able of using resources in a flexible way 
Abie to provide technical support to customers or colleagues 

Able to deveiop flexible supply network 
Able to obtain coilaboration 

Able to use the concept of modularity 
Able to personalize product distribution 

Able lo  apply product configuration approaches 
Able to apply postponement approaches 

Able to acl taking into consideration implications on production and logistic flexibility I I 
0% 2% 4% 

Figure 12-7. Abilities that have to be dcveloped 

THE TRAINING NEEDS FOR EACH ROLE SET 

Different roles sets appear to have different training needs either in term 
of the total amount of training required and in terms of the specific profile of 
training needs. We concentrated on the first aspect to identify which role sets 
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present a higher need for training. One way to derive this information is to 
consider the sum on all interviews of the number of competences that each 
interviewee considers to necessitate improvement through training for a 
given role set. Table 12-5 reports both the absolute number of citations and 
the percentage calculated on the total number of citations. 

Table 12-5. The role set citation in terms of competence training needs 

Role set Acronym Citations Percentage 
Marketing & Sales Directors MSD 92 17% 
Marketing & Sales Operatives MSO 126 24% 
Technical Directors TD 58 11% 
Technical Operatives TO 1 16 22% 
Production Directors PD 90 17% 
Production Operatives PO 5 1 % 
Logistic Directors LD 39 7% 
Logistic Operatives LO 0 0% 
Other 0 9 2% 
TOTAL 535 100% 

Table 12-6 highlights that Marketing & Sales operative roles, i.e. sales- 
men, (24%) and technical operative roles, i.e. product engineers and design- 
ers, (22%) are the roles most in need of training. Marketinglsales directive 
roles (17%) and production directive roles (17%) need less training and 
technical directive roles (1 1%) even less. The other professional roles show 
almost no training need with the exception of the logistic directive roles 
(7%) that show very limited needs. Globally the commercial function repre- 
sents 41% of the total training needs while technical function represents 33% 
of total training needs and the production-logistic directive roles covers al- 
most all the remaining needs with a 24% of the total training needs. 

In order to increase the confidence on these results we added to these fig- 
ures the analyses of the training process. We calculated the number of inter- 
viewees that cited each role set when specifying which professional figures 
should be included in the training initiatives. Table 12-7 shows the results of 
this analysis. 
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Table 12-6. The role set citation in terms of participation of training processes 

Role set Acronym Number of inter- Percentage 
views citing the ( 100% = 46 
role set interviews) 

Marketing & Sales Directors MSD 20 43% 
Marketing & Sales Operatives MSO 19 41% 
Technical Directors TD 11 24% 
Technical Operatives TO 23 50% 
Production Directors PD 22 48% 
Production Operatives PO 6 13% 
Logistic Directors LD 10 22% 
Logistic Operatives LO 1 2% 
Other 0 4 9% 

Technical operative roles (50%) are again the main cited ones but this 
time are followed by production directive roles (48%) and at less extent by 
marketinglsales directive (43%) and operative (41%) roles. Similarly to the 
previous analyses technical directive roles are positioned at a lower level 
(24%) as the logistic directive roles (22%) even though they are not negligi- 
ble. Production operatives roles (13%) receives some more consideration 
than in the previous analysis but still remain at low levels while logistic op- 
erative roles remain negligible. This analysis therefore leads to the same in- 
dications than the previous one even though it emphasizes the training needs 
of the production function. 

These results constitute a further evidence that marketinglsales operatives 
and technical operatives are the two crucial roles for product customization, 
since they not only are the most affected by customization but also are those 
that mostly need to learn and improve their competences. 

8. CONCLUSIONS, LIMITATIONS AND FURTHER 
RESEARCH 

We believe our exploratory inquiry on the role individual competencies 
for mass customization brings to the attention of the research community a 
topic that has been left outside mainstream research on mass customization. 
Our study revealed a number of messages. First, our inquiry indicates opera- 
tional roles in Research & Development, together with Marketing and Sales 
roles are the crucial ones to reach a mass customization capability. Second, 
our study identifies a set of specific attitudes, knowledge and abilities that 
combined together build the customization capability an individual possess. 
Surprisingly, methods knowledge seem to play a secondary role in compari- 
son with attitudes. Third, the roles that are mostly affected by customization 
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are the same roles that are identified as mostly in need of training. The 
analysis of training needs highlighted the fundamental importance of the 
production director. When comparing training needs with competence needs, 
the importance of training programs aiming at knowledge transfer is empha- 
sized compared to the importance of attitudinal training. This is in line with 
the widely accepted fact that it takes more to modify attitudes than to trans- 
fer knowledge. It is interesting that the attitudes most underlined as needed 
to be trained regards the interaction between individuals. It is also notable 
that the knowledge considered affected by customization and the knowledge 
seen as that one to be transferred in training is the contextual knowledge. All 
the reported findings bear the limitations of qualitative research. Accord- 
ingly, these finings will be subsequently subjected to empirical validation in 
the next phase of the study, which is survey-based. 
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